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Abstract 
ii

This thesis combines the interdisciplinary fieids of Disability studies and literary
criticism in order to define the community living logbook genre and in order to theorize
community living logbooks as doubting texts. To approach community living logbooks
as doubting texts is to question the assumed inherent facticily often associated with
Iogbooks in general' Community living logbooks encompass a range of records in
community riving settings, including progress notes, chronorogicar diaries, and
communication books' Community tiving logbooks can be institutionally or informally
initiated and can be authored by paid support workers and/or unpaid caregivers. This
thesis identifies and explores ten sbucfural elements of the community tiving logbook
genre: ethicar contexf legar contexÇ readership, authorship, documented subjec!
physical setting' thematic strucfure, formal feafures, rhetorical function, and temporal
features' community living logbook entuies included in the publicly available
transcripts of the second murder frial of Robert Latimer provide the primary source
material for this sfudy.
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Preface

At this historical momenÇ Disability Studies as a field of academic inquiry is

challenging the way in which knowledge is made about disability and normalcy.

Disability Studies assumes people with disabilities to be the experts about disability and

it privileges lived experience as a source of knowledge about disability. Disability rights

activists and academics have introduced the term "ableism," which names the

oppression experienced by people with disabilities in a world that privileges a

nondisabled perspective and experience. Disability Sfudies brings activism and

philosophizing together, creates politicized knowledge, and does revolu[onary

knowledge-making. Disability Sfudies programs are being created across Canada as a

response to this blending of activism and knowledge-making; these programs have

made possible this study of the community living iogbook genre.

Disability Studies programs across Canada are heavily influenced by a disability

rights movement that provides an important context for this sfudy. Arguably, one of the

greatest achievements of the disability rights movement happened when people with

disabilities successfutly lobbied to get disabitity onto the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms. Canada has a national and international framework of human rights

with which to fight oppression, discrimination, and wrong-doings to groups and

individuals. For an already marginalized individual, resources, including financial,

educational, and emotional stamina, dwindle quickly. The Government of Canada

recently cut funding to the Court Chatlenges program; this action significantly
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compromises access to justice for equality-seeking individuals and groups, including

people with disabilities.

Our disability rights movement in Canada is strong. It seeks equality as its goal;

yet this goal requires its activists to sfrike a fine balance between pleasing and fighting

against federal and provincial rights movement organization funders. Tensions exist

between the equality-based notions of independence and support versus the notions of

interdependence and care that lie outside of equality-based values. For people with

disabilities who are deemed "unemployable" or "unedu cable" by our current economic

and educational systems, an equality-seeking movement may never achieve the changes

needed to create an inclusive society that varues everyone.

The contemPorary landscape of disability rights in Canada is remarkable for its

complexity. On the one hand, a famous human rights case discussed at length in this

thesis demonstrates how our na[on's sympathies overwhelmingly lie with a father who

kills his l2-year-oId daughter rather than with the daughter who was killed, most tikely

due to her having disabilities. This frightening example coexists with the optimistic one

of the first NFB-funded film by, rather than about, people who are labeled with

intellecfual disabilities,l which was made by People First of Canada and was released in
2008. The fight for disability rights has broadened to the creation of cultural products

using the genre of the documentary film. Filled with excitemenf idealism, fatigue, and

lFror|r my discussions with members of People First of Canada and according to the people First ofcanada website, the terminology that Peoplé First membeir pràiu. is "peopleïh;u;; labeled.,, I haveheard members add "with an iãieilectual åisability" 
";';*iiËi;fultectual d'isabilities,, ro rhis phrase when

:P."îJ.iîg publicll'- I adgqt the phrase. "people labeled intellectuãily disabled,, or ,,peopre labeled withintellectual disabilities" throughout this thäsis because iaË; dJ;ö;blË";;"tJ.,äb".uuse I take mycues from the activists at People First of Canada.
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fierce activism, this historical moment provides the turbulent context for the texfual

production of community living logbooks.
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Another important issue in logbook writing is truth.

--Emma Richler, Feed My Dear Dogs

It was true that Tracy had cerebral palsy, that she had

experienced pain and would have encountered more but it
was not true that it was constant or excruciating as Laura's

testimony said. Like other children disabled at birtþ Tracy

knew no other life. This was the life she had been given
and she enjoyed iÇ valued it and fought to keep if just as

most able-bodied people value their lives.

The communications book entries written by Laura
and read for the Crown during the second trial showed
Tracy relished these simple pleasures at least until
Tuesday, October 19, the date of the last entry, five days

before her life was taken from her. Laura's entry that day
read, "Tracy was good, ate and drank fine[.] Tracy was

good, ate really well, had a batlu Bob bathed her.,, It was

the day Robert Latimer decided on using exhaust fumes to
kill her. (46)

- Ruth Enns, A Voice Llnheard



Chapter I: Introduction

Community living2logbooks encompass a range of texts produced in communit"y

living settings, including the chronological diary, progress notes, and communication

books. Community living settings also reflect a range of formal and informal supported

living arrangements that facilitate living in the community, not in instifutions, for

people labeled intellectually disabted.3 Community tiving logbooks can be

institutionally or informally initiated. They can remain in one place, sometimes kept

under lock and key, andlor can travel with the person who is the documented subject.

Their authors can be paid support workers and/or unpaid caregivers.n The general role

of these logbooks is communication amongst the authors who record information that

iÇ"f+."lity living is,a philosophical and political respons_e to the practice of the segregation of people
labeled intellectually.disabled.thrgu_gh instìtutional llving. Sometimes paired with tËe tãrm "integration,,,
community living.is identified by Marcia Rioux and Micñael Bach in disøbility is Not the Messles a"s one of
four movements that emerged since the 1960s in response to institutionalization. In addition to the
community. living and integration movement, Rioui and Bach identify normalization, human or
consumer rights, and self-advocacy as significant responses. Community living is about people living in
community settings with appropriate supports.

3 A footnote from my preface is worth repeating: From my discussions with members of people First of
Canada and according to the l"qglg Firsl of Canada webéite, the terminology that People First members
Ptui:t is "people who are labeled." I have heard members add "with an intäílectual diôability" or ,,with
intellectual disabilitiel' to this phrase when speaking publicly. I adopt the phrase "people tí¡elea
intellectually disabled" or "people labeled wiÊh intefe¿tual disabilitiås" thöughout'thiå thesis because it
is a kind of public venue and because I take my cues from the activists at Peopie First of Canada.

a In general, disability activists in Canada avoid using the term " care." Disability-related activism focuses
on equality, independence, and inclusion, p_1oU.ap_tf b-ecause these ideals inform'the Charter of nights and
Freedoms and what has been described byKari Kiogh and Jon Johnson as "the current neo-liberal
political climate in Canada" (153). For activists whoieek equa_lity and independence, support worker,
supp,orted liv.ing, and home s.upports is the preferred terminolofy. For acuiists who are critical of
equality and independence, thé ñotion of a óare setting and careî general is less p.obiematic, and
i1,!"Td:e"î{:":" i?,P.-o.rnoted- People First of.Canadafmade up of sätr-aavocates åf peopte *úo ár"
labeled intellectually disabled, use the terms "support," "indeþendence," and "comå"rutiity.,, On their
website page that address deinstitutionalization,^they observe that: "Móst importa"tty, wé know that
qeople. flourish and thrive when they Iive in the com'munity,- either independänUy oiiitn r"pporr;;
O-¡Eanizations made up of fa.mily mémbers and advocates óf people whå are labáed intellectually
disabled often use the lerm "car:e," evidence for which can be'forind on the websites of L;Àr.Ë" iu"uau
and Continuity Care.



the next Person who reads the entry needs to know in order to do support work or

care work.

In theory, rules about community living logbooks differ from practice. In theory,

there is a clear distinction between the author and the documented subject of

community living logbooks. The author is a paid support worker and/or an unpaid

caregiver and the documented subject is a person who uses supports in community

living. In practice, however, the documented subject becomes an unstable category. The

documented subject can blur to become the author her/himself or a co-author, rather

than remain distinctly as the person who is labeled intellectually disabled. In theory,

formal, objective language is recommended. In practice, formal and informal language

is blended together to create a more subjective set of entries. These are just some of the

differences between theory and practice.

Rules for Community Living Logbooks

Rules exist for institutionally initiated community living logbooks and apply to

authors who are paid support workers. I draw on three key sources to assemble and

analyzethese rules: Mosby's Canadian Handbookfor the SupportWorker (2004),Red River

College's Disability and Community Support Program's Academic Writing course

curriculum,s and Kathryn Alexander's 1993 Master's thesis, Writing IlplWríting Down A

TextuøI Ethnography: Documentation Practices in a. Mental Heølth Boarding Home.Excerpts

from these sources relevant to community living logbooks are reproduced as Appendix

B, C, and D.

s I thank Instructor Harry Havey for providing me with this curriculum.
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used by colleges across Canada, Mosby's textbook is poised to be the

authoritative Canadian textbook for support workers in community tiving settings. This

textbook for support workers devotes a chapter to describing how to do report writing

in community living settings, including a section, "Guidelines for Recording," that has

eighteen recommendations for how to record. Issues addressed include ethics,

confidentiallLy, pnvacy, and legat contexts for record keeping in community living.

AIso included is a description of the range of texts produced in community living that

are exarnPles of or constitute a part of what I calt togbooks. These include progress

notes, activities of daily living charts, task sheets, menu plans, incident reports,

communication books, and chronological diaries.

Mosby's textbook identifies four reasons for record keeping in care settings:

"communicatíon," to do with information about care; "ct7rîencyi'to do with up-to-date

information about care; "accountability" of the support workers; and ,,continuity of

care" in order to create a personal history record (68).u The Red River curriculum

identifies five reasons for record keeping in community living settings: "for the

communication of important information," "for the protection of Legal Rights (of

consumersT and service providers)," "fot accountability of service," "for licensing

requirements," and "for continuity (or to create a personal history record)."8 The

content of logbooks has to do with all aspects of personal care, any heatth concerns,

6 See Appendix C-3.

7 "Consumers" is a term used to describe people with disabilities. It gained wide usage within the
{tt"þttg .ig.!,!: movement in canada ovér the last 30 years and ir "í.Jo" tnåi"ì-.8iì of Canadians wirhDisabilities' "About CC?" website page, which ruyr "ôCD believes in consumer control: neopte."ìin 

----

disabilities must be involved in all s-ta[es of the development of disability r"*i""r ã"ã in all decision-making that affects theír lives."

I See Appendix D.
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activi[es, mood, noteworthy anecdotes, and anything the author of the logbook entry

thinks the next caregiver or support worker needs to know. e

In her study, Alexander states that in her experience as a mental health worker,

"The log served as an instrument for recording and communicating'what was

important to know' to the other workers who were coming onto a shift" (8). Alexander

observes that "On occasiorç they also contained scraps of poetry, jokes, and illustrations

from the artistic and gifted supervisor who strove to develop strong community bonds

among workers and residents."lO The following logbook entry included by Alexander is

instructive with respect to the role of logbooks in community living: 11

General Request to All Støff
Please be more careful ønd thorough about reading the 709 I making your log
entries.
In order for us 

-to fun-ction øs a støff team-and especially when there are rnany
dffirent o,n call staffworkíng, it's aery importani to pick up info from the log"and
tu I9g and pøss on info more clearly. lf a general requ|est or'a specî¡ic one-to-õne
staff.person reques.t h"øs b..een made you elther get it done, get ilZ o¡ it d.one or
can't get to it (whích is fine) please acknowledge in the tog that you'ae read about

e Alexander defines the role of the logbook in a mental health boarding home community settings as
follows: "The daily log was an instrumentally important document thãt facilitated the ruîning o"f the
house and served various functions within the mèntal health boarding home. FirsÇ it was a le[al
document that was mandated by the mental health licensing board arid served as a record of ðare and
procedures in the house. Second, the mental health staff haã minimal overlap of shift time throughout ttte
week with each other a¡d so could not depend on oral exchanges to communicate important infõrmation.
Third, the log provided an ongoing, cumulative record of resid"ent life that was cruciai in the
programmingof life skills, crisis interventions and understanding of the histories of residents. These
records could be used to justify an_ intervention from an outside igency or the allocation of new resources
within the house. Workers would be instructed to "log any unusual" events or behaviours as a means of
confirming and accumulating a record for future refeËncé." (see Appendix B-1).

10 See AppendixB-7.

1r On the role of logbooks, Alexander also notes: "The daily log is a text that particularizes lived material
reality and an insider'sperspective exemplified by.both a þriv"ate domestic rþhur" and the futli; 

-. - ---
institutional sphere of the mental health Eoardinghoqre. I,is events encapsulåte the mundaÅe gritty
events of housework, grocery :loppilg, night shìfts, flooding toilets anå care-giving, along with '
profound experiences such.as frieñãship, rñadr-ress. suicide uäd ,u.orru.y fromîlne#. l" rËort,1À" tog
represents an encounter with a human world that has rarely been documented or regarded as'being "
worth mentioning in the grand narratives oÍ'man.,', (30)



it-what youu)ere able to do or not do-so the info gets passed onto the next shift to
pickup ....
The better we øII get øt thís, the easier it is for us aII to do the job -function co-
operøtiaely smoothly øs a staff tearn-thønks C

This logbook entry about how to write iogbook entries, authored by "Ci'the "person-

in-charge" of the mental health boarding home, indicates that the role of the logbook is

communication amongst caregivers. "C" emphasizes the importance of the logbook as a

source of information for staff "to pick up info from the log and pass on info," so that

"the info gets passed onto the next shift to pick up."12 Alexander's inclusion of /tC"'s

note to staff about the role of the logbook exemplifies an assertion made by John Frow

inGenre (2005), his book-length study of the concept of genre, namely that most texts

are "elliptical, setting out new information on the basis of old information which is not

explicitly given but which it supposes its reader tohave" (7).

The Latimer Case

Community living logbooks are not, in general, made publicly available-that is,

unless something goes wrong. In October 7993, something went very wrong. Robert

Latimer decided to kill his daughter,Tracy, by gassing her in the cab of his truck.

Almost two weeks later, he executed his plan. He was charged with first-degree

murder. A complicated legal case followed that included two trials. Ruth Enns, author

of. A Voíce Unheard: The Latímer Case and People with Disabitíties (1999), has observed that

a key difference between the two trials was the use of community living logbooks by

the Crown attorney to contradict the depiction of Tracy's life by the defense lawyer as

12 See Appen dixB-7.



one of constant pain and suffering. What the Crown calls communication books, I call

the Latimer logbooks. Enns explains:

A significant difference between the two trials came when prosecutor
Neufeld pointed out weaknesses in the testimonies of Brayford's [defense
lawyer] wituress [Laura Latimer]. He highùighted several discrepancies in
Laura's testimony, especially concerning pain and Tracy's abilities and
awareness. He had Laura read her own note to the developmental centre
rhap¡odizing qbou! Tracy's improvement since the surgery lback surgery in
19921. He also had her read over forty entries in the communication bóoks that
travelled with Tracy on her daily school bus trips to and from the centre.

The entries started before the back surgery anã continued until October 19,
five days before she was killed. The only gap in the books occurred when
Tracy was in the group home from July 5 to October 3. All the forty entries
told about Tlacy's good days-eating and sleeping well and partióipating in
normal childhood activities.

Brayford replied with_ three entries that mentioned pairu implying that he
could produce more if he chose. All three entries weie from October 7993 and
none was the final entry which had been used by the prosecution as evidence
of Tracy's good days. (25)

The actual logbooks themselves were not tendered as evidence, however, once

Laura Latimer read aloud her over forLy entries from the Latimer logbooks, these

entries were kanscribed and became publicly available as part of the trial transcripts.

At the end of the first trial, Robert Latimer was convicted of second-degree

murder. Enns explains the difference between first- and second-degree murder as it

relates to the Latimer trials: "On Monday morning, November 7,1994 Robert Wiltiam

Latimer pleaded not guilty to the charge of first-degree murder. As the Honourable

Justice Ross Wimmer later explained while charging the jury, while both first- and

second-degree murder involve the intent to kill, first-degree also is premeditated,

planned" (16). Enns continues: "The jury, after repeatedly asking for clarification on the

difference between first- and second-degree murder charges, pronounced him not
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guilty of first-degree but guilty of second-degree murder which allows for parole after

ten years instead of twenty-five" (18).

Due to irregularities in the jury selection process, there was a second trial in 7997.

This jury also convicted Robert Latimer of second-degree murder. The judge granted

Robert Latimer a constitutional exemption and sentenced him to serve less than two

years. Enns explains the implications of this complicated sentence:

The verdict in the second trial was the same as in the first-guilty of second-
degree murder-but the sentencing differed. The jury asked Justice Ted Noble
whether they could influence the length of the sentence but, as the law
requires, that request was denied. Thãy found Latimer guitty as charged but
nevertheless recommended that he be given parole eligibility after only one
year, not the ten required by law.

Justice Ted Noble deliberated until December 1,,1997 when he gave Latimer
a cons[tutional exemption based on Section 12 of the Charter which
guarantees the right not to be subject to cruel or unusual punishment. He
sentenced Latimer to only two years with one of them to be served on his own
farm.

The Crown appealed the sentence while the defence appealed the verdict.
Six disability-rights organizations applied for and got intervenor status. On
October L9,7998 the higher provincial court again heard and denied Latimer's
appeal, upholding the ten-year minimum sentence. (25-26)

Disability rights organizations were again granted intervenor stafus, this time in Robert

Latimer's appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. In January 2001,, The Supreme Court

of Canada upheld Robert Latimer's life sentence with no parole for ten years. Most

recently, in February 2008, the National Parole Board granted him day parole in

Ottawa.

The Latimer Case: A Chronology

The following chronology of the Latimer case is based on and partly reproduced

from CCD's "The Latimer Case: The Reflections of People with Disabilities-



Chronology" and "Latimer Case Chronology" by the Council of Canadians with

Disabilities, as well as the timelines in the following articles: CBC's "CBC News In

Depth: Robert Latimer" andThe National Post's "Timeline: Robert Latimer's Journey

through the Court System." The timeline entries about the Latimer logbooks are based

on Ruth Enns's AVoice Unheard and the transcripts from the second murder trial of

Robert Latimer.

' 23 November 1980 Tracy Latimer was born. (In 1983, Tracy's brother Brian was

born. In 1985 Tracy's sister Lindsay was born. In August 1993Tncy's brother Lee

was born.)

. 26 March 1992The first dated entry of the green Latimer iogbook.

' 27 August 1992Tracy Latimer had spinal surgery to reduce the curvafure of her

spine.

' 17 September 1992 A logbook entry indicates that on this day Tracy returned to

school for the first time since her back surgery. (The entry was referred to by the

Crown attorney but not read aloud by Laura La[mer and consequently is not

included in the trial transcripts or Appendix A of this project.)

' 5 July L993 to 3 October 1993 Tracy Latimer stayed at the North Battleford group

home during the last part of Laura Latimer's pregnancy with baby Lee. Tracy

had a trial respite stay at the group home twice near the end of June 1993 and she

stayed at the group home from October 8-11, 1993 during Laura's tubal ligation.

During these dates there were no logbooks sent home.

' 3 october 1993 The first dated entry of the blue Latimer logbook.
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' 24 October 1993 Twelve-year-old Tracy Latimer was murdered by her father,

Robert Latimer.

' 4 November 1993 Robert Latimer was arrested and charged with first-degree

murder.

' 'l'6 November 1994 A jury convicted Robert Latimer of second-degree murder

and the judge sentenced Robert Latimer to second-degree murder without

possibility of parole for ten years.

' 20 February 1995 The Council of Canadians with Disabilities (CCD), the

saskatchewan voice of People with Disabilities, and people in Equal

Participation were granted intervenor stafus in Robert Latimer's appeal to the

Saskatchewan Court of Appeat.

' L8 |uly 1995 The Saskatchewan Court of Appeal uphetd Robert Latimer's

second-degree murder conviction and his sentence.

' 6 February 1997 The Supreme Court of Canada set aside Robert Latimer's

conviction of second-degree murder due to irregularities in the jury selection

process. The court upheld Robert Latimer's confession.

' 5 November 1997 A second jury convicted Robert Latimer of second-degree

murder. The jury recommended that Robert Latimer be eligible for parole after

one year. The Criminal Code stipulates etigibility after ten years of incarceration.

' L December 1997 Thesecond judge granted Robert Latimer a constifutional

exemption and sentenced Robert Latimer to serve less than two years.

' 23 Novemberl999 The saskatchewan Court of Appeal set aside the

constifutional exemption and uphetd the mandatory sentence of ten years.
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L4 june 2000 CCD, the Saskatchewan Voice of People with Disabilities, People

First of Canada, the Canadian Association for Community Living (CACL), the

DisAbled Women's Network Canada, and People in Equal Participation were

granted intervenor stafus in Robert Latimer's appeal to the Supreme Court of

Canada.

18 ]anuary 200L The Supreme Court of Canada upheld Robert Latimer's life

sentence with no parole for ten years.

5 December 2007 A National Parole Board denied Robert Latimer's bid for day

parole.

27 Febraary 2008 The National Parole Board granted Robert Latimer day parole

in Ottawa.

The Latimer Logbooks

As I mentioned in my description of the Latimer case, during the second murder

trial of Robert Latimer, the Crown attorney asked Laura Latimer to read aloud over

forty of her own entries from communit¡i living logbooks of which Tracy was the

documented subject. What the Crown refers to as "Tracy's communication books," I

hereafter refer to as "the Latim_er logbooks." It is important to note that Tracy Latimer's

narne was misspelled "Tracey" throughout the kanscripts of the second trial. I

acknowledge that this error was made and I have corrected the spelling of Tracy's name

whenever I quote from these transcripts hereafter. During his cross-examination of

Laura Latimer, the Crown attorney sfumbled somewhat through a description of the

PurPose of the Latimer logbooks: "one of the things that is very important for dealing
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with people like Tracy is to keep very good records of her-of the particula¡ care-

giver's dealings with her [...] and in fact each care-giver is supposed to make a note in a

book, and tell about the time that they were with Tracy that day [...] and the purpose of

that-ifs very important that it be accurate and clear, because it helps the next person

down the-or the next care-giver in line to dea-i with whatever problems may have

arisen" (549). He later adds, "So this was a way of communicating with the

developmental centre people, and telling them the things that were important" (555).

The Crown's description of the Latimer logbooks is not succinct but it clearly resembles

the description of the previously outlined rules of community living logbooks.

Significantly, it is worth noting that the Latimer logbooks were not tendered as

evidence because they contained entries by authors who were not wifuresses at the

second murder trail. We have access only to the entries authored by Laura Latimer and,

of those entries, only the ones she was asked to read aloud from during the trial. Thus,

we have access to one half of a conversation between Laura Latimer, an unpaid

caregiver, and at least one, if not more, paid support workers at the developmental

centre. In this instance, the ethical rules about community living logbooks set out by

Mosby's Canadian Handbookfor the Support Worker, Red River College's Disability and

Community Support Program curriculum, and Kathryn Alexander's thesis apply to one

half of the conversatiory the absent entries by the paid support workers.

Though the impetus for the logbooks is never explained during the Latimer

trials, the logbooks were likely instigated by the developmental centre. This is strongly

suggested by the fact that there were no logbooks sent home to the family during the

three months that Tracy lived at the North Battleford group home. Laura explains,
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"When she [Tracy] was at the-when she was in North Battleford fiiving in a group

home from July 5 to October 3,7993) there was no communication book with the family.

I believe they had one at their [the group home's] house, but it didn't come back and

forth to us" (552). Even if the Latimer logbooks were informaliy initiated by Laur4 they

would still be influenced by an institutional framework because half of their authors

were paid support workers who were guided by instifutional rules defined by ethical

codes. Either way, as an unpaid caregiver, Laura remains outside of institutional rules

defined by ethical codes.

Laura Latimer identifies another dimension to the role of the Latimer logbooks

that is worth noting. Not only were they useful for communication amongst the authors

of the entries, they were also useful for communication between caregiver and

documented subject. She says the logbooks "made it easier to talk to Tracy, because I

didn't know what she did during the day, she couldn't tell me, but if it was in the book

then I could talk to her" (555). I should add that it is a controversial claim to state that

the Latimer logbooks were a way for Tracy to communicate with her caregivers,

because Tracy never authored an entry.

The Latimer Logbooks in Activism: A Reliable Source

Disability rights activists and organizations have used the Latimer logbooks as a

reliable source of factual informa[on about the documented subject, Tracy Latimer. In á

Voice Unheard, Enns draws ory amongst other sources, the Latimer logbooks in order to

educate Canadians about the "neglected view" of people with disabitities who "have

objected to the predominantly negative presentation of Tracy [Latimer] inside and
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outside the courtroom" (8). As an appendix to her bookJength study of the Latimer

trial, written from a disability rights perspective, Enns includes all the Latimer logbook

entries as they appeared in the transcripts of the second murder triat. I have reproduced

them as Appendix A for this project.l3

The Council of Canadians with Disabilities (CCD), a national umbrella

otganizatton of people with disabilities that advocates at the national poticy level for

equality for people with disabilities, has also drawn on the Latimer logbooks as a source

of knowledge about Tracy Latimer. From 1996 to 2000, CCD published Løtimer Watch,

available online, which comments on the Latimer case from a disability rights

perspective. Latimer Watch provides timelines of the Latimer kial that include entries

naming the deaths of other children with disabilities who have been murdered by their

parents since Tracy's death, as well as significant dates on which the disabiliÇ

community gathered together to strategize abouthow to protect fundamental human

rights. For example, in the article "who was Tracy Latimer?," ccD draws on the

Latimer logbook entries as a key source of knowledge in order to draw a portrait of

Tracy Latimer that includes dimensions such as "daily pleasures," "holid,ay happiness,"

"playing dress vp," "telationships with siblings," "visltrng grandma and grandpa," and.

"sleepovers."

The Latimer logbook entries were also used during the appeals processes that

followed Robert Latimer's second murder trial. As mentioned in the chronology of the

Latimer case, a coalition of disability rights organizations including CCD, the

Saskatchewan Voice of People with Disabilities, People First of Canad.a, the Canadian

13 See Appendix A.
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Association for Community Living, the DisAbled Women's Network Canada, and

People in Equal Participation, received intervenor status in the appeal process in7997

and was permitted 20 minutes of oral argument before the Saskatchewan Court of

Appeal. In 2000, the Coalition received intervenor stafus in Robert Latimer's appeal to

the Supreme Court of Canada. In the 1997 Fachtm of the Intervenors, under the third

section, titled "Facts," CCD et al. write: "the Coalition draws the Court's attention to the

portions of the transcript dealing with Laura Latimer's journal entries in the

communications book which went between the North Battleford Developmental Centre

and Tracy's home. These journal entries are specially [sic] revealing with respect to the

nafure of Tracy Latimer's life." This statement is followedby 40 entries from the

Latimer logbooks. CCD et al. used these entries as a reliable source of knowiedge about

Tracy Latimer, including them under the heading"Facts" and describing them as

"specially [sic] revealing with respect to the nafure of Tracy Latimer's life." What is

meant by "the nafure of Tracy Latimer's life" is not defined in any further detail.

In the 2000 Factum, under "Facts and Backgrourrd," the Coalition cites only five

Latimer logbooks entries rather than the forty cited in the 1,997 Facbtm. Atl five entries

are from October 1993, the days leading up to Tracy's murder. The Coalition's stated

rationale for including these entries differs from that of the 1997 Factum. There is no

reference to "the nafure of Tracy Latimer's life" in the 2000 Facfum. Instead, the

Coalition's stated purpose for including the entries was to demonstrate that "the last

weeks of Tracy's life, those immediately prior to her murder on October 24,1993, were

not as bleak as the Appellant's Statement of Facts suggests." Entries from October 4,

1993, October 6, 7993, October 73, 7993, and Octob er 19,1993 foitow.
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I discuss the danger of using the Latimer logbooks as a reliable source to make

truth statements about Tracy Latimer in the section on Thema[c Strucfure in Chapter

Three. For now, I outline two reasons why the Latimer logbooks were used by the

disability community as a reliable source of facts about Tracy's day-to-day life.Firstly,

the Latimer logbooks contain objective information about recorded timelines and

chronology of events that have nothing to do with Tracy's subjective experience. One

example of a timeline-related fact contained in an entry from September 17,lggzproved

to be a key source for disputing the claim put forth by the defence lawyer that Tracy

Latimer experienced unrelenting pain. As I noted in the Latimer Case Chronology, this

entry was referred to by the Crown attorney but not read aloud by Laura Latimer and

consequently is not included in the trial transcripts or Appendix A of this project.

During the second murder trial, the Crown asked Laura Latimer, "youweren,t exactly

sure of the date Tracy went back to school [the developmental centre], but would you

agree with me that the note for September 17,7992, in the green book, suggests that she

was?" to which Laura replied, "Mmhmm" (ss2). The Crown then asked, ,,would you

agree with that?," to which Laura replied, "Yes." (553). Enns explains the significance of

the information contained in this entry:

T1a5r_c1me through $e gruelling ordear [back surgery on Augus t2T, lgg2]
with. flying colourã. Afteisuch sùrgery mbst chitdånätay in n%þia atteast
one to two weeks but Tracy went honie after only six days. Her eäting
improved and she was freé of the respiratory "i]irents ttíut hãJ piug,r"ua hu1.
before. In mid-Septembeç just,a few.äays after her two-week foilori-up visit
to Dr. Dzus, she refurned to schoot. (10i
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The school bus trip took about forty-five minutes and is described by Enns as a

"bumpy nde." The timeline-related fact significantly located in the Latimer logbooks,

that Tracy returned to school on the bus two weeks after her back surgery suggests that

her pain was not as constant as Laura Latimer's verbal tes[monies indicate.

Secondly, it is understandable that the disability community used the Latimer

logbooks as a reliable source because Laura's written entries contradicted her verbal

testimony in court. During the second murder trial, the defence lawyer argued that, as

her mother,Laurawas uniquely positioned to know how much pain Tracy was in. Enns

points out the significant role of the Latimer logbooks in the Crown's response to this

line of reasoning: "Prosecutor Neufeld didn't dispute Laura's expertise although he did

turn it to the Crown's advantage by asking Laura to read thirty-nine entries in the

communication book [Latimer logbook]" (3a). As long as Laura's authorship of the

enkies is acknowledged when citing excerpts from the Latimer logbooks, then the

Latimer logbooks can arguably be used as a reliable source for evidence that contradicts

Laura's verbal testimony and therefore evidence of Laura's unreliability either as a

witness and/or as a logbook author.

If Laura had known the Latimer logbooks would have been used during a trial in

such a way, she may well have authored her entries differently so that they would not

have contradicted her verbal testimony in court years later. If this had been the case, the

Latimer logbooks would likely not have been used as a reliable source by the disability

rights activists. I hypothesize this scenario merely to hightight that just because one

example of community living logbooks was treated as unquestionably facfual, not all

community living logbooks would have beery or should be assumed to be factual.
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Chapter One Summary

In this chapter, I introduced the sources that I will use to define the community

living logbook genre throughout this study. I discussed the relevance of the Latimer

case to this project. I concluded by discussing the Latimer logbooks as a significant and

rare exarnple of the community living logbook genre and the ways in which the Latimer

logbooks have been used as a reliable source by the disability community.In the next

chapter, I define the community living logbook genre in depth.
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Chapter II: Defining the Community Living Logbook Genre

Examples of the logbook genre in general have been produced since classical

an[quity at least, but its literary history has not yet been gathered and the geffe has not

been adequately named, defined, or analysed. The Canadian Oxford Dictionaryla defines

"logbook" as "abook containing a detailed record of things done or experienced;" over

the years, the medium that contains the log or detailed record has changed from rolls of

papyrus, to books, to its most recent manifestation as the modern day weblog or blog.ls

The logbook genre encompasses many types, including travelogues, medical logbooks,

explorers' logbooks, slavers' logbooks, navigation logbooks, aviation logbooks, and

weblogs.l6 This chapter defines the iogbook genre in general, provides a framework for

orgarizing the logbook genre in general, and concludes with a definition of the

community living logbook geffe.

la A survey of print dictionaries and online dictionaries indicates that the logbook is most often assigned
two meanings in everyday usage: one has to do with recordings of things dóne or experienced, and-the
other has to do with detailed recordings specifically relating tõ navigatión or aviation.

]s Another example of a digitalized logbook is Ambrils webserver technology called RecordrM, whictu
accordingto the company's website, "transforms the traditional, inaccessiblé-paper curled log book filled
with illegible entries into an online metering data portal that can be readily and ãecurely acceãsed by
interested parties."

lu For examples of Greek travelogue writing, see authors Pausanias and Strabo; for Greek medical
logbooks, see Epidemics I to VII in Volumes I and VII of the Hippocratic corpus; for examples of explorers'
þg!ook9, see,-François Bellec's Unknown Lands: The Log Booksòf the Great Eiplorers and The Four Voyages of
Christophgr-Columbus: Beiyg I!ís Own Log-Book, Letters and Dispatches with Connecting Narratioe Drawnþom'
the Life-of the AdmiryI FV U! Son Hernando Colon and Other Contemporøry Historians; for slavers' logboóks,
see A Slquerß Log Boo-k or Twenty Yeørs' Residence in Africa: The Originø\1853 Manuscript by Cøptain
Theophilus Conneau; for examples of aviation logbooþ see the NASA website's Aviaûon Saféty Reporting
System.
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The Logbook Genre: A Traditionally Factual and Truthful Text

An exhaustive study of the logbook genre based on historical, empirical, or

content analysis has not yet been undertaken and is beyond the scope of this study;

however, I propose to make the generalization that logbooks are traditionally assumed

to be made up of facfual and true text. This generalization is based on two historical

examples of logbooks: the EpidemicsVolume I and VII of the Hippocratic Corpus-

arguably the first medical iogbookslT, and the 1935 publication of the Air Ministry's

Manual of Air Naaigation These examples, a very small but representative sample, show

that present-day logbooks inherit a genre that is assumed to be truthful and is typically

viewed as a reliable source for "what really happened."

To begin with the Air Ministy's Manual of Air Naaigøtion, this text demonstrates

the emphasis on functional language, observation, and fact as the desired content of

navigation logbooks and the predominant values that inform, I would argue, the

present-day understanding of the role and content of logbooks in general:

The Navigation log is a record which is kept, step by step, of the
navigational work done during a flight. A log should always be kept, as
the record it contains will often prove usefulãfterwards. No
unnecessary information should appear in the log, but that which is
entered m,tst be clear and accurate:'the amount oJ irrformation recorded
will vary with circumstances. The most important entries include
courses steered, times of changes of course, changes of wind observed or
calculated, fixes, ground speeds and tracks, and signals sent or received.
A log should be compiled in a simple form so that it could be handed to
another navigator without explanátions.l8

17 Thanks to Paul Harms, PhD Candidate in Classics at University of Calgary for this insight.

18 This passage {roa Volume One, Chapter Ten of the Air Ministry's Manual of Aír Naaigøtion (19J5) is
reproduced as the first page of Martin corrick's The Naaigation Log: A Noael. 

-
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In other words, authors of logbooks use language in a functional way to

communicate observations and facts, or observable facts, about a documented subject.

The navigational log contains a record of the "work done" in a "clear and accurate"

way, such that "no unnecessary information" is included, and is "compiled in a simple

form.." The log must be written in such a way as to make the authors interchangeable,

and so that there is just the right amount of information so that the next reader, who

soon after becomes the next author, "could be handed" the logbook "without [one

assumes verbal] explanation." These inskuctions for how to write navigation logbooks

echo the description W.H.S. Jones, translator of Epidemics I and lII, offerc about medical

logbook writing inËpidemics l and lll: "the most stuiking feature of this work fEpidemics

I and I1l] is its devotion to truth. [...]Nothing irrelevant is mentioned; everything

relevant is included" (1,44). The above examples demonstrate that present-day logbooks

inherit generic expectations, namely, expectations that they record factual, observable

truths.

If one ascribes to the notion that observable facts claim a false universaliW, arrd

that all facts are, instead, subjective or should be scrutini zedby different ways of

knowing before being declared as objectively, observably true, then the logbook genre

provides a rich site for critical inquiry into the underlying ideological assumptions that

inevitably inform these apparently fact-filled texts. To this poin! Jones's description of

Epidemics I and //I can be expanded to address the character of the logbook genre in

general: "ThroughoutlËpidemics I and IIl], theory is in the background, observation in

the foreground" (xvii). When observation is in the foreground, theory is, indeed, always

in the background. Jones's succinct characterization of Epídemics / and IIl could be a
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guiding mantra to repeat to oneself when reading any logbooþ especially the

present-day community living logbooks. The following review of the logbook genre in

scholarship shows that scholars agree that an assump[on exists that logbooks are

factual records and that this assumption should be questioned for various reasons they

outline in their studies.

The Logbook Genre in Academia: An Unreliable Source

The logbook genre in general is not taken for granted as a reliable source of

knowledge in academia. With the exception of Susan C. Herring, Loís Ann Scheid!

Sabrina Bonus, and Elijah Wrighls 2004 empirical study of weblogs, "Bridging the Gap:

A Genre Analysis of Weblogs," the theorization of logbooks in scholarship focuses ory

and is inspired by, logbooks that are produced in community living settings. Two

possible reasons for the lack of theoretically informed critiques of the texts produced in

community living are the relative newness of community tiving as a philosophy and a

hesitation in academic communities to produce critical knowledge of community living

that could be used to challenge the deinstitutionalization movement. Chris

Drinkwater's "Supported Living and the Production of Individuals" is an excep[on to

this apparent pattern of hesitation; in it, he puts forth the argument that "supported-

livingle affangements exemplify not an emancipatiory nor even a humanitarian reform,

as much as a new dispersal of power relations, one that is entirely in keeping with the

modern drive to greater efficiency" (229). Drinkwater draws on Michel Foucault's

"materialistic analytics of power" to explore themes such as inclusion as a form of

1e "supportedJiving" is the UK version of the Canadian term "community living.,,
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productioru systems of differentiatioru and the production of self-regulating subjects.

Lr his discussion of the production of self-reguiating subjects, Drinkwater explores the

topic of surveill¿u1ce, and suggests that community living works in the way of the

panopticon, "aprl.son designed to induce a state of constant visibility, as the archetype

of surveillance" (236). Drinkwater proposes that the logbooks produced in the

panopticon-like community living setting, which he calls "the diary," "úe personal

diary," or "the book," take on the role of the watchtower, or the all-seeing eye, "in which

any observed behaviorc may be (or may not be) recorded for the eyes of other members

of the support team and those of more senior rank in the organizatiorr" (236). For the

documented subjects of "the diary," whom Drinkwater refers to as "service users" (the

people with disabilities who are supported in community living), the effect is that

service users learn that there øre no secrets.Service users know that each
member of the supporting team holds the knowledge of all. If service
users learn an_ything,-it is to be on guard. As the purpose of the Panopticon
is achieved when each prisoner becomes his own gùard, so too the
support fu,nction is realized when service users behave as if they are being
observed, by monitoring their own activittes. (237)

Drinkwater's theorization of logbooks as the watchtower in community living settings

does not however, engage with the ethics of how to write or read these texts. Rather,

his analysis focuses on the role that these texts play in the context of the power relations

at work in the supported-living settings in which they are produced.

Kathryn Alexander also compares community living to a panopticon-like setting

in her 1993 Master's thesis,Writíng LlplWriting Doutn ATextual Ethnograplry:

Documentation Practices in a Mental HealthBoørding Home (118). In her study, Alexander

uses Dorothy Smith's notion of the documentary text to analyse the genre she calls "the

log note" or "díary entries" or "the datly 1og." Irr a five-page synopsis of her MA thesis
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posted online, Alexander explains her methodology and source of texfual analysis as

follows:

I called my research a textual Ethnography because my site for analysis
was comprised of a large corpus of almost a decade's accumulation of
handwritten anecdotal workplace diary entries or log notes.I claimed that
the historically extensive, longitudinal and detailed ñarrative nature of
this corpus of documentary text qualified as an ethnographic field. This
text was known in the communiÇ as the "dally log."

Alexander does not explain the ethical context of her research practices, specifically

how she gained access to the corpus of log notes. She uses pseudonyms for the names of

the mental health workers and the people who are supported in the boarding home, but

she does not consistently use these pseudonyms when citing examples from the log-

note enkies. Alexander also chooses certain excerpts from the log-note corpus but does

not include the corpus in its entirety as an appendix.

In the online synopsis of her Master's thesis, Alexander identifies the logbook as

a text that "we often encounter as facfual and objective," which supports my earlier

claim that present-day logbooks inherit generic expectations, namely, expectations that

they record facfual, observable truths. But Alexander demonstrates throughout her

thesis that the facticity of logbooks should be questioned. She defines the role of the

logbook in her sfudy, in her words, "at its heart" to be one for which the authors felt

"an impulse to honour and responsibly care for the women residents in the group

home": "at its heart-and I argue this is what we [the mental heatth workers] sought to

Preserve-there was an impulse to honour and responsibly care for the women

residents in the group home" (7).Itis noteworthy that the residents of Alexander's

sfudy were not permitted access to the log notes, as the document was kept in a locked
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drawer to which only the mental health workers had a kuy.to Alexander proposes a

distinction between log notes that respond to the instifutional context of the mental

health group home authorities as the "rhetorics of managemenf" and the log notes that

communicate something more heartfelt and integrity-filled that she calls the "poetics of

care."27

From her analysis of the corpus of log notes in a mental health boarding home

setting, Alexander concludes that the log note is a "doubting text" and a "documentary

fallure":

Thus it [the log note] ultimately fails as a documentary text because it is
forced to acknowledge the limits of its ability to successfully objectify
and objectively "know" the truth. Through their apprenticeship as
mental health workers, the writers discovered that it was more
responsible to say "I don't know'/-in this context the log is essentially
(on occasion) a doubting texÇ here the writers were permitted to
describe, engage in dialogue and wait for the next set of revelations.
(170)

Alexander's characterization of the log-what I call the logbook-as a "doubting text"

will be further explored in Chapter Three as a useful way of theorizing the genre.tt

Dorothy E. Smith's notion of the documentary text is also used by Nancy M. Bell

and Marie L. Campbell to analyse how a twelve-year-old girl with Rett Syndrome was

20 See Appendix B-3.

21 Alexander explains why this distinction occurred: "The full-time staff workers-all of whom were
women-who wrote and read the log, literally voted to maintain a particular style of writing which they
felt facilitated their working relationship with each other and the community mental health boarding
home. In1987 they were confronted with external pressure to change the way they wrote the log.
Consequently, they split the log into two separate formats, one called progress notes and the other the
daily log, and began a dual entry system: one, to satisfy the external authoritative structures, and the
other, the narrative text of the original log, to facilitate their own needs. Thus, the women who wrote and
read the log actively resisted external attempts to alter the way they communicated through the log, and
reinforced their rationale for promoting and preserving a distinct kind of textuality in their working
environment" (7).

22 To read Kathryn Alexander's various definitions of "the log note" and descriptions of the context in
which the log notes were authored, see Appendix B 1-6.
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textually constructed in health care providers' texts as dying, even though the

coroner's report indicated that the girl had in fact died of malnutrition. (I classify health

care providers' texts as types of medical logbooks.) Their study, "A Child's Death:

Lessons from Health Care Providers' Texts," is based on Nancy M. Bell's Master's

thesis, A Child's Terminal lllness: An Analysis of Text Mediated Knowing. Bell's thesis,

unlike Alexander's, includes as appendices all the health care providers' texts she

analyses, except for the coroners' reports, which are publicly available upon request.

The names of family members and health care providers are consistently deleted

throughout Bell's thesis and appendices, and an introductory section addresses the

ethical context of the research. It is possible that by the time Bell's thesis was published

in200L, eight years after Alexander's thesis, more attention was being paid to texfual

analysis in social science researcfu and therefore to ethical issues having to do with

accessing documents. Using Smith's methodology of institutional ethnography and her

notion of the documentary texÇ Bell and Campbell conclude by noting "the inherent

danger of objective knowledge, constructed within texts for managing and organtzing

health care services" (726). Bell and Campbell's findings point to the value of

questioning facticity when theorizing the logbook genre.

A Framework for Organizing the Logbook Genre

In the earlier mentioned 2004 empiricaily-based genre analysis of weblogs,

Herring et al. argue that "weblogs are a good primafacíe candidate for genre status" (2).

After establishing weblogs as a hitherto unrecognized gerìre, Herring et al. conclude

that the weblog geme has origins in off-line antecedents. Herring et al. refute the
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argument put forth by Rebecca Blood in her introduction to We'l¡e Got Blog: How

Weblogs are Chønging Our Culture, that the blog originates from the Web and is

"uniquely digltaL" (9). Instead, Herring et al. hypothesize the sorts of findings that an

historical analysis of blogs would produce by suggesting likely off-line antecedents to

various types of blogs. For example, hand-written diaries inform online journals,

travelogues resemble travel blogs, and personal letters resemble blogs created for

conversation amongst more than two people.

One of the most useful conkibutions to defining the logbook genre that Herring

et al.'s sfudy of weblogs offers is its inclusion of S. Krishnamurthy's schematic

representation of various types of blogs. Herring et al. explain that "Krishnamurthy

proposed a classification of blogs into four basic types according to two dimensions:

personal vs. topical and individual vs. community" (3). According to Krishnamurthy's

diagram, Quadrant I combines personal and individual dimensions to produce "Online

Diaries" Wpes of blogs, Quadrant II combines personal and community dimensions to

produce "Support Group" types of blogs, Quadrant III combines topical and individual

dimensions to produce "Enhanced Columrr, e.g.r Andrewsullivan.com" typ"r of blogs,

and Quadrant fV combines topical and community dimensions to produce

"Collaborative Content Creatiory ê.g., Metafilter" gpes of blogs. Herring et al. conclude

that according to the sample of blogs that informs their empirically-based genre

analysis, "the types in quadrants I and II are well-represented, but few examples are

found of quadrants II and IV. In addition, we find types not represented in

Krishnamurthy's two-dimensional model" (3). Herring et al.'s comments serve as a
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reminder that a framework for organizinga gerìre can be useful for some examples of

the genre but may not provide categories that are inclusive of all.

I propose a framework for organizing the logbook genre that is inspired by

Krishnamurthy's model. As stated earlier, an exhaustive study of the logbook geffe

based on historical, empirical, or content analysis has not yet been undertaken and is

beyond the scope of this thesis; howeveç the following framework for how to organize

the logbook genre offers a possible point of reference for any such fufure research in

this genre and is useful as a starting point for the current project of defining and

theorizing the type of logbooks that are relevant to people with disabilities today. The

framework is modeled after Krishnamurthy's classification of blogs, and organizes the

logbook geffe into four quadrants using Cartesian coordinates according to two

dimensions, individual author versus multiple authors and private readership versus

public readership, andis illustrated as follows:
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Table I: AFrømeworkfor Organizing the Logbook Genre

Príaate Readership

Quadrant II
Individual Author,
Private Readership

Quadrant I
Multiple Authors,
Private Readership

Multiple Authors

QuadrantfV
Multiple Authors,
Public Readership

lndiaidual Author

Quadrant IfI
I¡rdividual Author,
Public Readership

Public Readership

Defining "Priaate Readershþ" and "Public Readershþ"

I¡r its fourth listed definition , The Cønadían Oxford Díctionary defines "private" by

conEasting it to public, and as something personal that belongs to individuals: private

means "belonging to an individual; one's owru personal," "confidential; not to be

disclosed to others," and "not open to the public." Accordingto Mosby's Caradian

Høndbookfor the Support Worker,privacy is a particularly important issue in community

living settings: "Every person has the right not to have his or her name, photograph,

private aff.airs, health information, or ¿ury personal information exposed or made public
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without having given consent. Violating this right is an invasion of privacy and is'

punishableby law" (103). The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada's "Fact

Sheet: Privacy Legislation in Canada" does not directly define "ptivate" and "privacy";

however, "pîivate" appears to be synonymous with "personal," as is indicated in the

often repeated phrase on the Fact Sheet "the collectiory use and disclosure of personal

information." fn sum, "private" is away of naming the personal, is associated with

individuals as opposed to communities, and is defined in contrast to the term "public."

"Pttblic," on the other hand, is defined ínThe Canadian Oxford Dictionary as an adjective

meaning "of or concerning the people as a whole." Whatis public belongs to everyone,

assuming they have access to it.In the diagram produced above, there are arrows on

either end of the vertical axis to indicate that logbooks can shift from the private realm

to the public domain and back again-that, in other words, the categories of private and

public are fluid rather than finite

Defining "lndiaidunl Author" and "Multiple Authors"

Although there are many theorefical debates about the complicated notion of

"author,"23 the word is, in the case of this diagram, intended to mean the person who

writes a given logbook entry. "Individual Author" means that all the entries in a

logbook are attributed to one person, and "Mul[ple Authors" means that logbooks

contain entries written by different authors. There are arrows on either end of the

horizontal axis of authors mainty due to the fact that sometimes two people can be

23 For.example, se_e D- onald E. Pease's discussion of the term, in which he addresses the following
questions: "Is an individual self-determined or determined by material and historical circumstañces? Is
the human self infinite or finite? Can an individual ground pôfitical authority on individual creativify?
What is the basis for human freedom? Can any artist claim ãbsolute originalíty?" (105).
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involved in the writing of one author's togbook entry. For example, the executive

director of an orgatizaLton might dictate a logbook entry to an empioyee who would

athibute the entry to her/his boss, or a ghostwriter may write an online diary on behalf

of the person whose narrative is being recorded and who is identified as the sole author.

Or, as a third example, Nirmala Erevelles offers a theoretically informed critique of the

term, "at)thot," from the perspective of people who use facilitated communication: "In

the case of persons with autism who use facilitated communication and are assisted not

only by the human facilitator but also by Canon communicators, computers, portable

typewriters, and other sophisticated communication devices, the normative discursive

structures that define autonomy and subjectivity in humanist terms are radically

disrupted" (57).

Qundrønts II to III and Quødrants I to IV

For logbooks that are particularly relevant to the lives of people with disabilities

and/or are connected to disability-related issues, a distinct pattern emerges. These

types of logbooks often belong in the private realm and shift, for one reason or another,

to the public domain. This shift is illustrated as follows:
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Table II: Logbooks that Shiftfrom Priaate to Public

Prhsate Reaàershìp

Indiaidual A ultiple Authors

Public Readershþ

Quadrønt II to III: scíentifc and Ethnographic Research Methods settings

Logbooks that shift from the private realm to the public domain that have one

(individual) author and are particularly relevant to people with disabilities are logbooks

that are used in scientific and ethnographic research contexts. Scientific research

methods are important to people with disabilities because medical knowledge about

disability uses the scientific method to produce this knowledge. As ]ames C. Wilson

explains in "Making Disability Visible: How Disabitity Studies Might Transform the

Medical and Science Writing Classroom," "Medical science pathotogizes disability as

Individual Author,
Private Readership

Multiple Authors,
Private Readership

I¡rdividual Author,
Public Readership

Multiple Authors,
Public Readership
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impairment and defect" (151). Logbooks are used in the scientific method to produce

medical knowledge as an objective record of facts and observations throughout the

research process. These logbooks are not part of the public domain unless they inform

successful research and are published alongside the results. The earlier-mentioned

Epidemics is another example of medicat logbooks that were probably intended for

private use only by its authors but then eventually shifted into the public domain

through publication. Logbooks support a research process that produces power-laden

knowledge that pathologizes and objectifies people with disabilities.

The use of ethnographic research methods to produce knowledge about

disability has increased dramatically over the last few years and is exemplified by the

lournal of Contemporary Ethnography's recent publication of a Special Issue on

Ethnography and Disabitity Studies.2a The ethnographic researcher keeps a research

journal or logbooþ often called field notes, as a way ofrecording data while conducting

research. When the ethnographer "writes up" herf kis research findings, she/he uses

excerpts from the field notes that inform the results. As such, field notes , a type of

Iogbooþ remain private or become public, depending on the discretion of the

ethnographic researcher. This tendency to pick and choose certain field-note entries by

researchers shapes how knowledge about disability is presented.zs This pattern of using

only the excerpts that the researcher chooses, rather than disclosing all field notes as an
2a See also Kelley- Joh_n son's Deinstitutionalising Women: An Ethnographic Study of Institutional Closure, a
book-length study of deinstitutionalization using ethnographic iesearch -e[hóas.
2s An exception is Dorothy E. Smith's,famous essay, "K is Mentally Ill," in which Smith includes the entire
transcript of the interview from which she theorizes. Smith says she includes the full transcript so that the
1,eade¡ 

of the essay can agree or disagree with Smith's ow¡ int-erpretations and findings, and lhoose to
theorize differently.Similarly, Ruth Enns includes all of the logbbok entries read alouä during the second
Latimer murder trial as an appendix to-her book about the Lad'mer case and people with disaËilities.
Readers can read for themselves the difference between Laura's verbal testinionf and written entries and
have their own interpretations.
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aPpendix to the published ethnographic research study, has implications for the

logbook genre in general: the power of what gets included as important belongs to the

author and not the documented subject.

Qu.adrant I to IV: Medicøl,Instítutionø|, Educational, and Community Liaing Settings

Logbooks that shift from the private realm to the public domain and have

multiple authors are produced in medical, instifutional, educational, and community

living settings. These kinds of logbooks have multiple authors including informal

caregivers, famlly members, teachers, support workers, or medical professionals, and

they contain information about people with disabilities, such as Tracy Latimer. They are

the category of logbooks to which the logbooks used during the Latimer trial belong.

Logbooks in Community Living

I make the case that logbooks produced in community living settings are shaped

by an overlap between educational, medical, and institutional settings. CommuniÇ

living settings are characterized by a blending of the formal and the informal, and are

influenced by a human rights framework. The record keeping in medical, instifutional,

and educational settings is particularly relevant to people with disabilities, who are

often the documented subject of these records. Rules about logbooks in medical,

instifutional, and educational settings influence the rules about logbooks in community

living and are outlined in what follows. Logbooks in these settings are generally

presumed to contain a factual, truthful record. Nexf I define more closely what I mean

by a community living setting.
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Community Living Setting

As I stated in my inkoduction, community living is a philosophical and political

resPonse to the practice of the segregation of people labeled intellectually disabted

through institutional living. Community living is most often defined as the opposite of

instifutional living. In Canad4 over the last fifty years, organizations such as the

Canadian Association for Community Living26 and People First of Canadatt have joined

forces in order to advocate for the closing down of institutions that house people with

disabilities and to lobby instead for community living with appropriate supports for

people with disabilities.2s Community living as a concept or category is rarely defined

on its own and is most often defined as the opposite of instifutional living. For example,

the "About IJs" section of CACL's website reads: "Founded in 1958 by parents of

children with intellectual disabilities who wanted supports and services within the

community instead of in institutions, CACL has become one of Canada's ten largest

charitable organizations[...]" (my emphasis). Similarly, the website about The Freedom

Tour: The Documentary, a documentary on deinsfifutionalization made by members of

People First of Canada, says: "We are seif-advocates fighting for the right of all people

26 According to their website, the Canadian Association for Community Living is "a Canada-wide
association q{ fu-ry:Jy members and others working for the benefit of pérsons o-"f all ages who have an
intellectu al disabili ty."

2TAccording to theirwebsite,.People First of Canada is "the national voice for people who have been
labeled with an intellectual disability."

lsOne exception to this statement has been the Government of Manitoba's allocation of $40 million to the
Y"lblq_Developmental Centre, an institution for people labeled intellectually disabled in portage La
Prairie, MB in December 2004, a decision that has not bèen reversed to date deépite many organizËd
Protests since. For more information about community living and deinstitutionålization, seeihe people
First of Canada and Canadian Association for Commúnity Living Joint Task Force on
Deinstitutionalization's publication, Institution Watch.
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who are labelled with an intellectual disability to live in the communíty, not in

institutíons!" (my emphasis). In a way, the notion of community tiving always needs its

adversary, instifutional living, in order to continue to have meaning. And because there

are still institutions in existence in Canada, this way of defining "against" remains

relevant. There is also a fine line between group homes and instifutional settings,

although group homes are often considered an example of communify living.In her

thesis, The Role of MandateslPhilosophies in Shaping Interactions befween People wíth

Disøbilities and their Support Workers, Christine Kelly refers to the work of Julian Gardner

and Louise Glanville's "New Forms of Iirstitutionalization in the Communiy" inorder

to generalize that "maÍry of the group home-models that emerged out of the

deinstifutionalization movement are essentially smaller-scale institutions" (11). I argue

that community living also encompasses educational and medical settings because it

endorses inclusive education and because people living in the community use the

services of the medical profession like any other citizen.

I argue that community living encompasses aspects of institutional, educational,

and medical settings, and is informed by a human rights framework. The following

sections further clarify what is meant by medical, instifutional, and educational settings

and the way in which community living logbooks are produced within these settings. I

begin by explaining why I feel that a human rights framework has informed the

community living phitosophy and political movement over the years and I discuss the

way in which a human rights framework informs the context for community living

logbooks.
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Human Rights Framework

In the preceding sections, I have argued that community living settings are made

up of medical, institutional, and educational settings. Before I discuss logbooks in

community living, I should address the important dimension of a human rights

framework that informs the community living movement and settings. In my definition

of the community living setting, I noted that Rioux and Bach identify communiÇ living

and human rights as separate movements that emerged since the 1960s in response to

institutionalization. I now make the case that the community living movement is closely

connected to a human rights movement from its beginnings in Canada to the present

day. Thus, a human rights framework also informs the community living logbook

genre.

In her historical overview of the Canadian Association for Community Living

that makes up part of her study, Disabilíty, Mothers, and Organization: Accidental Actiuists

(2008), Melanie Panitch documents the influence of human rights issues on the

beginnings of the community living movement in Canada:"A growing awareness of

human rights after World War II, fuelled by the United Nations Universal Declaration

on Human Rights in1948, prompted parents to question their children's exclusion from

school and other community-based activities and to get together to do something about

it" (33). As a response to these concerns, the Canadian Association for Retarded

Children was formed in L958. Panitch hightights the major achievement of this

organization, which evenfually became the Canadian Association for Community

Living, as the inclusion of "disability" in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in Canada:

The indusion of 'disability'in Section 15 was a fundamentally important event
that had a significant impact on the Association. It signaled a new era in the
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field of human rights; it renewed optimism for meaningful improvement in the
quality of people's lives; and it promised a new corporate mission based on
challenging obstacles arising from discrimination añd the arbitrary use of
power. Commíttees and campaigns began to articulate their mandate on
principles of equality and human rights, and the Associa[on sought
intervention when it sensed the rights of disabled people were being violated.
The committee concerned with the'instifu tional dilemma,' for example,
responded by adop[ng a new name, the'Committee on the Rights of
Instifutionalized Persons" and by iden[fying a new mission focused on
reporting abuses and neglect across the country. (133)

Thus, community living in Canada has been influenced by a human rights framework

since its very beginnings as a movement and philosophy. I now turn to Disabitity

Sfudies scholarship that discusses what constitutes a human rights understanding of

disability.

In her M.A. thesis, Perspectiaes from the Margins: Issues in Daytime Support

Proaision, Karen D. Schwartz draws on the work of Marcia Rioux's "On Second

Thought: Constructing Knowledge, Law, Disability and Inequalrty" to define the

human rights model of disability. According to Schwartz, the human rights model

"helps reframe disability from a stigmatized condition to a natural variation whereby

certain people require supports'in order to gain access to, participate in and exercise

self-determination as equals in society' (Rioux, 2003, p.295)" (32). In Canada, the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms is the key tool for equality-seeking political activism.

Inbicacies of interpretation of human rights feafured largely in the Latimer case. The

Latimer logbooks have been imbued after-the-fact with a human rights understanding

of disability because they were used in a trial and appeals process that referenced the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms many times.

There is currently underway a human rights complaint in Manitoba filed on

behalf of the people who live at the Manitoba Developmental Centre in Portage La
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Prairie, Manitoba. The complaint is supported by Community Living Manitoba, aiong

with other coalitions of social justice groups such as People First of Manitoba and

People First of Canada. In a recent issue of InstitutíonWatch,people First of Canada

and CACL Joint Task Force on Deinstifutionalization's article, "Maritoba,,, offer the

following update:

since 2006, the HRC [Human $sht" Commission] Investigator hascompleted al.ilvestigation of faõts of the.ur" u"á pr"purla ã,åöã.t ro,the Human Rights cõmmission. In october of 200g',urii"t"¡- -t"
assessment from the Manitoba 

!{yman Rights Commission regarding theManitoba Fluman Fghts compraint was åG;á. ituãî;;.rrËäàr,t, ufavourable ruling that discrimination exists in continuea ptaceãr-".rt utMDC.

A human rights frameworkhas informed community living activism from its
beginnings, as the above quotation demonsfuates, a human rights framework

continues to inform community living activism in Canada. A human rights

framework also must inform a sfudy of the community tiving logbook genre.

MedicøI Setting

In the following chapter, I discuss the influence of medical language on Laura,s

authorship of the Latimer logbooks. In preparation for this discussiory I now define
what is meant by a medical setting and I outline how medical record keeping informs
community living logbooks.

A medical setting refers to any context in which the expertise of a medically
trained professional is privileged, including hospitals, walk-in clinics, doctors, offices,
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or home-care settings.tt Although medical professionals can be people with

disabilities,3O medical discourse is not informed by experiential knowledge of people

with disabilities; rather, to invoke James C. Wilson once again, "Medical science

pathologizes disability as impairment and defect" (151). Medical settings understand

disability as a problem that is located within individuals, and they focus resources on

the prevention, rehabilitation, and cure of disability-related diagnoses.3l

The logbooks produced in medical settings would, using terminology in medical

settings, fall under the broader category of "record-keeping" or "report writing." Two

kinds of medical record-keeping that arguably inform logbooks produced in

community living settings are the "DallyDiary" and "Progress Notes." According to

the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Nova Scotia's "Guidelines for Medical

2e According to a 2005 report on health care renewal from Health Council of Canada, "Health care
services are providedby people. The health care labour force in Canada-approximately 800,000
people-includes_ a wide variety of occupations such as physicians, nurses, nurse practiiioners,
pharmacists, medical radiation and laboratory_technicians,'chiropractors, midwivås, psychologists,
dietitians, occupational therapists, dentists and many others,, (36).

30 For example, see Kay Redfield Jamison's An l)nquiet Mind.Inher memoir about being a professor of
psychiatry and a-person with manic-depressiory lámison writes: "I have my concernr iUo,it writing a
book that so explicitly.desc¡ibes {y-owh attacks of mania, depression,_and'psychosis, as well ur *}
problems acknowledging the need for ongoing medication. Ciinicians have^béen, for obvious reasóns of
licensing and hospital privileges, re_luctanl to make their psychiatric problems known to others. These
concerns are often well warranted. I have no idea what theÍong-terni effects of discussing such issues so
.op9"1y will be on my personal and professional life, bub whatóer the consequences, the! are bound to
be better than continuing to be silenfl' (Z).

31 It is worth mentioning thatDisability.studies acknowledges the difference between impairment and
4lt1bjlity, but its scholars and activisté have been hesitant ó theorize impairment for varìous reasons.
Simi Linton explains: "We have been hesitant to go in a particular directi,on in the development of
theory-that is, toward.the issue of impairment itself. As we talk about it among ourselves, we,ve
acknowledg_ed that we have been reluðtant to theorize about the actual pain anà'limitations that we
experience. It may be the manifestation in theory.of a personal denial of the impact and consequences of
impairment. 

-Yet 
it may also be the tremendous difficu-lty in articulating impairment in ways tliat do not

essentialize 9jsability or reduce it to an individual probÍem. I think we"recognize that outsíde critics
woul,{ be willing to latch onto ideas about impairrnent, and that would defläct attention from the more
socially demanding issues such as civil rights or oppression- (L3g).
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Record-Keeping 2008,"32 "While some physicians use the diary only to list the

patients seen each day, the daily diary can also contain other useful informatiory such

as the patient file and number, the patient complaint or health problem, and

information related to the complaint or problem" (7).The College describes progress

notes as "made contemporaneously with a physician patient encounter," arrd explain

that progress notes generally use what is called the SOAP format: "One of the most

widely recommended methods for documenting a particular encounter is the Subjective

Objective Assessment Plan (SOAP) format. This format is widely used in medical

practices and most medical office software uses a SOAP format for documenting patient

encounters" (18).

The authors of medical record-keeping, or logbooks produced in medical

settings, are medically trained professionals, and the documented subjects are referred

to as "clients." The readers of medical record-keeping, according to the College, are

primarily physicians and other health care professionals, but these records "may also

provide information essential to others for a wide variety of purposes: billing; research;

and response to public complaints, legal proceedings or insurance claims" (a). The

physical form is either a paper or chart-like record, or an electronic record. Guidelines

for medical record-keeping emphasize the importance of orgarizing records in a

chronological and systematic manner, clarity and legibility, and dating and signing each

entry: "Where there will be more than one physician making entries in a record, each

physician's entry should be identified by signature and, if appropriate, position or title"

1f!: 9"tþge of Physicians and- Surgeonsof Nova Scotia's "Guidelines for Medical Record-Keeping
2008". is 1d3pted, itput!, from the policy documents of the College of Physicians and Surgeons òf Ontario
and the_College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia.I consid-er these guidelinãs a reliable
source for a general sense of medical writing guidelines in Canada.
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(7). Medical record-keeping guidelines address in detail the legal and ethical context

for record-keeping, including issues having to do with ownership, confidentiality, and

disclosure of records. Because health care falls under provincial/ territorial jurisdiction,

the ethical and legal contexts for logbooks or record-keepíng produced in medical

settings may change from province to province, territory to territory.33

lnstitutional Setting

It is perhaps noteworthy that one option available to Tracy, had her father not

killed her, was to live in a group home setting.3a I noted previously that institutional

guidelines for community living logbooks applied to one half of the absent entries of

the Latimer logbooks by the authors who were paid support workers at the

developmental centre attended by Tracy. What follows is a definition of institutional

settings in Canada and the role of record keeping in these settings.

33 The Health Canada website explains: "Canada's national health insurance program, often referred to as
'Medicare,' is designed to ensure that all residents have reasonable access to medicalty necessary hospital
and physician services, on a prepaid basis. Instead of having a single national plan, we have a nâtionàl
Program that is composed of 13 interlocking provincial and territoiial health iñsurance plans, all of which
share certain common features and basic stãndards of coverage."

3a Ruth Enns explains: "While Laura and Tracy were in Saskatchewan, Kathleen Johnson, a Social Services
worker with the Community Living Division in North Battleford, phoned the farm about the application
Laura had submitted after the baby's birth to permanently place Tiacy in the group home. Robäit Latimer
answered the phone. He was at home becausé it was harveÀt and becáuse he ãvoid-ed doctor's offices. A
placement meeting had been scheduled for the next day, October L3, but Latimer told Johnson things
we-re not urgent and they, didn't want to proceed at that point. [Robert Latimer killed Tracy on Octõber
24-.lDr. Snyd-er testified that Social Servicès assumes resþonsibility for all such children when they reach
adult age and encourages all of them to leave home by the age of eighteen or twenty. Some parenis
remain involved even after that but some leave all decisions up to this department. According to his
confession on November 4 Latimer had no intention of having Tracy institutionalized; he had disagreed
with Laura when Johnson discussed the application with them in Séptember" (11).
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Institutional settings for people with disabilities in Canada have been

documented by various historians and disability rights organizattons.tt Instifutional

settings are ones in which people with disabilities are institutionalized instead of living

in the community. Simi Linton explains: "In the nineteenth cenfury, there was a shift

from the belief that disability was caused by supernatural agency to a biological

explanation that held that treatmen! or some form of rehabilitatiory was the logical

resPonse to disability (Longmore L987). That shift marked the birth of an enormous

'cate' industry and along with it a variety of institutions, asyiums, and state schools"

(48). According to their website, the joint People First of Canada and Canadian

Association for Community Living (CACL) Task Force on Deinstitutionalization defines

an instifution as "any place in which people who have been labeled as having an

intellectual disability are isolated, segregated and/or congregated. An institution is any

place in which people do not have, or are not allowed to exercise, control over their

lives and their day to day decisions. An institution is not defined merely by its size."

The Task Force website explains that "More than 1,500 persons remain trapped in

institutional facilities designed specifically to house persons with intellectual

disabilities"; "Ovet 12,000 Canadian citizens are living in heaith related instifutions

such as Seniors facilities, Nursing Hones, acute care hospitals, Long Term Care facilities

and Personal Care Homes, as opposed to ordinary homes in the community"; and "In

many provinces and territories persons with intellectuat disabitities are being admitted

on a routine basis to institutions, directly violating a stated poticy of

35 See James E. Moran's Committed to the State Asylum: lnsanity and Society in Nineteenth-Century euebec ønd
Ontørio. See also Geoffrey Reaum_e's publications about MadPeople's History in Canada, the Þsychiatric
Survivor's Movement history in Canada, and institutionalizationof people with disabilities in ianada.
For community organizational sources, see the joint People First of Canâda and Canadian Association for
Community Living (CACL) Task Force website and publicatron,lnstitution Wøtch.
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deinstifutionalization." The website offers an update on the status of

deinstifutionalization in each of the provinces and territories in Canada.

A living history of deinstitutionalization is currently being documented by an

NFB-funded documentary project called The Freedom Tour. The documentary is created

by members of People First of Canada who explain their project on the Free Our People

website: "We are self-advocates fighting for the right of all people who are labelled with

an intellectual disability to live in the community, not in institutions! Lr Augu st2007,

we travelled across the Prairies to raise awareness about people still living in

institutions. The RV trip left from Winnipeg and ended in Calgary, Alberta with stops

in Portage la Prairie, Dauphirç Moose Jaw, Regina, Saskatoory Edmonton and Red Deer.

With the help of a media crew we collected and shared stories while filming our

journey!" The documentary premiered in winnipeg, MB in Fall200g.

Sometimes the definition of an instifutional setting includes group homes;36

sometimes institutions both house people with disabilities and manage community

living support settings.3T One assumes that because these institutions are provincially

funded and administered, there are provincially legislated guidelines in existence;

however, I have found that they are not easily accessible on goveffrnent websites. I

would suggest that it is enough to know that guidelines for record-keeping, including

s According to.their website, the People First of Canada and CACL joint Task Force on
Deinstitutionalization identifies-grouþ homes as a negative alternative for people with disabilities: ,,More
and more, individuals with intellectuä disabilities anã their familier u." pi"rurted with options that do
not support lifestyles of choice but rather entry into group home programs and/or other places where
people are congregated."

37 For example, according to_the website of Winnipeg, MB's St Amant Centre, "services include a large
main residence, more than 50 communit¡r sites and ñomes, a research centre, a school and a daycare."-
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logbooks, likely exist in institutional settings and that they likely vary from

institutional setting to institutional setting and from province/territory to

province / territory.

Educational Setting

As mentioned earlier, the Latimer logbooks traveled back and forth between

Tracy's home and the developmental centre. This centre was attached to the school

attended by Tracy's siblings. They traveled together on the same school bus. There were

plans to integrate Tracy into the school system. This section discusses the rules for

community living logbooks in educational settings and assumes that educational record

keeping informs the community living logbook genre.

Educational settings in Canada, like health care, fall under provincial/territorial

jurisdiction. Although students with disabilities have historically had segregated

schooling or none at all, ali sfudents, including students with disabilities, theoretically

have equal access to education in accordance with the current philosophy of inclusion.

According to CACL's online documenÇ "Inclusive Educatiory" "Il:ì.clusive education

means that all sfudents are educated in regular classrooms. [...]Within regular

classrooms, opporfunities are developed for all students to learn together even though

some sfudents may have different education goals. An inclusive education system does

not separate certain sfudents within regular classrooms." For students iabeled with an

intellecfual disability, inclusive education is often synonymous with "Special

Education." Special Education curricula often involve IEPs (Lrdividual Education Plans)
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that assign the sfudent a level based on their level of need, which depends on a

medical diagnosis, which is then used to apply for special education funding.

A search for the words "logbook" or "communication book" in various

provincial and territorial curricula shows that "communication books" are mentioned

in Special Education curricula. The following excerpt from the Saskatchewan Social

Services' Pørtnership for Inclusion newsletter is typical of Special Education curriculum

in Canada in that its use of a communication book is mentioned but not defined in any

detail: "A communication book is sent home dar.ly, in which the teacher and the parents

write back and forth to address any problems and to share information." These

communication books are sometimes referred to as "home-school communication

books" or "personal communication books" and are similarly mentioned without being

defined in Manitoba, Nberta, and British Columbia Special Education curriculum3s. For

example, the BC Ministry of Education's Special Education curriculum, Students with

Intellectual Disabilities: A Resource Guide for Teachers, instructs teachers to "LJse

communication book with teacher assistant" and to "[p]repare and record in home-

school communication book," while theft Teaching Students utith Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

insbucts parents and teachers "to use a communication book-blue book including the

behaviour score for the day which [the student] may access after school to discuss her

day with parents / respite3e workers."

38 These curricula describe another kind of communication book that is not part of the community living
Iogbook.genre. Referred to as "photograph communication booK' or "suppiemental communicaiion
booþ" these similarly named communicãtion books are used by students i¡¡ith disabilities in order to
communicate using pictures and signs.

3e Sorrentino defines respite care as "temporary care of a person with a serious illness or disability.
Respite care gives the pêrson's caregiverô.a bréak from their duties. Respite care is often provideá by
support workers in the client's home" (26).
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Alberta Education's Indiaidualized Program Planning mentions but does not

define communication books in their case study scenarios, "sample 1" (to do with

"Aî1"), and "Sample 4" (to do with "Trey").In Sample 1, the parents and teachers of

Ani, who is identified as having"mlldf moderate disabitity/ delay," have "committed to

maintaining a daily communication book which Ani wili transport between home and

school." In Sample 4, theparents of Trey, who is identified as having "severe multiple

disability," indicate they are "interested in exploring the use of assistive technology to

help Trey communicate and participate. The team [includes parents, teachers, teacher

assistants] agreed to use a daily home and school communication book to share

information about Trey's activities." Neither Ani nor Trey are the authors of the

communication books; their teachers and family caregivers are. These communication

books travel between home and school and appear to share a similar role and function

with the Latimer logbooks, which traveled with Tracy between home and the North

Battleford Developmental Centre. Manitoba Educatiory Citizenship, and Youth's

Special Education Curriculum similarly refers to a "home-school" communication book

that travels with a sfudent with disabilities between home and school and is authored

by parents, teachers, and teacher assistants. Toutards Inclusion: Tapping Hidden

Strengths-Planning for Students who are Alcohol-Affected suggests "It may be possible to

develop a home-school communication book that will keep both the school and the

home informed as to deveiopments and progress." The community living logbook

gerìre thus includes what are typically called communication books in educational

settings.
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Chapter Two Summary

In this chapter, I have made the case that the logbook genre has in general been

considered to be factual and truth-filled. A literature review of the logbook genre in

scholarship supports that this assumption exists and emphasizes the necessity of

questioning the facticity of community tiving logbooks. I then proposed a framework

for organizing the logbook genre in general and use this framework to discuss the fpes
of logbooks that inform the lives of people with disabilities. I concluded with a

discussion of logbooks in community living and I outlined the record keeping practices

of medical, instifutional, and educational settings that I contend inform community

living logbooks.

As I mentioned earlier, it is a controversial claim to state that the Latimer

logbooks were a way for Tracy to communicate with her caregivers because Tracy never

authored an entry. Tracy's wishes were not articulated in the two most privileged

modes of communicatiory speech and writing. But in a society that privileges speech

and writing, the textual communications that shape or support people who do not

speak or write remairy for better or worse, the most widely understandable,

recognizabie and valued sources of information about the person who is the

documented subject. Thus, it is important that we approach community living logbooks

with cautiorì, so that we do not read them with the assumption that they contain

unquestionable truths and facts about the documented subject. The next chapter is

devoted to exploring the necessity of approaching community living logbooks with

hesitancy and doubt.
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Chapter III: Community Living Logbooks as Doubting Texts

Community Living Logbook as Genre

I propose ten structural elements to the genre of logbooks in community living,

based on four sources: an adaptation of John Frow's six strucfural dimensions of the

headline geffeno, Sheila A. Sorrentino's Mosby's CanadianTextbookfor the Support

workeral, the "Report writing" component of Red River college's Disability and

Community Support Diploma program's Academic Writing course curriculumn', arrd

Kathryn Alexander's descriptions of logbook writing in a mental health boarding

homen'in Canada. The ten strucfural dimensions are: ethical contex! legal contexÇ

readership, authorship, documented subjecÇ physical setting, thematic strucfure, formal

feafures, rhetorical functiory and temporal feafures. The definition for each structural

dimension is immediately followed by a critical analysis that draws upon various

theoretical sources. Much like the exercise of naming and defining the logbook genre,

my theorization of each strucfural dimension of community living logbooks is not

meant to be exhaustive; rather, it is meant to be the beginrLing of a conversation. All the

theorizing is premised on the notion of the community living logbook as a doubting

text.

a0 In Genre, Frow identifies the structural dimensions, or the "unstable rules," of the headline genre
according to a set of formal features, a thematic structure, a situation of address, a structure oi
implicatiory a-rhetorical functiory and a (physical) setting (9). Of Frow's proposed six structural
dimensions of the headline genre, four are directly transierred to describi the logbook genre in
community living settings. I have changed Frow's category "a situation of addreis" foithe headline
genre to "authorship" for the logbook genre.

ar See Appendix C-4.
n'See Aopendix D.
a3 See Aþþendix B.
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InGenre, Frow asks: "Do texts in fact'belong'to a genre, in a simple

type/token relation (general form/particular instance), or should we posit some more

complex relation, in which texts would'perform' a geffe, or modify it in'using' lt, ot

only partially realise a generic form, or would be composed of a different mix of

genres?" (11). He builds an argument that supports the latter conception of genre as a

more complex relation that he describes as "amore reflexive model in which texts are

thought to use or to perform the genres by which they are shaped" (25). In order to

define logbooks produced in community living settings using this "more reflexive

model in which texts are thought to use or to perform the genres by which they are

shaped," my identification of the strucfural elements of the logbook genre in

community living settings and theorization of these elements are grounded in the

specific example of the Latimer logbooks.

Theorizing Community Living Logbooks as Doubting Texts

I use Kathryn Alexander's notion of the logbook as a doubting text as a

springboard for further theorization of each structural dimension of community living

logbooks. In the final chapter of her thesis, Alexander characterizes the logbook in

various ways using various theorefical conceptsa.I propose to expand on Alexander's

brief mention of the notion of the logbook as a doubting text: "Through their

apprenticeship as mental health workers, the writers discovered that it was more

4 Drawing 9ll!," w-ork of.literary-theorist Mikhail Bakhtin, Alexander describes the logbook as a "living
utterance" (161) and as a "heteroglossic text" (181). Drawing on the work of Michel FoùcaulÇ she
describes the mental health group home as a panopticon-lilie setting (18), the logbook as an "instrument
of panoptici:T" (1251, and later as a "flawed instrument of surveillãnce" (131). Órawing on the work of
feminist sociolo.gistDolojhy E. Smith, Alexander describes the logbook as a "failed doc-umentary text"
and questions the "facticlty" of logbooks.
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responsible to say "I dorl't þ1s\^¡"-in this context the log is essentially (on occasion)

a doubting texÇ here the writers were permitted to describe, engage in dialogue and

wait for the next set of revelations" (170). Alexander's naming the logbook as a

doubting text is itself cloaked in the qualifying ianguage of doubt. Her description of

the log as "essentially (on occasion) a doubting text" pairs together essential and

occnsional which creates a tension in meaning. "Essential" evokes timelessness and a

sense of constancy and "occasional" evokes temporariness and a sense of fleefing time. I

find this seemingly contradictory pairing to be a freeing and useful way of considering

community living logbooks because of the importance of questioning the assumed

facticity of these texts.

InThe Shorter Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy,Míchael Wittiams defines

"doubt" as " a state of indecision or hesitancy with respect to accepting or rejecting a

given proposition" and as "contrasted with certainty" (799). One must approach

logbooks in community living with hesitancy and some uncertainty. Despite the

historical reputation of the logbook as a turuthful record of factual observations, within

the subgenre of logbooks in community living, facts can be relative, observations can be

subjective, and truthful accounts should be understood in terms of small "t" truths.

Ten Structural Dimensions of Community Living Logbooks

Ethical Context

As I outlined in my introductiory as an unpaid caregiver, Laura Latimer remains

outside of institutional rules defined by ethical codes. Flowever, the Latimer logbooks
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are influenced by an institutional framework. The authors of half of the entries are

paid support workers who adhere to institutional rules defined by ethical codes. Thus,

the ethical rules about community living togbooks apply to one half of the conversatiory

the absent entries by the paid support workers. These rules are discussed first.

When articulated, ethical and legal contexts for logbooks in community living

are often discussed together and are often paired with issues of privacy and

confidentiulity. Mosby's textbook instructs one to "Follow the ethical and legal

considerations relating to privacy and confidentiality" and dedicates a chapter to both

ethics and legal contexts for support work (75). These ethical and legal considerations of

support work extend to record keeping: "Yort are ethically and legalty bound to keep

client information confidential. This includes information that you record" (75).Mosby's

textbook cautions support workers to take great care with confiden[al records,

presumably for moral and legal reasons having to do with privacy and confidentiality:

"In' a community setting, you may carry with you confidential information about a

client. Be very careful when transporting confidential documents. Concentrate on what

you are doing. Remind yourself of the importance of your task.If you become

distracted, you could easily leave the documents in an inappropriate place" (75).

Mosby's textbook defines ethics as pertaining to the realm of moral rights and

legal considerations as pertaining to legal rights: "Remembeç ethics is concerned with

what you should or should not do. Legislation is a body of laws that govern the behaviour

of a country's residents" (95). According to Mosby's textbook, a moral right is "based on

a sense of fairness or ethics. [...]These rights are not based on written laws. They are

based on moral principles: commihnents should be honoured and. secrets should be
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kepf' (95). Mosby's textbook defines ethics as "The moral principles or values that

guide us when deciding what is right and what is wrong, what is good and what is

bad" (89). Mosbv's textbook explaíns that most codes of ethics are based on the four

principles of health care ethics,as including autonomy, justice, beneficence, and

nonmaleficence.n6 The Shorter Routledge Encyclopedía of Philosophy defines ethics in

general as concerned with issues of morality: "[ethics are] systems of value and custom

instantiated in the lives of particular groups of human beings[...]. The term is used to

refer to one in particular of these systems,'morality,'which involves notions such as

rightness and wrongness" (242).

The Red River curriculum addresses the ethical context of logbook writing and

other record keeping in community living in its discussion of what constitutes

confidential information: "Confidential information" refers to information which isn't

public and which we come across only because of our position (job¡."n'The curriculum

goes on to describe the ethical and moral aspects of record keeping by support workers

interms of "an assumptionof trust":"Asprofessionals, anassumptionof trustexists

around information about individuals an agency supports in some way" (where the

term "individuals" refers to the person with disabili[es who is being supported in a

4s Health care ethics is defined a9 "The philosophical study of what is morally right and wrong when
providing health care services" (Mosby's 89).

4-According to Mosby's textbook, "Most codes of ethics are based on the principles of health care ethics.
Health care ethics is the philosophical study of what is morally right andwronþ when providing health
care services. The four basrc principles of health care ethics arè: autonomy-respectingìhe persõn's right
to make choices for himself or herself, justice-being fair, beneficence-doing g-ood, nónmaleficer,c"-j
doing 1o \arm. Understanding the principles of health care ethics will help you think and behave
ethically" (90).

a7 See Appendix D.
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community living context).a8 The curriculum recommends that information about

individuals "cannot be shared with: anyone outside the Agency" and "anyone in a non-

direct service position to the individual even within the agerrcy."ae The Red River

curriculum does not articulate a code of ethics that should be followed by support

workers in terms of how confidential information should be handled; however, it

suggests that confidential information should be shared only in the following situations:

"When it is used to receive service of some sort and is relevant to determining type or

eligibility," "WheÍlit is approved by your agency," or "When there is a safety issue or

concern."so Unlike Mosby's textbook or Alexander's experience, the Red River

curriculum addresses the issue of respect in terms of how to write in logbooks and

other confidential records in community living. It asks, "What are the possible

implications of record [sic] being available to consumers and/or their guardian (how

wili it affect the way you write)?" and answers: "Write with respect!"si Although the

Red River curriculum does not use the terms "ethics" or "morallty" or identify a code of

ethics for documentation practices in community living, it consistently advocates for a

respectful written treatrnent of the documented subjects, identified as "individuals an

agency supports in some way." t'

Mosby's textbook tells us that support workers (unlike health care workers) do

not have a formal code of ethics, which is, I would suggesÇ due to the fact that support

workis unregulated and undervalued in Canada. Most agencies that employ support

workers in community living settings have "an informal code of ethics for their
4 See Appendix D.
ae See Appendix D.
5u See Appendix D.
"'See Appendix D.
52See Appendix D.
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employees. The code describes the values and personal qualities that should guide

your work. Codes of ethics vary arnong employers, but most affirm the priorities of

support work identified in this tex! promoting the client's dignity, independence,

preferences, privacy, and safety" (Mosby's 89). Mosby's textbook offers "A sample Code

of Ethics for Support Workers," which includes the following points: "support workers

provide high-quality personal care and support services" (89), "support workers

provide compassionate care to all clients" (89), "support workers value the dignity and

value of all clients" (89), "support workers respect their clients' choices about how they

receive or participate in their care" (89), "support workers respect their clients' right to

privacy and confidentiality" (89), "support workers do not misuse their position of

trust" (89), "support workers are reliable" (89), and "support workers promote and

maintain their clients' safety" (89). These codes of ethics provide guidelines for how to

do support work, not how to do record keeping;t3 however, because support workers

are the authors of records or logbooks in community living, these codes of ethics

contribute to the ethical context in which logbooks in community living are produced.

In Alexander's experience, the code of ethics addressed legal and moral issues:

"A mental health worker was expected to observe a code of ethics that preserved

confidentiality of client information; forbade all forms of exploitation and any exchange

s3 According to Mosby's textbook, "Codes of ethics only provide guidelines for ethical behaviour. They do
not give answers or rules for every situation. When confronted with an ethical dilemma, you need to-
know how to decide the right thing to do. When making an ethical decision, carefully coÁsider the four
qrinciples,of health care ethics. Collect as much informãtion about the situation as póssible. Consider all
the possible options to-the dilemma. Ask yourself these questions about each option: Does the option
respect the clienls wishes and preferences? Does the option treat the client justiy and fairly? Doäs the
option provide the client with a short-term or long-term benefit? Could the-option harm oí increase the
clienf s risk of harm?" (91). Mosby's textbook further explains: "Answers to these questions may
contradict each other. For example, one option may benefit the client but go against his or her wishes. Or
an option may reflect the clienfs preferences but increase the risk of harm. If õne option could harm the
PersorL you must involve your supervisor in the solution. You must protect the client from harm and
avoid serious legal problems for yourself and your employer" (92).
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of money between workers and residents; and discouraged the imposition by the

worker of any lifestyle, religious, or cultural dogma upon the residents" (63). Alexander

includes a footnote of the code of ethics of her workplace "Staff. or volunteers will not

proselytize their views or beliefs on religiorç political ideology, sexual orientation or

philosophical systems during their working hours" (6a). The reason for a code of ethics

surrounding confidentiality and record keeping are different from the ones stated in the

Red River curriculum. In Alexander's discussion of ethics and record keeping, the

logbook remains confidential to the point where the documented subjects, or the people

who receive the suppor! do not have access to the information written about them. The

Red River curriculum, on the other hand, lists the people who are being supported as

among the persons who should have access to the logbooks. The Red River curriculum

asks: "Who has access to confidential records?" and provides the following list: "a)

Whoever is designated by agency and government policy, b) The courts c) The

individual and / or their guar diart."sa In Alexander's discussion of confidentiality, the

"individual[s] and/or their guardian" are called "the residents,' and decidedly do not

have access to their records, "due partially to an instifutional code of ethics":

The content of the log was subject to considerable secrecy and it was not
permissible for residents to discuss, read, or attempt to mediate what the
mental health workers wrote up in the log. The secrecy was due par[ally
to an institutional code of ethics that prohibited the discussion by staff of
personal details of the residents, and partially to the recognition that the
lo-g contained discussions of residents in ways that were ñot entirely
official, and was for the worker's benefit only. The log was never shared
with residents and was kept in a locked closót. The oñly other items
treated this way were medications and the petty cash. ihe log therç
sustains contradictions in its uses and its interpretation. (51) -

5a See Appendix D.
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Thus, the code of ethics in Alexander's example considers record keeping as being

"for the worker's benefit only" such that "the log was never shared with residents."

Alexander does not directly expand on her concluding statement: "The log then,

sustains contradictions ín its uses and its interpretattoÍr"; however, I would surmise that

the contradictions referred to have to do with an ethical context that is not articulated

by her workplace code of ethics, but rather by the unarticulated code of ethics that

Iikely grew amongst the support workers (or mental health workers) and the residents,

which offered moments of transcendence of power difference, as indicated in

statements about the logbook such as: "at its heart-and I argue this is what we [the

mental health workers] sought to preserve-there was an impulse to honour and

responsibly care for the women residents in the group home" (Z).

To furn now to the Latimer case, the ethical context for the Latimer logbooks is

difficult to articulate. The ethical context is the moral contex! the one thaf as Roger

Crisp defines in his entry on "ethics" ínThe Shorter Routledge Encyclopedia of Phitosop@,

"involves notions such as rightness and wrongness" (242).It could be argued that the

use of the Latimer logbooks by the Crown attorney to contrast Laura Latimer's written

entries with her verbal testimony was righting a moral wrong. Ruth Enns points out

how Laura's verbal testimony was conbadicted by her earlier authored logbook entries:

[Prosecutor] Neufetd highlighted several discrepancies in Laura's testimony,
especially concerning pain and Tracy's abilitiesãnd awareness. He had Laura
read her own note tq thç developmental centre rhapsodizing about Tracy,s
improvement since ú'rc [1992 back] surgery. He alsõ had heiread forty 

"t 
tri"s

in the communication books that traveiled with Tracy on her daity school bus
trips to and from the centre. (25)
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As I hypothesized in my introductiory if Laura had known the Latimer logbooks

would have been used during a trial in such away, she may well have authored her

entries differently so that they would not have contradicted her verbal testimony in

court years later. The ethical guidetines for support work or caregiver work laid out by

Mosby's textbooþ the Red River curricuium, and Alexander's sfudy address the

importance of the support workers' fine-funing a sense of right and wrong in their work

and writing. It is not a given that this sense of right and wrong within the realm of

support work then may or may not translate from real-time, in-the-moment support

work to the written entries authored after-the-fact.

It is difficult to draw conclusions about the ethical context of community living

logbooks. Issues concerning right and wrong in the bigger picfure concerning the

Latimer logbooks are fraughf as Enns explains:

The Robert Latimer case has become a flash point in the Canadian
debate on assisted suicide and euthanasia. Despite'his confession io the crime
of killingfüs disabled daughter, two convictions for second degree murder
and two failed fPPeals to lhe Saskatchewan Court of Appeal th"is farmer from
wilkie, saskatchewan has become a champion for merry'killing.

- - By.his blatant support.for the killing of disableá p"oplË unable to
spe.ak for themselves, Latimer has served oñe major p"tp-or"l Hehas brought
such murders out from behind closed doors and iorced the Canadian pubiic to
address an issue most would rather not acknowtedge. (g)

Enns's summary demonstrates precisely the complex ethical context for the Latimer

case, and by extensiory the Latimer logbooks.

LegøI Context

Whereas the ethical context of community living logbooks is concerned with

morality as it relates to privacy and confidenti altty, the legal context of community
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living logbooks is concerned with legislation. Mosby's textbook identifies a1l the

provincial and territorial laws, as of 2004, that pertain to what they call "Long-Term

Care and Community Care Legislation"ss which "protects the rights of people receiving

care in facilities and in the communtty" and can affect text production and

documentary practtces in community living (96). Mosby's textbook also references the

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in its discussion of basic rights that provide a

context for both support workers and people who use supports in community living.

Mosby's textbook reminds us that provincial and territorial human rights codes address

the rights of both support workers and people who use supports: "Your provincial

human rights code protects you and your clients from being treated unfairly because of

race, ethnicity, religiory sex, age, or disability. The human rights code affirms that all

clients have a right to receive the same type and quality of support services and to be

free from discrimination" (96). An important right for people with disabilities in the

Charter is the right to equality before and under the law, without discrimination based

on race, ethnic origin, colour, religiory sex, age, or mental or physical disability.

Mosby's textbook outlines the rights of those they call clients or people who

receive care: "There is no single list of rights afforded to all Canadians receiving care in

ss ln Mosby's textboolç Box LO-L is titled "Examples of Long-Term Care and Community Care
Legislation," that as of 2004 includes British Columbia's Cõmmunity Care Facility Act ând Continuing
Care AcÇ Alberta's Nursing H_omes Act and Social Care Facilities Licensing AcÇ 

-Saskatchewan's 
Houiing

and Special_Cqr9 Hgmes AcÇ Home Care Act, Personal Care Homes Act, and Residential Services AcÇ
Manitoba's Public Health AcÇ Health Services Insurance Act, and The Vulnerable Persons Living with a
Mental DisabilityAct; Ontario's-Nursing Homes Act, Charitable Institutions AcÇ Homes for theäged
and Rest Homes Act, 

-and 
Long-Term Care Acf Quebec's An Act Respecting Health Services and Säcial

Services and An Act Respecting Health Services and Social Services fðr Creõ Nafive Persons; New
Brunswick s.Famr_l¡r Services Act and Nursing Homes Ac! Newfoundland/Labrador,s Homes for Special
Care Acf Private Homes for Special Care-Allòwances Act, Self-Managed Home Support Services Acç and
Personal Care Home Regulations under the Health and Community Services Acq Ërince Edward Island's
Community Care Facilities and Nursing Homes Act; Yukon's Healih AcU and Northwest
Territories/Nunavut's Hospital Insurance and Health and Social Services Administration Act.
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facilities and in the community. However, some provinces, such as Manitoba and

Ontario, have created a bill of rights for clients" (97).Mosby's textbook explains that

agencies in the community often provide a bill of rights based on provincial or

territorial laws that are available for so-called clients as well as support workers.

Mosby's textbook identifies four general rights that clients have, based on both moral

and legal rights: "the right to be treated with dignity *d respecÇ the right to privacy

and confidentiality, the right to give or withhold informed consenÇtu the right to

autonomy" (97). Presumably these rights pertain to record keeping within community

living, however, Mosby's textbook does not directly state if clients have the right to

access their own confidential recordst'; "Otfy health care team members involved in the

clienfs care have access to confidential information. Those not directly involved usually

are not allowed access to the client's chart. Housekeeping staff, kitchen stafl and office

clerks do not need to see charts or to hear any confidential details about a client. In a

home care setting, only certain family members have access to these details. Your

supervisor will tell you who can look at the chart" (75). Mosbv's textbook instructs

s6 Mosby's textbook offers this definition of substitute decision makers, following its list of clients' rights:
"Consent is often needed for clients under legal age (usually 18 years of age) and for clients who are
unable to make informed decisions for themselves. For example, an unconscious person cannot give
consent for a procedure. People with certain mental illnesses, confusion, dementia, or intellectual
disabilities may not be able to give informed consent. Such situations require a substitute decision maker.
A substitute decision maker is a person authorized to give or withhold consent on behalf of the incapable
person. Usually the substitute decision maker is a husband, wife, daughter, son, or legal representative.
As with consent given by the client, consent given by a substitute decision maker must be informed
consent. Your client may have a substitute decision maker. This person consults with the health care team
to make decisions on the person's behalf. All provinces and territories have legislation that addresses
substitute decision making" (101).

sTMosby's textbook also touches on the computerization of record keeping in community living settings:
"In a community setting, you might be expected to send in reports by e-mail. In the future, computer
literacy and ownership of a computer may be required for working in these settings. Computer
information is easy to access. Therefore, the client's right to privacy must be protected. Only certain staff
members are allowed to use the computer. They have their own codes (passwords) to access computer
files. If you are allowed access, you will be trained how to use the computer system. Follow the ethical
and legal considerations relating to privacy and confidentiality" (75).
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suPPort workers to "be particularly careful to observe guidelines about accessing,

reporting, and transporting information" and reviews the kinds of tegislation that affect

support workers in Canadast (75).

The Red River cur:riculum focuses on provincial and territorial legislation about

privacy and confidentiality when addressing the legal context for logbooks in

community living. The curriculum provides six "Tips on Confidentialit¡2": "1.Stay

professional in your language. 2.Backup opinions with facts. 3. Agencies should

identify who has access to which records. 4. Agencies should have clearly stated

consequences for violations of confidentiality. 5. Confidential records should be locked

up.6. Confidentiai records should never be taken home or left unattended."se The

curriculum lists those who are bound by confidentiality in the context of record keeping

in community living to include "agency stafl board members, goverrunent workers,

practicum students."60 Because Red River College is Winnipeg-based, the curriculum

reviews the Manitoban laws, F.I.P.P.A. (Freedom of Information and Protection of

Privacy Act) and P.H.I.A. (Personal Health Information Act). According to the

curriculum, F.I.P.P.A. "requires that agencies (schools, governmental bodies, publicly

funded services etc" have the following legal obligations regarding record keeping:

"collect only the required information and only use it for the purpose collecte d.," "úe

information must be 'secured' (locked up)," "the individual has access to their own

sB According to Mosby's textbooþ "Federal, provincial and territorial legislation ensures that Canadian
workers receive fair wages and work in a faìr and safe environment. Tñere are laws that protect workers'
rights and clarify their require_ments and duties. These laws have different names across ihe country and
vary in their details. In general, however, all provinces and territories have legislation that addressés
human rights, occupational health and safety, employmen! labour relations, ívorkers' compensatiorç
Iong-term care services, and community services legi-slation" (103).

se See Appendix D.
6u See Appendix D.
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records," and "organizations must have a specific staff responsible for monitoring

confidenti u\lty."ut The Red River curriculum consistently reminds its intended audience

of students-current and/or fufure support workers-about the perspective of the

documented subject, whom the curricuium refers to as the "consumer" ot "individual":

"the individual has access to their own records."6z The right of the person who uses

human supports to access her/his records is elsewhere repeated in the curriculum

under the section titled, "Who has access to confidential records?," which is followed by

three answers: "a) Whoever is designated by agency and government policy, b) The

courts, c) The individual andlor their guardíart."63 The perspec[ves of "individuals"

who use supports in community living in the context of record keeping are again

emphasized in the second and fifth reasons listed under "Five Reasons For Preparing

Reports," including "for the protection of Legal Rights (of consumers and service

providers)" and "for continuity (or to create a personal history record) lof the person

who uses supporÇ not of the support worker] ."64 The curriculum lists the "consumer,"

or individual who uses supports, first in the list following the questiorç "What are the

possible implications of record[s] being used in a court of law?": "May be used for or

against the consumer, staff or agency" (my emphasis).6s

The question of ownership of logbooks is not answered directly in the Red River

curriculum or Mosby's textbook. In their discussions of record keeping, both the

curriculum andMosby's textbook identify various laws to do with privacy,

confidentiallLy, human rights, occupational health and safety, emplo¡rment, labour

61 See Appendix D.
o'See Appendix D.
63 See Appendix D.
@ See Appendix D.
65 See Appendix D.
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relations, workers'compensatiory long-term care services, and community services

legislation. Perhaps because a variety of laws provide a context for record keeping, it is

difficult to pinpoint the issue of ownership of logbooks in community living: to whom

do community living logbooks belong, to the authors (support workers), the

documented subjects (people who are supported), the readership (usually the authors

but sometimes agencies or courts), the agencies or instifutions who employ support

workers, the governments who fund the agencies, or is ownership unclear? There is no

clear answer within legislation, although most often ownership would be attributed to

the agency or the governing body that provides guidelines for record keeping.

In Alexander's case study, "the writing of a daily log was mandated by the

mental health licensing board" (6). In contrast to the Red River curriculum's emphasis

on the right of the documented subject to access her/his records, Alexander describes

the opposite legal context in the group home setting she discusses: "The content of the

log was subject to considerable secrecy and it was not permissible for residents to

discuss, read, or attempt to mediate what the mental health workers wrote up in the

log" (51). Alexander offers two explanations for denying so-called residents (the

documented subjects) access to the logbooks: "The secrecy was due partially to an

institutional code of ethics that prohibited the discussion by staff of personal details of

the residents, and partially to the recognition that the log contained discussions of

residents in ways that were not entirely official, and was for the worker's benefit oily"

but both these explana[ons bring up further questions (51). The first explanation

suggests that a worþlace code of ethics "prohibited the discussion by staff of personal

details of the residents" but does not identify with whom the staff is not permitted to
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discuss these details. Alexander writes that residents were prohibited from being abie

to "discuss, read, or attempt to mediate" what was written in the logbook. Alexander

then describes the way in which the secrecy of the logbooks was enforced: "The log was

never shared with residents and was kept in a locked closet" (51).

Alexander does not identify who gave her permission to access and use the

corpus of logbook entries for academic inquiry: "In1,991I was offered the use of the

massive document that comprised the daily records of the community mental health

boarding home for research" (B).Alexander's use of the passive voice prevents us from

ascertaining to whom the logbooks belonged before she acquired them as primary

source material for her thesis. Alexander later refers to the ownership of the log as

belonging to the mental health workers who authored it. The phrase "the exclusive

ownership of the log by workers" is couched within the opening sentence of her

discussion of power dynamics between authors and documented subjects in logbook

writing:

The exclusive ownership of the log by workers is problematic but an overly
simplistic uni-directional analysis of the log is also not entirely useful. The
residents did have some control over what they revealed to individual
workers, and some residents used the log to broadcast their concerns to the
larger c-ommunity via stateme,nts such as "A-re you going to put this in the log?
Good, then say...such and such." At community meetings residents
periodically brought up their resentrnent of the log and threaten to write their
'own logs' about the staff. The issue was not so much what gets written and
read, as who has the power to inscribe another's words and actions and have
this accepted as fact. (129)

In Alexander's sfudy, it appears that support workers, for the most parf owned the

logbook. Even when the "external officials," as Alexander calls them, confiscated the

logbook and instructed the mental health boarding home to change the format of the
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logbook from a narrative style to progress ¡efss-//As a part of the Canadian Mental

Health Licensing Inspector's and Coroner's investigation the log was temporarily

confiscated while the'external officials' (as they shall be called) attempted to piece

together the "facts" (133)-the support workers later voted to keep the chronological

style alongside the required progress notes format. The new logbook was "a legal

document that was mandated by the mental health licensing board" (1L), so it belonged

to the mental health licensing board. But support workers continued to have some say

in how the logbook was authored. Documented subjects certainly had no ownership of

the logbook, as the logbook was locked up away from the residents of the boarding

home. And it remains unclear who authorizedAlexander to use the logbook excerpts

for her sfudy. There is some confusiorç thery regarding ownership of the logbook in

Alexander's study.

The question of access is somewhat different from ownership; however, the

terms remain undefined in the limited literature about togbooks in community living.

Who has access to logbooks in community living? My sources seem to agree that

support workers who make logbook entries have access to the logbooks, as do agencies

or governing bodies that employ support workers and the courts. Alexander

demonsbates in her study that the documented subjects decidedly do not have access to

logbooks, but the Red River curriculum insists that documented subjects emphatically

dohave access to logbooks. Thus, the question of access to and ownership of logbooks

in community living has no clear answers. Part of the reason for this murkiness might
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be that support work is unregulated in Canada;ó6 codes of ethics having to do with

support worþ if they exist, are informal; and community living encompasses both

formal and informal care set[ngs.

The ownership of the Latimer logbooks seems to resonate most closely with

Alexander's phrase, "the exclusive ownership of the log by workers" (129). At one point

during the second murder trial, the Judge explains to the jury that the ownership of the

Latimer logbooks rests with the authors of the entries. The implication is that there is no

one Person who may claim ownership of the logbooks, though they are referred to

during the trial as "Ttacy's communication books," which suggests the attribution of

ownership of the logbooks to Tracy (550). The Judge's expianation to the jury of the

ownership of the Latimer logbooks, however, implies a co-ownership of the logbooþ

whereby each author owns the entries s/he authored her/himself. The Judge explains:

Y"uh, just on that poin! I was told by the clerk that the jury wondered about
that too. So I should explain !o you, iadies and gentlernêt ôf the jury, that the
reason-the obvious reason that Mr Neufeld [Crown Attorney] ái¿rr't submit
the book as an exhibit is because, while it contains writings Uy trrtrs Latimer, it
also contains writing by many other people, who are not-witnesses here. So, in
fairness, ¡ou.wo{{ find yourselves ieading those things, and they're not
evidence in the trial. So ifs for that reason that they cari't be filed ás exhibits so
$at yo-u can look at them. And Mr Neufeld underétood that, f'm sure, an¿
thafs the reason he didn't tender i! and, had he tendered it, I would have said
no, sorry. (593)

6 On Table 1-1 titled "Health Care Team Members," out of all fourteen members listed (including
activities director, dieticiary nurse practitioner,_occupational therapisÇ pharmacist, physical therípist
(physiotherapist), physician, registèred nurse.(RN), iegistered nurse påctitioner (irþÑ1, respiratáiy
therapist social worker, speech-langyagg patholo€ist (-therapist), spiritual advisoi support workeí¡, the
only member position that is unregulatéd,-other tñan that of the activities director, *lió is describeä as
"unregulated; provincial/territorial training requirementsvary," is the support worker. The support
y9tk"l also happens to have_one of the longest job descriptions of all the ËËalth care team members:
"Assists clientswith personal care, family résponsibilities, social and recreational activities,
housekeeping/home managemenÇ provides ôupport for nurses and other professionals." (Mosby's lI)
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According to the ]udge's rationale, the communication bookèntries belonged to the

authors of the entries, and not to any one person (e.g, Tracy or Tracy's mother) or

instifution (e.g., the developmental centre). The Latimer logbook entries were treated as

an extension of speech from each author: Laura Latimer could not read aloud any

entries that were not identified as being in her own handwriting.

Mosby's textbook, the Red River curriculum, Alexander's study, and the Latimer

logbooks all demonstrate the difficully in attributing ownership of community living

logbooks. The wording used by the Judge is instructive-almost over-confident in its

use of "obvious": "the reason-the obvious reason that Mr Neufeld [Crown attorneyl

didn't submit the book as an exhibit [...] (593), says the Judge to the jury about the

reason the logbooks were not submitted as an exhibit. But it was clearly not obvious to

the jurors that the logbooks would be co-owned by the authors of each entry in this

way. The Judge says, "I was told by the clerk that the jury wondered about that too"

(593). If I may interjecÇ it would not have been obvious to me, either, and I say this as

one who has authored community living logbooks both as a paid support worker and

as an unpaid caregiver in community living settings for many years. Thus the issue of

ownership of community living iogbooks is consistently elusive and exemplifies the

usefulness if not the necessity of considering community living logbooks as d.oubting

texts.

Readership

The readers of community living logbooks are, for the most par! the authors of

community living logbooks. Mosby's textbook and the Red River curriculum remind us
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that agencies or governing bodies that employ support workers and the courts also

have the opporfunity to become readers of logbooks at any time. Alexander

demonstrates in her study that those she calls "residents" decidedly do not have access

to logbooks, whereas the Red River curriculum insists that, to use their terminology,

"individuals" or "consumers" should and do have access to logbooks. The readership of

logbooks can change in dramatic ways. The Latimer logbooks gained a wide and

unexpected audience when Laura's entries were read aloud during the second murder

trial. The readers of the Latimer logbooks went beyond Laura and Tracy's other support

workers to include the ]udgø jury, Crown attorney, defence lawyer, and anyone in the

courtroom listening at the time. Later, because included in the trial transcripts, the

entries were available to anyone who took the time to read them. CCD and Ruth Enns

exposed the Latimer logbook entries to a wider audience: the entries are cited

throughout CCD's Løtimer Watch and are included as an appendix to Enns's A Voice

Unheard. The readership of community living logbooks is either dramatically small, due

to issues of confidentiality, or dramatically large, if and when there is cause for the

logbooks to become publicly available.

The entries of the Latimer logbooks include the names of family members and

füends, as I detail in my discussion of the documented subject dimension of community

living logbooks. But the entries do not narne the intended readers of Laura's entries,

who were presumably the remaining authors of the absent entries. The occasional entry

alludes to Laura's intended reader. These entries include sentences that address an

anonymous "you" and appear as followsi "Do you have the purple and white top?"67

67 See Appendix A, enffy 7.
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and"fTracy] seems to enjoy picking the snowflakes off her picture; I hope you don't

mind, I let her."68 Sometimes the entries address Laura's intended reader through

Laura's use of the imperative, such as the following entry: "If she acts like her tooth

hurts again let me know, because the dentist told me to watch for that with her

discoloured tooth."6e

On occasiory there are entries that indicate that the absent author has asked

Laura a question. For example, two consecutive entries from May 12 and May 13 show

a back-and-forth conversation between Laura and her intended reader. OnMay 72,

7993, Laura writes, as Erms quotes: "I noticed there was stili a pill in her pill bottle, so

I'm not sure if she missed at lunch time, or if I sent extra. Anyway, she had her pili at

summertime (supper time?), so she's firte."7o The absent author seems to have

responded to this information by asking about Laura's and Tracy's routine regarding

Tracy's medication: "Sometimes I put Tracy's medicine in her bag at 
^ight, 

sometimes I

do it in the morning, and I could easily have done it both times."7l Laura's entry from

May 72 also indicates that the absent author asked about Tracy's babysitters: "Sarah

Stadnyck (ph) baby-sat Tracy and Linds ay f.or a while tonight. Brian has joined minor

ball, so that's why Tracy has had so many baby-sitterslately."Tz

At this poinÇ I would like to draw attention to the multiple levels of readership

in the following entry that includes parenthetical edits from Ruth Enns: "I am sending

[Tracy's] hair cut money. I wonder if you could quit putting perfume on Tracy, it really

bothers me for some reasory mustbe allergic. I know ífs probably part of her sensory

6e See Appendix A, entry 8.
6e See Aþþendix A, enny Zø.
" See Appendix A, entry 27.
" See Appendix A, entry 28.
" See Appendix Au enfty 27.
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stimulation program (Laura had written "problem" butcorrected herself in court),

maybe hand lotion would be better."t3 The intended reader is first and foremost the

"you," the North Battleford support worker of Laura's reques! "I wonder if you could

quit...." We know that Laura is reading her entry aloud in courÇ so Laura also becomes

a reader of the entry years after she wrote it. Ruth Enns's parenthetical edif"(Laura had

written "problem" but corrected herself in court)," establishes Enns as a reader, and

reminds us that anyone in the courtroom the day Laura read her entry aloud would

also have been a consumer even before Enns was a reader.

It should be noted that the readership of the Latimer logbook entries also extends

to the readers of the Alberta Report's February 'L9,2001articie, "Ten Years Minimum:' by

Shafer Parker. Parker's article cites excerpts from the Aprit 3,7993 entry: "Tracy was the

worst girl at the sleep-over, up at ten to severy laughing and vocali zing. She was really

good the rest of the day. Lindsay read toher."7a Parker's article is quoted at length by

Heidi Janz and Sally Hayward in their study of the media coverage of the Latimer case,

"The Latimer Case and the Media: If the Right Has It Righg Whafs Wrong with the

Left?" In their timeline of the Latimer case, "The Latimer Case: The Reflections of

People with Disabilities-Chronology," CCD cites a Globe ønd Mail article that includes

excerpts from the Latimer logbook entries:

6 October 1'993-David Roberts in the Globe and Mail reports that in diary
entries for this duy!".:.Mrs. Latimer wrote 'Tracy had á good evening. Éer
hip seemed better in the morning than at night. She wasluite cheerftil.'
Indeed all of the entries in the journal referréd to yesterdäy [in court] showed
that in the last year of her life, Tracy was in pain but also óhèerful, alèrt and
even mischievous. There were plans to integrate her into the regular school
system. (4 November 1997)

73 See Appendix A, entry 10.
'n See Appendix,t entry 18.
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Thus, any of the readers of the Alberta Report article by Parker or the Globe and Mail

article by Roberts would have become a reader of at least one of the Latimer logbook

entries. The same is true for readers of CCD's Latimer Watch and Ruth Enns's AVoice

Unheard, the trial transcripts, and readers of this very thesis.

Authorship

The structural dimension that I call "authorship," Frow calls "the sifuation of

address." According to Frow, the sifuation of address involves the notion of the

speaking position: "A position or role that I occupy when I speak or write and which is

structured by the nature of the language I am using and by the structure of address,

rather than by who I arn as a person" (153). Frow defines the structure of address as

"The organisation of relations between speaking positions in a particular sifuation"

(153). The sifuation of address is an important structurai dimension of community

living logbooks because it emphasizes how the contex! or frame, in which the logbook

is produced dictates the "nafure of the language" that is available to the author, or

person who occupies the speaking position. Thus, the conventions of language used

within community living discourse provide the parameters for what and how the

author keeps a record of the documented subject.

The authors of logbooks in community living care settings are family and

informal caregivers, teachers, support workers, and other health care providers. I first

discuss the sources of. Mosby's textbooþ Red River curriculum, and Alexander's sfudy

to define the term "support worker." As mentioned several times already, these rules
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appLy to the paid support workers at the North Battleford developmental centre who

are the authors of the absent entries of the Latimer logbooks. I then provide a Disability

Sfudies critique of theorizations of what Eva Feder Kittay calls "dependency work" and

I discuss the relevance of the critique to this project.

Mosby's textbook defines "support worker" as "the worker who provides

personal care and support services" (4).?s On a table titled "Health Care Team

Members," out of all fourteen members listed (including activities director, dietician,

nurse practitioner, occupational therapist, pharmacist, physical therapist

(physiotherapist), physician, registered nurse (RN), registered nurse practitioner (RPN),

respíratory therapist, social worker, speech-language pathologist (therapist), spirifual

advisor, support worker), the only member position that is unregulated, other than that

of the activities director, who is described as "unregulated; provincial/territorial

training requirements vary," is the support worker (Mosby's 11). The support worker

also happens to have one of the longest job descriptions of all the heatth care team

members: "Assists clients with personal care, family responsibilities, social and

recreational activities, housekeeping/home management; provides support for nurses

and other professionals" (Mosby's 71).In the textbook, five categories of responsibilities

of support workers are identified, including personal care, support for nurses and other

health care professionals, family supporÇ social supporÇ and housekeeping/home

TsM.osby's textbooþ ex,plains further that "personal support Taorker, personal attendønt, patient care assistønt,
resident care aide,henlth care øide,home care attendant, nursing aide, iursing øttendant, or continuity care
assistønt may be used in your province or territory. In somi parts of Canada, personal attendøni refers to
those workers who are supervised directly by thé person foi whom they provide services. Generally,
personal attendant trainingìs shorter in duration than support worker irãining. Personal attendants
syPPort people who have physical disabilities" (4). For an êxample of one sucñ program in Manitoba, see
the discussion of ILRC Win-nipeg's Personal Attendant Commuñity Education (ÞaÕg) program in
Christine Kelly's The RoIe of Maidøtesl Philosophies in Shaping Intera'ctions befween People initlíDisabilities ønd
their Support Workers.
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management (4).76 Alexander similarly describes the tasks performed by a mental

health support worker during a typicat twelve-hour shift: "She must single-handedly

attend to the care of all fifteen residents, as weil as tend to yard worþ shopping,

dispensing medications, administratiory hygiene and'life skills'programs, and a long

list of other housekeeping duties" (727). According to Red River College's online

overview, those who receive the Disability and Community Support diploma "will

develop the knowledge, skills, and values required to suppor! facilitate, cate for, and

enhance the development of children and adults with disabilities in a variety of

community settings." The knowledge, skills, and values are likely connected to the

philosophy of community living as is indicated by the subsequent skill listed of learning

to "promote the development of inclusive communities."

Research in Disability Studies and feminist care ethics literafure77 indicates that

informal and family caregivers and support workers are often women, underpaid, or

76 For more information, see Appendix C-1.
77 In "(Inter)Dependence, Neeás and Care: The Potential for Disability and Feminist Theorists to Develop
an Emancipatory Model," Watson et al. outline the tensions that exist between feminist and disability
perspectives on th.e s-ubjggt o,f care. The authors do not address documentary practices in community
líving, but their scholarship is worth noting because they address the ways in which notions of
indeP_endence in the disability rights movement clash with feminist perspectives of care and
interde.pendence. The authors locate their discussion within feminisf and Disability Studies scholarship
generally,. an_d feminist and disability movement literature in the United Kingdom in particular. They 

'
describe lftp t¡agqgnaent Living Move¡nent to perceive care as paternalistic ãnd disempowering, *h"te
peop-le with disabilities are understood as passive recipients. Feminist literature also ofiers criti{ues of
care based on naturalist assumptions: "women who care are thought to be exercising their naturãl
proclivities to nurture and this invidious assumption translates into low wages" (338). Watson et al.

PloPgs" an emancipatory model of care that addresses the tensions betweenfeminist and Disability
Studies perspectives on care that focuses on the notion of interdependence and need. The authors, 

-

drawing from Nancy Fraser's work on dependency, seek to creatè "a discourse bridge between feminist
and dísability perspectives so as to bring ienewed-scrutiny and debates to the issues"of needs, care, and
(inter)dependence across the lifecours e'' (345).

Hughes, Watson, et al. expand this argument in the more recent "Loves Labour's Lost?:
Feminism, the Disabled People's Movement añd an Ethic of Care," in which they review the contested
meanings oj care_within the disabled people's movement and feminist discoursés on care. For people
with disabilities, Hughes et al. explain, "Care is associated with institutional confinement, limiied äocial

-e1qtqg*:1t, partial c_itizenship, disempowerment and exclusion" (261).The disabled people's movement
(DPM) of the United Kingdom, to which Hughes et al. refer, has many similarities to the disability
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unpaid, and undervalued.Ts Alexander articulates these often overlooked aspects of

care workte but also identifies the power relationship between support workers and the

people they support, noting that these power imbalances are inherent in the process of

documentation (or logbook writing):

I was (under)employed as an on-call mental health worker. It is work that is
ill paid and exhausting, but through it I was introduced to a reatity that
challenged most of my preconceptions about mental illness, poveity,
violence agaìnst women, and the value of care-giving labouiin the female
dominated'helping fields.' My personal orientãtion ãs a reader and writer
triggered my awareness of the texfual power relations inherent in the
practices of documentation. (27)

movement in Canada, most notably the shared goal of achieving equality for people with disabilities in
society. The DPM addresses the problematic nature of care by reveisingihe po*Ër dynamic between
caregiver and receiver, whereby the person with disabilities is the employer who hirés the caregiver.
Hughes et al. conclude, "despite its significance as an emancipatory mecñanism, the system of ãirect
payments reverses rather than abrogates the master/slave relàtion;' (263).

The feminist perspectives on care, on the other hand, Hughes et al. claim, lack the perspective of
the person who receives.care (often a p-erson with disabilities). Drawing on the work of Luäe kigarcy,
Hughes_et al. present a "post-structurãlist feminist critique of waste anã want as the discursive ierráin
upon which b9l! {is-1ble.d people and women are constituted as marginalized subjects in caring
relationships." (259). Hughes et al. conclude that both carers and people who receiíe care are unãervalued
in a society that has what they call "masculinist values" that incLude autonomy and equality: "To be a
carer or cared for-male or female, disabled or non-disabled in either role-is to be found wanting, to be
other in relation to the masculine subject of modernity, to be reduced to 'the other of the same"' (2"éS). for
Hughes.et al, a DisabilityStudies perspective on caré that is informed both by feminism and the Dpil4
5:mphasizesthe "relational processes that constitute the caring experience" Q7Ð.lnaddition to lrigaray,
!!-S!,"t et-al. draw on the work of Nancy Fraser in order to piopose a "discourse brídge" between"the'
DPM and feminist perspectives on care. They conclude, "Caie is a marginal world heality influenced by
the management of bodily waste and constituted by the masculine imJginary as a threatening,
transgressive space in which autonomy is absent and emotion pervasivT" (zit).
78 Some Disability Studies scholars argue that one cannot focus solely on the social and economic status of
c¿regivers and.support workers. Citing-the work of Jenny Morris, Christine Kelly explains, "some
disabìlity activists argue emphasizing the rights of informal carers overshadows-theiights of disabled
people" (45).

7e In a footnote, Alexander describes mental health work as "low paying, 'feminized.' work, which could
be extended to describe much of what constitutes support work iir iom"munity living: "Mental health
work resembles other low paying'feminized' non-sËified occupations such aé mothËr-work; care of the
very young or. the elderly; secretarial and-waitressing. A typica-l mental health shift could include doing
laundry, cooJcing, cleaning floors and bathrooms, vaðuumiñg, decorating, gardening or grocery
shopping; administrative iesponsibilities such as filling worË schedulesjm"eetings ,,,íith ñealthtare
p_rofessionals, or ordering medications; and resident oriented activities such as c"risis intervention, life
tkll.9,.:gTpanionship, recreational activities, monitoring of resident hygiene, or sometimes just'hanging
ouf" (158).
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One must acknowledge the power rela[onship that exists between support workers

and people who are supported and the way this power relationship is reproduced in

documentation practices such as community living logbooks.

Again, I use one of Alexander's phrases as a springboard for further theorization

of this aspect of communiÇ living logbooks. Her phrase, the "textual practices inherent

in the practices of documentatiory" is worth pondering when theorizing the strucfural

dimension of authorship of community living logbooks. What is meant by tex! what is

meant by power, and which relations are involved? I find Jayal Lal's "Sifuating

Locations" a helpful source for addressing these questions.

In "Sifuating Locations," LaI is critical of the way in which feminist sociologist

academics (such as herself) use interviews and surveys in order to make an argument

that belongs to the researcher: "I am therefore uneasy about the strategy of calling on

my research subjects' voices selectively to buttress my arguments" (201). Lal cautions

feminist researchers to beware of citing snippits of interviews to support their academic

arguments.s0Interviews, surveys, and fieldnotes which are considered a part of the

umbrella sociological term "fieldworþ" are, according to LaI, a form of capfure and

therefore objectification of the research subjects. Lal argues that we need to consider the

potential exploitative dangers of the current sociological research technologies:

Writing the text thus becomes a key arena in which the authoriat Setf
confronts and inscribes the Other as "captive" object: an object that we
capfure via new technologies of inscription: tapeq surveys, interviews,
word processing. Conceiving of writing as an extension of fieldwork

to Ottg more-point m.gde by Lal_may be instructive in a discussion of the documented subject and the
possibility that one (like me, when I was a support worker) might "err in the construction of overly
agentic representations" (210). The following quotation appears in a footnote of Lal's article: "I would
note that just as it is possible to select examples [from 'fieldwork' interviews] that reflect rather than
challenge dominant discursive Third World women as victim and oppressed, it is also possible to err in
the construction of overly agentic representations" (210).
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foregrounds this process of inscription, a process that deserves much closer
scrutiny than it typically receives. (201)

Lal's cautionary words can apply to logbook writing as well. one must not

assume that "what happened" itt a community living setting can be accurately

portrayed in a logbook entry: this writing process, like the process of inscription

Lal refers to, "deserves much closer scrutiny than it typically receives" (201).

It is also important to note that the relationship between the support

worker and the person who receives support does not necessarily translate from

lived reality to the texfual medium of the logbook. The power dynamic present

in the lived experiential relationship may not translate to the power dynamic

present in the logbook writing. It seems, then, that it is most responsible to

remove the qualifier "inherenf' from Alexander's earlier mentioned phrase

"inherent textual power relations" when describing logbook production and

texts. It is not true that the power relations in "real life" translate perfectly to the

Power relations of authorship and documented subject in community living

logbooks.

Before I conclude this discussion of authorship, I address Eva Feder Kittay's

Lorte's Labour: Essays onWomen, Equality, and Dependency.I sfuongly object to many

aspects of Kittay's formulations of dependency work presented in her book-length

study on womerL equality, and dependency. llltimately, I find her work to be offensive

and unin-formed by a Disabitity Studies perspective. However, I engage with Kittay's

ideas at some length for a number of reasons. One reason is that Kittay is one of few
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scholars who addresses both paid support work and unpaid caregiving in her

theorizations of what she calls dependency work. Kittay explains,

I do not want to deny important differences between paid and unpaid
dependency work. But we should note that whatever dependency work we
Pay for,today has, at some time, been done by women as part of their familial
dtff. Therefore whether the work is currently paid or not, we can identify
certain distinctive feafures that are common to both paid and unpaid varieties
of dependency work and that have important moral, social, and political
implications. (30)

Because community living logbooks can have authors who are both unpaid caregivers

and paid support workers, Kittay's theorization of dependency work seems entirely

relevant to my discussion of authorship. Another important reason for me to engage

with Kittay's work is that Kittay's Loae's Labour: Essays onwomen, Equølity, and

Dependency has widely influenced feminist thinkers who engage with disabitity-related

issues. In2002, the feminist scholarly journal, Hypatia, devoted part of an issue to

Papers resulting from a symposium (2000) on Kittay's Loae's Labour at the mee[ng of

the Society for Women in Philosophy in conjunction with the American Philosophical

Association's Eastern Division Meeting. In her introduction to this issue of. Hypøtia,

Martha Nussbaum writes, "The publication of Eva Kittay's Loae's Labour in1999 was a

significant event in American moral and political philosophy" (194). Nussbaum's

comments reinforce the relevance of and further justify my extended engagement with

Kittay's work.

The theori zíngby Kittay at first appears to be especially applicable to an analysis

of the Latimer logbooks because Kittay draws on her experience as a mother of a

daughter, Sesha, who has multiple disabilities that are similar to Tracy's. Thus, Kittay's

theorizing is informed by the experience of mothering a child with disabilities, which
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parallels the documented daily life in the Latimer logbook entries. Laura Latimer and

Kittay are both writing, albeit in different genres (community living logbooks and

academic publications, respectively), about their daughters who have multiple

disabilities and ways of communicating that do not include speecþ writing, or ASL

signing. Kittay and Latimer are mothers; Sesha and Tracy are daughters. Despite the

promising relevance of Kittay's work to this project for these reasons, I uttimately

conclude that Kittay's formulations are offensive to a Disability Sfudies perspective, and

are consequently counter productive to my discussion of the authorship of community

living logbooks.

Kittay's theorizing of what I am attempting to call a support worker subjectivity

or caregiver subjectivity is done in the context of her critique of, yetfaith in, the ideal of

equalíty. Kittay reviews various feminist critiques of the notion of equality, and

concludes with her own dependency critique of equality. Kittay muses that though

universalizing theories are currently out of fashion in academic arguments, universal

truths about humaniÇ inform her dependency critique of equality:

[...] dependency for humans is as unavoidable as birth and death are for all
living organisms. We may even say that the long mafuration process of
humans, combined with the decidedly human cápacities for moral feeling
and attachment make caring for dependents a mark of our humanity. Oú
dependency, therç is not only an exceptional circumstance. To view if as such
reflects an outlook that dismisses the importance of human
interconnectedness, not only for purposôs of survival, but for the
development of culture itself. (29)

Kittay's underlying commitrnent to universal truths about humanity is shared by Wolf

Wolfensberger in his formulation of the one-on-one rela[onship between support

workers and people labeled with intellectual disabilities in society, SRV (Social Role
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Yal,onzatton), though the articuiation of the universal is phrased differently in

Wolfensberger's work.8l

Kittay's dependency critique is also inspired by the observation that "while

equality often entailed women crossing the sexual divide between women's work and

men's work, equality rarely meant that men crossed over the divide to the women's

side: our side-women's-the side where work was largely, though not exciusively,

unpaid or poorly paid care of dependents" (r). Kittay goes on to define her dependency

critique of equality as informed by her commitonent to the what is already for her a set

of universal truths, namely that dependency marks our humanity, that equality is a

useful ideal to strive towards, and that feminist critiques of equality have gotten close to

what needs to be articulated to make equality work but have not addressed "the more

extreme dependencies" (xii) according to the wording in Kittay's preface, and people

whom she later identifies as "the severely developmentally disabled" (33).

81 Kittay, like Wolfensberger, names people with disabilities using essentialist, medical terms rather than
terms used by activists and self-advocates srrch as People First of Canada. Kittay asserts that people with
what she calls severe developmental disabilities, such äs her own daughter, Sesha, have disabilities that
are irreducible, much like Wolfensberger's insistence on the use of "méntal retardation." For example, in
Wolfensbe¡ger's "A-Brief Overview of Social Role Valorization" (April 2000), the editor of the journal
notes: "This author [Wolfensberger] has a long-standing hadition, explained in his earlier artióles in
AAML publications,_o!19t r1¡ing people--first language. The editor hás waived this requirement in this
specific instance.-S.I.T."(105). _Although Kittay acknowledges that "we need a reconfiguration of how
r-eciprocation comes to be possible in the, use of dependency work" (180), people with iñte[ectual
disabilities do not have much agency in her formulation. Pèrhaps this is due tb Kittay's own lack of
involvement in the disability rights movement? There were many who came out to 'íspeak" for Tracy
Latimer-the same politically infgmed group of activists would-surely see Sesha as hãving more to'offer
in the paradigm of dependency than Kitfay sèes as possible: "While thê image of a mutuality and
interdependence among persons is an important one, life with Sesha undersiores that there are moments
when we are not'inter'dependent. We arè simply dependent and cannot reciprocate." (180) Kittay goes
on to declare that developmental disability is nol socially constructed. Like Wolfensberger,.who believes
there.is the impairmenÇ [he thing itself, añd then there ió how the impairment is perceiíed (either
q9si.ti.1.ely.9r negatively, according to Wolfensberger), Kittay expresses essentialiôt opinions of
disability/impairment regarding intellectual disability:

Furthermore, w-\ile dependence is often socially constructed-all dependence is not. If you
have a fever of L05, the dependence you have iõ not socially consftuóted. Sesha's depenáence
is not socially constructed. Neither "labeling" nor environmental impediments creaie her
dependence-although environmental modifications are crucial for her to have a decent life.
(180)
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In her preface, Kittay offers a succinct summary of her dependency critique of

equality, which articulates whom she considers to be "dependents," but which also

names as integral to her critique "those who care for dependents":

The dependency critique is a feminist critique of equality that asserts: A
conception of society viewed as an association of equals masks
inequitable dependencies, those of infancy and childhood, old age,
illness and disability. While we are dependenÇ we are not well
positioned to a competition for the goods of social cooperation on equal
terms. And those who care for dependents, who mustþut their own
interests aside for one who is entirely vulnerable to their actions, enter
the competition for social goods with a handicap. (xi)

I would note that Kittay's use of "handicap" as a metaphor or expression of measure

indicates, if not demonstrates, that her theorizing is indeed uninformed by Disability

Sfudies scholarship. Her notion of what it takes to do good dependency work on the

part of an individual dependency worker is addressed in her description of how

dependency workers "must put their own interests aside for one who is entirely

vulnerable to their actions," which she later theorizes further in her proposed notion of

the "transparent self." However, due to the disability studies-unfriendly theoretical

work that provides the backdrop to the notion of the "transparent self," beyond the

following critique I do not take up Kittay's theorizations any further.

I would suggest that Kittay understands the subject position of the support

worker in the context of her feminist critique of equatity, which she calls the

"dependency critique." Kittay believes in the concept of equality itself and her book is,

in her words, "clearing the ground for an idea as radical as an equality that embraced

dependency rather than defining itself against dependency" (xii).[t *y opinion, an

equality that embraces dependency does not work well for the subject whom Kittay
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calls the "chatge," and whom I call the documented subjecÇ due to the implications

of Kittay's notion of reciprocity. Kittay describes her focus on people with disabilities

like her daughter as an example of "the more extreme dependencies" (xii) and

concludes, "we are all interdependent" (author's emphasis, xii). But Kittay argues, "our

interdependence begins with dependence" (xii) and cites the examples of the ubiquitous

dependency of infants. Kittay explains, "at some point there is a dependency that is not

yet or no longer an interdependency" (xíi). Kittay then offers a critique of the pervasive

notion and privilegrng of independence. She argues that by excluding the more extreme

dependencies (the kind that is not yet or is no longer an interdependency) "fiomsocial

and political concerns, we have been abie to fashion the pretense that we are

índependent" (xri).

I find Kittay's framework most problematic when she talks about the notion of

reciprocity, according to which the agency of what Kittay calis "the dependent" is

limited. Because the notion of equality values the notion of independence, the person

who occupies the role of "the dependent" is labeled with adjectives such as "helpless"

and "incapable." Thus, Kittay's starting-out point in theorizing does a disservice to

those who occupy the role of the so-called "depender.tt," and who become the

documented subjects of communiÇ living logbooks. Kittay is committed to the

egalitarian ideal, to the theory of equality: "If there was something amiss with the

ideal," Kittay writes, "it was in its formulation-not in the concept of equality itself"

(xii). Starting from the perspective of "the dependent" reveals that in what Kittay calls

the most extreme cases of dependency, the dependent, the person with disabilities,

according to her theoretical frameworþ has no agency or capacity to reciprocate.
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In her introductiory Kittay articulates the aspect of reciprociÇ that I would

describe as Disability Studies-unfriendly. She writes of "the seemingly one-sidedness of

the dependency I portray and the lack of reciprocation I presume on the part of the

dependent in the relation" (xiii). Kittay uses the extreme example of "the dependenf"

the person with severe disabilities as one "who is unable to reciprocate," to support her

discussion of the social responsibility towards the caregiver. It is here that Kittay's faith

in the notion of equality exposes the underlying commitrnent to, or inherent privileging

ol the ideal of independence or value of independence which, again,I would

characterize as Disability Studies-unfriendly, if not unethical: "That social responsibility

diminishes as the dependent is more and more capable of reciprocity and as the

dependent is less than totally helpless. The less helpless and more capable the

dependent, the closer the relationship begins to approximate relations between equals"

(xiii). Any manner of conceiving the relationship between support worker, caregiver, or,

to use Kittay's terminology, dependency worker, and the person who receives support

or care or dependency worþ that uses as a way of measuring the agency of the person

with disabilities a scale of helplessness ("totally helpless" to "less helpless" to "more

capable") is in my opinion unacceptable. Attifudes like this inform communily living

logbook writing, and it is for this reason that I engage with Kittay's formulations of

dependency work.

Documented Subject

According to Mosby's textbook and the Red River curriculum, the documented

subject is the person about whom logbook entries are written. Thus, in theory, the
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documented subject of the Latimer logbooks is Tracy Latimer. In practice, however,

Alexander's study and the Latimer logbook entries demonstrate that the line between

author and documented subject is blurred. The documented subject ís not necessarily

the "residents" of Alexander's sfudy or Tracy Latimer herself. I first outline the rules set

out by Mosby's textbook and the Red River curriculum, much of which has already been

quoted previously. It is, however, important to revisit the material already addressed in

order to define the complicated dimension of the documented subject. I then furn to

Alexander's study and the Latimer logbooks. I conclude with a critique of Ann Fudge

Schorman's article, "Biographical versus Biological Lives: Auto/biography and Non-

Speaking Persons Labelled Intellecfually Disabled," which provides a cautionary tale to

theorizing the documented subject.

According to Mosby's textbook,

ïg9pt" receivinghealth care and support services are known by
different terms, depending on the workplace setting. A person'
receiving gTe.1l a hospital is called a pátient. A peison îiving in a
residential facility is-called a resident. A person ieceiving cui" o,
support services in the community is callèd a client. Clieãt is also a
general_term for al-l pgople receiving health care or support services:
hospital patients, faãitity residents, ãnd clients in the cornmunity. (8)

Thus, Mosby's textbook declares the documented subject to be a patien! a clienÇ or a

resident. The Red River curriculum, on the other hand, refers to the documented subject

as an "individuaf" or "consumer." It is not clear from either Mosby's textbook or the Red

River curiculum whether or not documented subjects can participate in authoring their

own records. Alexander, however, addresses this issue directiy: "The residents were not

invited to participate in the log writing, and their various (and valid) resentunents and

concerns about it were seen as 'game-playingi paranoid or obstructle" (127).
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Alexander further explains the resentments and concerns expressed by the

documented subjects who were denied authorial authority:

The residents did have some control over what they revealed to
individual workers, and some residents used the log to broadcast their
concerns to the larger community via statements such as "A-re you going
to put this in the log? Good, then say...such and such," At community
meetings residents periodically brought up their resentment of the log and
threatened to write their "own logs" about the staff. The issue was not so
much what gets written and read, as who has the power to inscribe
another's words and ac[ons and have this accepted as fact. (128-9)

Alexander's examples of documented subjects are people who speak and write. These

people are denied the opportunity to author the logbooks, to be both the author and the

documented subject. Alexander's recollection of community meetings suggests that if

the residents, to use her terminology, or documented subjects, to use my terminology,

were to become the authors of logbooks, the support workers would then become the

documented subjects. One can imagine another scenario in which documented subjects

become co-authors with support workers of logbooks. Support workers might then co-

occupy the category of documented subject. All of these combinations are possible if the

documented subject herself /himself reads and writes.

'' 
But what happens when the person who is the documented subject does not

speak or write, such as Tracy Latimer? It does not appear that Tracy Latimer ever

authored any entries in the Latimer logbooks. Her mother made entries, her caregivers

from the Developmental Centre wrote entries, and her sister Lindsay illustrated the

cover of the green communication book. The words used in the communication books

are not Tracy's words. The entries should not be mistaken for Tracy's inner thoughts

and feelings nor for her manner of communicating, wording, or writing.
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The structural dimension of the documented subject is a defining characteristic

of community living logbooks. Though the definition of community living is most often

defined in opposition to or as decidedly not institutional living, there are institutional

overtones to these texts. For example, record keeping often maintains the power

imbalances between support worker and the person who is the documented subject.

Some questions to consider when theorizing the strucfural dimension of the

documented subject are: Can there be a way of doing logbook record keeping in

community living that is respectful of the perspective of the documented subject? Can

the expertise or perspective of the documented subject inform our understanding of the

logbook genre and ways of reading and writing logbooks? Can the perspective or

expertise of the documented subject be known and can that perspective be considered

or theorized in a discussion of the logbook genre? According to the Red River College

curriculum, a simple "yut" is the answer to the first question posed above. "Write with

respect!" the curriculum tells its readers, who are students and fufure or current

support workers and authors of community tiving togbooks. There can be a respectful

way of logbook record keeping in community living, the Red River curriculum would

suggest, by way of the writer's intentions to be respectful.

Mosby's textbook, on the other hand, does not address the perspective of the

documented subject in the matter of record keeping. Mosby's textbook advises support

workers, "when recording, focus on: what you observed, what you did, when you did

ií [and] the client's response" (69). The interpretation of the client's response is left up

to the support worker who is doing the recording. Mosby's textbook recommends that

support workers record subjective data such as reported speech, but nowhere does the
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textbook suggest that the documented subjecf or client, to use Mosby's terminology,

may have an expertise or perspective that should be respected by the support worker

when keeping records such as logbooks. The rights of support workers and of clients

are reviewed and listed in various chapters, but these listings do not address the rights

of the clients to have input in how they are portrayed as documented subjects in record

keeping by support workers.

Turning now to the treatment of the documented subject in Alexander's work, I

would suggest that the perspective of the documented subject informs the logbook

entries, depending on the support worker who authors the entry, and that this must be

determined on an entry-by-entry basis. Aiexander includes a logbook entry by the

"P.I.C." or person-in-charge, of the mental health boarding home that illustrates this

point. Saraþ the pseudonym for the P.I.C., writes a logbook entry that addresses an

earlier entry by Meg, another mental health worker (or support worker, as I wouid call

her). Meg's entry, which is not included in Alexander's sfudy, according to Sarah's

entry, which is included in Alexander's sfudy, included a description of events about a

documented subjecÇ Shiriey, which, on its own, may have put Shirley in danger of

losing her right to live at the mental health boarding home. Alexander explains, "it

becomes possible that the event [about Shirley] as logged [by Meg] could stand as the

'real actuality,' especially if a review was being conducted of Shirley's suitability to

continue living at the boarding home" (130). Alexander includes the following excerpt

from the logbook dated March 3,1986, which was authored by Sarah and includes

Sarah's response to Meg's earlier log entry:

F¡om Meg's 1og entry, it appeared to me that the sÇle of intervention she
chose probably pushed Shiiley further, rather than helped her out. It was a
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difficult situation and Meg felt she was taking the appropriate action-but it did
backfire. After discussing this, Meg said she understood the difference. (131)

Sarah's log entry demonstrates the profoundly subjective nafure and potential power of

logbook entries. It is important to remember that the same event can be recorded in

facfual language but very differently by two different support worker authors. It is also

important to remember that the perspective of the documented may or may not be

considered by the logbook author. In this case, the documented subject of the logbook is

also an author of the logbooþ a fellow support worker. Thus, the line between the

author and the documented subject is blurred.

Alexander's discussion of "an ethic of commurity" apparent in the logbooks of

her sfudy also demonstrates the blurred line between author and documented subject.

Alexander recounts the support worker staff's preference for a communal logbook style

that reflected what she calls "an ethic of commut'/l}"t "In this context [of an ethic of

community] the daily log is a text that stands for a community of care and becomes a

meeting place for care-givers" (103). If the logbook indeed "becomes a meeting place for

care-givers" (103), surely the position of the documented subject broadens to include

the logbook authors as well as the people who are supported who do not author the

entries. Alexander provides an example of the way in which the documented subject is

difficult to identify with certainty in the following logbook excerpt authored by the PIC

of the mental health boarding home that was written after the death of one of the

residents: "Everyone has handled this difficult time since [G's] death with courage and

integrity. Please be gentle with yourselves for the next little while-it has been stressful

and the aftermath of grief will continuel...]" (736-7).In this entry, the documented
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subjects are both the authors of the logbooks, referred to as "everyoÍ1e," as well as the

deceased "residen!" referred to as "G."

The blurred line between author and documented subject is also apparent in the

Latimer logbooks. In the entry from January 4,1.993, Laura writes, "Tracy had a drink

when she got home, then a nap, ate a very good supper. She seems to enjoy picking the

snowflakes off her picture; I hope you don't mind, I let her."82I would identify Tracy as

the documented subject of the first sentence-Tracy had a drink, arrapt then ate.

(Although,Latrra's word choice of "avery good supper" arguably communicates just as

much information about Lauralatimer and the absent co-authors of the logbook as it
does about Tracy. I explore this issue further in my discussion of Laura Latimer's

authorship in a close reading of the logbook entries upcoming in the Formal Features

section.) The documented subject of the second sentence is Tracy, but after the semi-

colorç I would suggest that the documented subject shifts to become Laura Latimer and

the co-authors and presumed readers of the entry, who would be one or more of the

support workers at the North Battleford Developmental Centre: "She [Tracy as

documented subject] seems to enjoy picking the snowflakes off her picture; I hope you

[North Battleford support worker as documented subject] don't mind, I [Laura Latimer

as documented subject] let her."83 Put simply, the latter half of the second sentence of

this entry says more about Laura and the other authors of the logbooks than it does

about Tracy. Thus, the documented subject of community living logbooks can be a

Person who is never the author of the entries, such as Tracy, or the author of the entries,

82 See Appendix A, entry 8.
" See Appendix A, entry 8.
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such as Laura, or the community of authors of the entries, such as the imptied reader,

in this case the "you" of Laura's sentence, "I hope you don't mind.,,8a

Thus, considering the above examples, my second ques[on posed earlier, "can the

perspective of the documented subject inform our understanding of the logbook genre

and ways of reading and writing logbooks" is difficult to answer. One cannot assume

that there is only one documented subject of a community living logbooþ nor can one

assume that the documented subject of a logbook is the person who provided the

impefus for the documentation. For exampie, the Latimer logbooks presumably began

out of a need to communicate about Tracy amongst her support workers and family

caregivers, as I have discussed earlier. But the entries often include people who are not

Tracy, such as family members and doctors and other people in Tracy's life. For

example, consider the following entries that mention Tracy's siblings: "Lindsay wrote a

letter to santa for Tracy," 8s "Lindsay read toher,"86 "Brian and Lindsay got up at s:30

a.m. to hunt for eggs,"8' "fTracyl loved the belts. I gave Brian heck, because I thought he

was hitting his glass with a pen. We laughed when I realized it was Tracy and her

bells," 88 "When I got home from Brian's ball practice she had a real supper of meat and

potatoes,"se "satahstadnyck (ph) baby-sat Tracy and Linds ay f.or a while tonight. Brian

has joined minor ball, so thafs why Tracy has had so many baby-sitterslately,"s0 and

"Lindsay painted Tracy's nails."el Other enkies mention friends and extended family,

8a See Appendix A, entry 8.
" See Appendix A, enhy 7.
oo See Appendix A, entry 18.
o'See Appendix A, entry 19.
oo See Appendix A" enfy 24.
o'See Appendix A, entry 26.
eo See Aþþendix A, entty 27.
" See Appendix A, entry 28.
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further quantifying the number of subjects who could qualify as the documented

subject of the Latimer logbooks, such as: "[Tracy's] cousins from EdmorLton,"ez "Tracy's

cousin Ly.-[...]. Lynn is married to Reg Ross, who is Georgina Thomas's brother. There

were lots of cousins and kids, and grandma and grandpa were there,"e3 "Tracy's

cousins, Jenny and Neil, and Aunt Dorothy from Edmonton were here shortly after four

o'clock,"ea "We had company for suppet,"es "Ttacy was the worst girl at the sleep-

ovet,"e6 and "For supper we had a picnic at Finlayson Island, Wannell's picked us up in

their motor home."e7 Consider adding to the list of documented subjects also the

following entries that mention Tracy's caregivers: "Janet Wallace [Tracy's babysitter]

came over while [Tracy] was laying down,"e8 "Janet Wallace got off the bus with

Tracy,"ee "Janetbaby-sat her,-100 "Sarah Stadnyck (ph) baby-sat Tracy and Lindsay for a

while tonight. Brian has joined minor ball, so that's why Tracy has had so many baby-

sitters lately,"lot and "Theresa (Huyghebaert) said Tracy threw up about three times

over the three months."io'There are also entries that mention professionals such as

doctors and dentists: "Tracy went to Saskatoon today for an appointrnent with Dr.

Dzrrc. Tracy will be having surgery on her dislocated hip, but Dr. Dzus wants to give

her back more chance to heal because ifs not even a year since her back surgery. She

e2 See Appendix A, entry 11.
e3 See Appendix A, entry 19.
ea See Appendix A, entry 29.
e" See Appendix A, entry 12.
e6 See Appendix A, entry L8.

" See Appendix A, entry 30.
e6 See Appendix A, entry 23.

"See Appendix A, entry 24.
1oo See Appendix A, entiy 26.
'u'See Appendix A, entry 27.
102 See Aþþendix A., entry 26.
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has to see Dr. Dzus again in October, and surgery will likely be late in the fall,"103 and

"If she acts like her tooth hurts again let me know, because the dentist told me to watch

for that with her discoloured tooth."ton

I list separately the entries that contain references to Tracy's father, also a

documented subject of the Latimer logbooks. They are especially poignant because they

depict him as a caring father towards Tracy. But, as Ruth Enns points out: "Laura's

portrait of [Robert] Latimer portrayed him as a loving father to Tracy, rocking and

bathing her. But no one specified whether these interactions included more than

physical cate" (a1). The following entries most often refer to Robert as "her dad" and

depict him in a physical, to repeat the distinction made by Enns, caregiver role: "[Tracy]

drank well at supper for her dad, but wouldn't eat well,"lot "Tracy was a veryhappy

girl, ate and drank great rocked with her dad for a long time,"106 and the final entry that

aPPears five days before her dad killed her, and "Tracy was good, ate really well, had a

bath, Bob bathe d her." ro7

Thus, there are many examples of people who are documented throughout

Laura's logbook entries who could be considered documented subjects in addition to

Tracy. Perhaps the most fully documented subject of the Latimer logbooks that I include

in this ever-growing list is Laura herself. There are several entries that demonsfuate how

Laura is herself the subject of the entry as much as, if not more thary Tracy is the

subject. These entries especially demonstrate the blurred category of

author/documented subject of community living logbooks. I began this section by

ro3 See Appendix A, entry L4.

'oa See Aþþendix A, entry 26.
"'See Appendix A, entry 7.
'* See Appendix A" entry 16.
'u'See Appendix A, entry 40.
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discussing the blurred distinction between author and documented subject of the

following entry: "fTracyl seems to enjoy picking the snowflakes off her picture; I hope

you don't mind, I let her."108I revisit this entry with the questiorç who is this entry

about, Tracy orLaura? Or is it about the absent author to whom the entry is addressed?

The facÇ or what happened, reported by Laura, in this entry, is that Tracy picked the

snowflakes off a picfure that presumably came from the developmental centre. Laura

qualifies this report of what happened by stating that Tracy "seemed to enjoy" doing

this activity of picking snowflakes off the picture. Then Lauraherself becomes the focus,

the subject of the entry, when she says, "I hope you don't mind, I let her." rOe 4, already

noted above, another example of a logbook entry in which Laura herself emerges as the

documented subject is the following: "I am sending [Tracy's] hair cut money. I wonder

if you could quit putting perfume on Tracy, it really bothers me for some reason, must

be allergic. I know it's probably part of her sensory stimulation program (Laura had

written "problem" but corrected herself in court), maybe hand lotion would be

better."1lO This entry documents Laura's reaction to perfume, and Laura's awareness of

the reason why the perfume was used. I count several other entries in which Laura,s

opinions and experiences are feafured and thus are examples of entries in which Laura

should herself be included, along with Tracy, as a documented subject.tl

I now furn to Ann Fudge Schormans's "Biographical versus Biological Lives:

Auto/biography and Non-Speaking Persons Labelled Intellectually Disable d" inorder

to present a cautionary tale for theorizing the documented subject of community living
108 See Appendix A, entry 8.

"'See Appendix A, entry 8.
110 See Aþþendix A, entry t0.
"' See Appendix A" entries 20,24,27,28, and 30.
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logbooks. In her article, Schormans explores the epistemological and ontological

issues involved in the writing of life stories, or auto/biographies,"'ofnon-speaking

persons labeled intellectually dis/Abled. Schormans dis[nguishes between speaking

and non-speaking persons labeled intellectually dis/Abled, but does not specify

whether these "populations," as she calls them, write. Thus, when Schormans discusses

people labeled intellectually dis/Abled, one can assume she means that these people do

not write. I take issue with this distinction-many people labeled intellectually disabled

write, whether they speak or not-as indeed I take issue with many aspects of

Schormans's article. I find it important however, to engage with her ideas because the

documented subject of community living logbooks is most often a person labeled

intellecfually disabied, and because Schormans's article focuses so specifically on "non-

speaking persons labeled intellectually dis / Abled."

Schormans argues that the "autof bioeraphical methodology, or the telling of

one's own life story can be used with non-speaking persons labeled intellecfually

dis/Abled if consideration and attention is accorded to the variable ways in which this

group communicates" (114). Schormans spends more time discussing why people

labeled intellectually dis/Abled should tell their own stories than how they might go

about doing it. Drawing on Dorothy Atkinson and Jan Walmsley's "LJsing

Autobiographical Approaches with People with Learning Difficulties," Schormans

1121ulie Rak, editor of the anthology, Autolbiography in Canada: Critical Directions, in which Schormans's
article appears, writes in her introduction what is meant by " auto I biography studies": "There have been
hundreds of books and thousands of articles that have been published-[siñcé 2003] in many countries
about autobiography, biography, life writing, and other terms that have been coined to describe the
representation of identity in non-fiction.This activity collectively has come to be called "auto/biography
studies" (1). Rak defines "Auto/biography" in a footnote as a term that "expresses several things át -

once," namely, "the idea that the generic lines between autobiography and biography are oftenllurry in
practice" (24).
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distinguishes between "true auto/biography" and "auto/biographical fragments.,,

True auto/biography is the preferred form, as it "is initiated, shaped by, attributed to,

and owned by the author" (716), whereas auto/biographical fragments are "initiated,

written, and owned by someone else (i.e., a researcher, professional, or parent)" (1,I7).

Community living logbooks would, by these definitions, be considered

auto / biographical fragments.

Schormans's focus remains, for the most part, on true auto/biography. Two of

the texts she uses to support her arguments about the importance of auto/brographical

methodology are Does She Knora She's There? (7999) by Nicola Schaefer and, A Voice

Unheard (7999) by Ruth Enns. Significantly, Schormans refers to these books and their

authors without introducing them, perhaps due to the stylistic conventions of the social

sciences' Presumably, Schormans uses these two sources because both texts are about

the lives of non-speukitg persons labeled intellectually dis/Abled. While Enns's book

might be classified as issues or politics, Schaefer's book would be classified as

autobiograPhy or biography. First published in197ï, Does She Know She's There? is the

story of Nicola's daughter, Catherine Schaefeç whom Schormans would call a non-

speaking person labeled intellectually dis/Abled. Nicola's account of Catherine's life

informally documents their involvement with and significant impact on the community

living and deinstifutionalizafion movement in Canada. (Incidentally, this book is also

used as a textbook in one of the second-yeæ courses of Red River College's Disabitity

and Community Support Program.) Does She Know She's There? was reissued in¡999

with an update that includes writing by Catherine's past support workers, friends, and

roommates.
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What I find puzzling, if not misleading, is the way in which Schormans

attributes two quotations from Does She Know She's There? to the wrong author. In both

cases, Schormans incorrectly credits Nicola Schaefer when the acfual author is a past-

support worker-furned-friend. Considering the complicated nafure of authorship in

auto/biography of persons labeled intellectually dis/Abled, which Schormans herself

acknowledges and emphasizes, more careful attention must be paid to attributing the

correct quotation to the correct author. Also, if Does She Know She's There? is authored

by the mother and other caregivers of a person labeled intellecfually dis/Abled, namely

Catherine Schaefer, would it not, by Schormans's definitions, be considered an example

of auto/biographical fragments rather than true auto/biography? Excerpts fromDoes

She Know She's Ther¿? should not be used as examples of true auto/biography without a

discussion of the complicated notions of authorship and ownership. Schormans's article

serves as a reminder of the ambiguity of the definition of the documented subject of

auto/biography and, I wouid add, of communily living logbooks. The ambiguity that

characterizes the perspective of the documented subject must be considered when

approaching community living logbooks.

Physical Setting

To refurn to Frow's genre classifications, Frow interrogates the term "setting" as

follows: "What exactly is the'setting' of a genre? Is it a matter of physical contexÇ or of

something immaterial? t...] Is it an empirical facf or does its power derive from the fact

that it is akindof setting?" (author's emphasis, LL). In this discussion of community

living logbooks, the physical setting is fairly straightforward and empirical, to use
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Frow's term. The more "immaterial" settings to which Frow alludes are discussed in

the sections on the legal and ethical contexts. The physical setting of logbooks in

community living is usually a bound book with lined or blank numbered pages. This

book either remains in one place or with one person.

Mosby's textbook and Alexander's thesis both identify a binder as the physical

setting for record keeping in community living."3 Mosby's textbook explains that the

physical setting of logbooks can vary depending on the support living arrangement or

agency guidelines. As I have quoted elsewhere, Mosby's textbook states:

Every agency and case manager keep separate client charts in their
organizadons. some parts of the clienfs chart are usuaily, but not
always, F"pLi" the client's home. Documents in the home are often kept
in a binder. The forms in the binder vary according to agency policy and
the client's condition and needs. Among other docîmerits, th" bit d"t
usually contains the care ptan, progress notes, ADL checklists, flow
sheets, or task sheets.-Agency poticies differ. Some do not allow support
workers to enter anything on the documents that are kept in the biñäer.
Others expect support wõrkers to record tasks and observations on the
forms in the binder. (75)

Mosby's textbook adds that record keeping in community tiving settings can also be

done electronically: "In a community setting, you might be expected to send in reports

by e-mail. In the fufure, computer literacy and ownership of a computer may be

required for working in these settings" (75). The Red River Curriculum does not specify

the physical setting of logbooks in community iiving, other than that there exists

"confidential records," that F.I.P.P.A. requires that "the information must be'secured,

(locked uP)i' and the only sense of a physical setting is that confidential records are

"located in person's fIIe," however, the location of the personal file is not specified in

tt3 See Appendix B-2.
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the available excerpt.lln The physical setting of the logbook in Alexand.er's study is

detailed in Appendix B-2.

The physical setting of the Latimer logbooks is described by the Crown attorney

during his cross-examination of Laura Latimer. The Crown attorney described the

physical setting of the logbooks as "acommunication book[...]And that book travels

with-Tracy had one, right? [...]And that book travelled with her[...] so that-and you

would make entries in it on a daily basis yourself, wouldn't you? [...]Do you recognize

these books?" to which Laura Latimer replied, "The one-my daughter drew the

dinosaur." The crown asked, "That's the green one? [...]Is that Tracy,s communication

book?" To which Laura Latimer replied, "Itprobably was, I haven't seen them for

years" (550). (Laura's memory about the logbooks was not as crisp as when the defense

lawyer was asking her questions during the re-examination.) The Crown then said,

"Okay. Well, lefs just make sure we're talking about the same thirg. There,s no

question, I take ig that this green one, that's Tracy's book?,, to which Laura Latimer

replied, "Yes." The Crown then asked, "And would you agree with me that this blue

one is also one of Tracy's books?" to which Laura Latimer replied, ',yes.,,(550-1). There

was a period of time (from July 5 to October 3,1993) when there were no logbooks that

travelled back and forth during which Laura testified that she presumed that logbooks

were likely kept at the developmental centre, as quoted previously: "When she [Tracy]

was at the-when she was in North Battleford there was no communication book with

the family' I believe they may have had one at their house but it didn't come back and

forth to us" (551-2). It is unclear where the Latimer logbooks are located today, or to

ttnsee Appendix D.
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whom they belong, even though they were often referred to by the Crown attorney as

"Tracy'sbooks." As noted earlier, the Latimer logbooks were not tendered as evidence

during the trial. How the Crown Attomey obtained the Latimer iogbooks in the first

place was not explained.

Although the physical setting can be characterized as something straightforward,

indisputable, an "empirical fact," to use Frow's words, it is still important to hesitate

and consider the physical context of community living logbooks. The physical setting of

community living iogbooks can be either fixed or changing, depending on the sifuation.

This option alone calls for some scrutiny. If the logbook stays in one place (such as

someone's home), is it always kept in the s¿une spot or does it travel? Mosby's textbook

reminds us to pay attention to the physical settings of community living logbooks

because they are closely connected to issues of confidentiatity. As I have quoted earlier:

In a community setting, you may carry with you confidential information
about a client. Be very careful when transpoiting confidential documents.
Concentrate on rlhat you are doing. Remind yourself of the importance of
your task. If you become diskacted, you could easily leave the ãocuments in

inappropriate place. (75)

In the case of the Latimer logbooks, which did fuavel with Tracy from home to the

developmental centrg the physical setting of the logbooks is charactenzed.by motion

and is an important context to remember when reading the enhies.

In addition to issues of confidentiality, a shifting setting can have subtle yet

powerful effects on community living logbook authors and documented subjects. In

particular, when community living logbooks are transported between a domestic and

instifutional setting, the effects of institutional discourse on the domestic sphere must

be scrutinized. As I discussed in Chapter Two, institutional settings use authorita[ve
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medical language about disability. Medical discourse is highly valued and, as sucþ is

highly influential. For example, the influence of the institutional setting on the domestic

setting is evident in the Latimer logbooks. As I witl discuss in more detail in a close

reading of the Latimer logbook enkies in Formal Features, Laura's use of the term

"vocalizing" in one of the Latimer logbook entries demonstrates the influence of

medical or institutional terminoiogy on her vocabulary. In my close reading, I suggest

that Laura's anomalous use of "vocali zing" reflects the effects that a textual community

(made up of paid support workers and unpaid caregivers) have on Laura's vocabulary.

However, in the context of this discussion of the significance of a shifting physical

setting of the Latimer logbooks, I contend that institutional settings can and do

influence domestic settings on the level of discourse. Medical discourse about disabitity

is suspecÇ according to a Disability Studies perspective. Thus, when the physical setting

of community living logbooks shifts from an institutional setting to a domestic setting,

the influence of the instifutional setting on the domes[c sphere will be evident in the

community living logbook entries and should be scrutinizedfor the reasons I outlined

previously. The physical setting further emphasizes the need to approach community

living logbooks as doubting texts.

Thematic Structure

Frow defines the thematic strucfure as a strucfural dimension that "draws upon a

set of higlrly conventional topics" arrd. "projects a schematic but coherent and plausible

world from these materia-ls" (9). Mosby's textbook recommends that support workers
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record observations in community living to do with "the person's physical, mental,

emotional, and social condition" (65). Mosby's textbook advises support workers to

observe bodily functions and changes in bodily functions, and to ensure that these

observations are facfual and true:

Observation is the act of noticing q tr"th or fact. Observation requires you to
use your sight, hearing, toucþ and smell. You see the way the cúent liés, sits,
or walks. You see flushed or pale skin and reddened or swollen body areas.
You listen to the person breathe, talþ and cough. You feel changes in the
person's skin temperafure. With smell, you detectbody, wound, and breath
odours and unusual odours from urine and bowel movements. (65)

Mosby's textbook makes a distinction between subjective observations and objective

observations: "Information observed about a dient is called objective data (signs). you

can feel a pulse and you can see urine. However, you cannot feel or see the person's

Pain, fear, or nausea. Subjective data (symptoms) is information reported by a client

that is not directly observed by others. [...] When you report or record subjective d.ata,

do not interpret the person's comments. Use the person's exact words" (65). As I have

pointed out elsewhere, the emphasis in Mosby's textbook on using "the person's exact

words" becomes complicated if the person who is being supported is nonverbal but the

issue remains unaddressed.

According to Alexander, "Logentries included details about the emotional or

physical condition of residents, housework duties, adminisfuative d.etails, information

about changes in medications, and any critical events that occurred in the house and

among residents"(8). Alexander suggests that the logbook documents "both a private

domestic sphere and the public instifutional sphere": "Its events encapsulate the

mundane gntty events of houseworþ grocery shopping, night shifts, flooding toilets
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and care-giving, along with profound experiences such as friendship, madness,

suicide and recovery from illness" (30).ttt It was also important that "The content had to

be'facfual' and to the poinf or descriptive if the day's events required some detailed

explanation for the behaviour of a resident and a subsequent response or intervention

from the staff persoÍr."7r6 Conversely, the Red River curriculum separates the public and

the private thematic content. Logbooks and communication books are identified as

containing records having to do with organizational information; progress notes and

chronological diaries, on the other hand, are identified as containing records having to

do with confidential information and "events which are significant to the individual

such as: new interests, injuries, major new purchases, changes in family stafus."l17I

repeat a quotation from Alexander to do with theme and community living logbooks:

"Log entries included details about the emotional or physical condition of residents,

housework duties, administrative details, information about changes in medications,

and any critical events that occurred in the house and among residents"(B).These

themes could guide a content analysis of the Latimer logbooks to identify themes in the

entries if the complete text was available.

A superficial assessment of the Latimer logbook entries finds a number of topical

themes. I count seventeen references to drinks or drinking, seven references to bowel

rrs Alexander offers another example of how the public organizational realm and the private domestic
realm were combined in the content of the log at the mental health boarding home: "The front of the book
had emergency telephone numbers of hospitals, police and emergency mental health services. A house
and floor plan outline was included with the names of residents in each room, along with evacuation and
fire drill instructions. The log provided a general description of the residents with some documentation of
special health needs and behavioral routines in the case of emergency situations. There was also
information on medications and emergency procedures in the event of fire, physical injury, psychiatric
crisis, or health crises such as strokes, diabetic coma, convulsions or epileptic seizures" (31).

116 See Appendix B-2.
"'See Appendix D.
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movements, five references to throwin g up, thirty references to food or eating, three

references to coughing, nine references to body aches, and two references to medicine

or medications. As such, the logbook entries that contain these references in particular

support the observation made by Hughes et ai. regarding the notion of care as waste

that I have described in an earlier footnote and will take up now. In "Love's Labours

Lost?," Hughes et al. assert, "Cartngis one of those repressed and excluded aspects of

western culture that is about flows, fluids, multiplicity, difference, rhythm,

embodiment transient boundaries, contingency and the maternal" (268). There are

many examples, content-wise, in the Latimer logbook entries about "flows" and

"fluids," excrement and waste. It would be a worthwhile project to conduct a reading of

the Latimer logbook entries alongside the testimony at both murder triais in order to

read for or detect a discourse that supports Hughes et al.'s notion of care as waste.

Considering that Tracy was murdered by a caregiver, such a study would necessarily be

permeated by a haunting finality.

In Chapter One, I men[oned that I would discuss the danger of using the

Latimer logbooks as a reliable source to make truth statements about Tracy Latimer in

my discussion of Thematic Strucfure. I will take up this discussion now. To begirç I

comPare two examples from the disability community's use of the Latimer logbooks as

a reliable source, CCD's Latimer Watch and Enns's A Voice LInheard.I argue that CCD's

Latímer Wøtch uses the Latimer logbooks as a reliable source without making truth

statements about Tracy La[meç whereas Enns's AVoiceLlnheard shows a tendency to

use the Latimer logbooks as a reliable source in order to make buth statements about

Tracy Latimer. This discussion is relevant to the thematic strucfure of community living
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logbooks because both CCD and Enns identify themes within the entries that depict

Tracy as a typical young girl who is not defined first and foremost by her disabilities.

For the most parÇ CCD's publications regarding the Latimer case contexfualize

any excerpts used from the Latimer logbooks with Laura's authorship. Throughout

CCD's publications of Løtimer Watch, quotations from the Latimer logbooks are

consistently prefaced or concluded with phrases that acknowledge the context of

Laura's authorship, such as "Laural-atimer wrote,. .." oî " ..., wrotelaura Latimer.,, An

exception to this pattern is the 7997 Facbtm of the Intervenors. As I noted in Chapter

One' in the7997 Factum, the Coalitiorç of which CCD was a parf describes the Latimer

logbook entries as "specialiy revealing with respect to the nafure of Tracy Latimer,s

life'" Inmy opiniorç and as my research on the logbook genre shows, it would have

been more accurate to say that the entries are reveaiing with respect to Laura Latimer,s

interpretation of the nafure of Tracy Latimer's life, or that the entries are specialiy

revealing with respect to the nafure of Tracy Latimer's life according to Laura Latimer.

As I stated earlier, however, for the most part, CCD attributes authorship to

Laura whenever citing the Latimer logbooks. For example, in their article ,,Who was

Tracy Latimer?" CCD frames Tracy's preference for red as an example of any typicat

young girl's enjoyment for playing dress up: "What little girl doesn,t like to ptay the

grown-up? Ttacy was no exception. 'Lindsay painted Tracy's nails, Tracy chose red, as

usual,'wrote Laura Latimer." This excerpt shows how CCD contexfualizes the

quotations from the Latimer logbooks with the fact of Laura Latimer's authorship. Enns

takes a different approach and attributes a truth statement about Tracy Latimer, which I
presume to be based in part on this s¿une logbook entry.Enns writes, ,,As awihress
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Laura tried to downplay her daughter's ability to choose but Tracy had definite

preferences. When Lindsay would put an arîay of naii potish bottles in front of her she

invariably chose red" (46). Although I am sympathetic to Enns's aim, which is, in part,

"to find out who [Tracy] was or how she communicated with the people around heÍ," I

am cautious about attributing truth statements about who Tracy was based on evidence

from a source (the community living logbook genre) that must be continuously

questioned (8).At the very leasf any statements about a documented subject of

community living logbooks should acknowledge the source (which in this case I

Presume to be at least in part the Latimer iogbooks) and should attribute the entry cited

to the appropriate author (in this case Laura Latimer). Inferring truth statements about

Tracy based on subjective authorship of Laura's logbook entries is tempting but

dangerous. Enns herself points to the danger:

The three entries put forward by the defence talked about pain and eating
problems but even they did not mention constant suffering. Nor did they
cover the entire last year as the forty entries lput forward 6y the Crownihad.
The first was dated October 13, the day after the long ride tô and from Dr.
Dzus' office in Saskatoon. The other two were October 16 and 17,7993.If there
were more entries substantiating the defence of unremitting pain, Brayford
lthe defense lawyer] could have had Laura read them.(94)- 

'

Enns's description of the defence's use of the Latimer logbooks to claim that Tracy

was in constant pain demonstrates the danger of allowing oneself to make truth

statements about a documented subject based on the subjective entries of a

community living logbook. The experience of the documented subject is

unknowable. We have to just know that we don't know.
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Rhetorical Function

According to Frow, a rhetorical function refers to how "the text is strucfured in

such a way as to achieve certain pragmatic effects" (9). In The Shorter Routledge

Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Eugene Garver defines rhetoric as "the power to persuade,,

(907).I have argued that community living logbooks inherit from the logbook genre in

general an assumption of reliability. The gerue is expected to contain facts. However,

this expectation must be questioned due to the complicated context of community

living logbooks. Although the rhetorical function of community living logbooks is

structured to appear factual, community living logbooks should be read with the

understanding that the entries are subjective. Aithough Mosby's textbook and the Red

River curriculum recommend logbook authors record facts, not opinion, Alexander,s

study and the Latimer logbooks show that in practice, community living logbook

entries contain facts that are relative to each author's understanding and perspective as

well as to the community of authors that begin to produce shared meanings that a

wider audience may not understand. A close reading of Laura Latimer's authorship

concludes my discussion of Formal Feafures and demonstrates these issues.

Formal Features

Frow identifies a set of formal features in his discussion of the headline genre,

three of which I find useful to apply to community living logbooks. These three formal

feafures are "the visua-l strucfure of the type size and its relation to the page,,, ,,a

syntactic struchrre," and "a vocabulary which is, in part, specific to the gerue,, (9).

Instead of Frow's term "visual structure," I use the term ,,material texfuality.,, The
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material textuality of community living logbooks is describe dby MosbrT's textbooþ

the Red River curriculum, and.Alexander's sfudy. The formal features of the syntactic

strucfure and the vocabulary are easier to locate within the example of the Latimer

Iogbook entries, in part because these two feafures depend on the person who authors

the enfuy, and then also on the other authors who make togbook entries. I begin by

discussing the formal feature of the material texfuality of type size and its relation to the

page.

Logbooks in community tiving contain hand-written entries that begin with a

date or date and time, contain full-length sentences that communicate necessary

information to the next support worker I caregiver, and conclude with a signafure or

initials. The Red River curriculum recommends black ink, while Mosby,stextbook

instructs support workers to "Always use ink. Follow employer policy for the colour of

ink to use" (74)- The Red River curriculum and Mosby's textbook both recommend

legible handwriting, to use, "emproyer-approved abbreviati ons,, (Mosby's 74),to ,,avoid

the use of unexplained symbols, acronyms, jargory abbreviations, inferences, emotive,

equivocal or relative words and terms and abstract ranguag e,,,rß and to use correct

spelling, grammar, and puncfuation (Mosby's 74).lnorder to make correc[ons, Red

River curriculum recommends drawing one line through the effor, initial and date the

change, and to write "errot" as proper procedure . Mosby'stextbook instructs support

workers to "Never erase or use correction fluid if you make an error. Make a single line

through the error. Write 'erto{ or imis¡uk"n entry, over i! and sign your initials. Then

rewrite the part. Follow your employer's policies for correcting errors" (74).Mosby,s

118 See Appendix D.
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textbook also advises to "not skip lines. Draw a line through the blank space of a

partially completed line or to the end of a page. This prevents others from recording in

a sPace with your signafure" (74). This advice speaks to the formal feafures as well as

the legal context of logbooks in community living because a logbook author must

ensure that her/his entry is not attributed to anyone else, or that there is not room

within an entry for someone else to include inJormation that is not written by the

person who signs the entry.

Alexander similarly describes logbook enbies as single-spaced entries: "They

were handwritten on double-sided looseleaf pages[...]. Some log entries were no more

than a few lines long. Others were descriptive and extensive, consisting of two to three

pages of handwritten single spaced notes."11e Elsewhere, Alexander describes how "A

typical log note consisted of usually one to two pages unless special circumstances

warranted a need for more written inskuction. The number of sheets of double sided

loose-ieaf paPer representing a month of log book entries ranged from 60-87 sheets,

with the average being 140 recorded pages a month" (Alexander,799J, rr)}ro

Another formal feafure of logbooks is to label or title each logbook, or mark the

logbook with the identity of the documented subject . Mosby's textbook recommends an

impersonal way of identifying the documented subject with the logbook: "Make sure

each form is stamped with the clienfs name and other identifying informalon" (74).

Alexander recalls how "The front of the [og] book had emergency telephone numbers

of hospitals, police and emergency mental heatth services. A house and floor plan

outline was included with the names of residents in each room, along with evacuation

tt'See Appendix B-1.
l20See Aþþendix B-7.
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and fire drill instructions."l2l ln addition, "[t]he log provided a general description

of the residents with some documentation of special heatth needs and behavioral

routines in the case of emergency sifuations."lzzTheRed River Curriculum makes a

distinction between logbooks and progress notes. According to the curriculum, daily

log notes "Should not include any information of a personal nafure about consumers

[the documented subject/person who uses supports] or staff [support worker],,,

whereas progress notes "should not include names of other consumers of servic e,, (my

emphasis).t23 Progress notes are "Confidential (located in person,s file),, which

presumably includes personal and identifyinginformation about the person who is

being supported.t2* The Red River curriculum locates the progress notes as the place in

which "A chronological diary (of events which are significant to the individual such as:

new interests, injuries, major new purchases, changes in family stafus etc.),, is located.l2s

The identity of Tracy Latimer is marked on one of the Latimer logbooks via a

picture drawn on the cover by Tracy's sister, Lindsay. In his cross-examination of Laura

Latimer, the crown attorney asks, "Do you recognize these books?,, to which Laura

replies, "The one-my daughter drew the dinosaur." The Crown attorney clarifies,

"Thafs the green orre?" to which Laura replies, "yes.,, (5s0). The personalized image of

the dinosaur deinstitutionalizes the Latimer logbooks on some level; a personalized

image is not listed by the rulemakers as an option for marking the identily of the

documented subject of community living logbooks. I have noted previously the ways in

which the Latimer logbooks bridge the gap between the formal and the informal aspects
121 See Appendix B-2-
12 See Abfendix B-2-
123 See Airpendix D.
r2a See Abbendix D.t" See Aþþendix D.
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of the community living logbook genre. For example, the physicat setting of the

Latimer logbooks shifts from the informal setting of Tracy's home to the formal setting

of the developmental centre. Another example is the authorship of the Latimer

logbooks that is made up of both paid support workers of a formal institutional setting

and unpaid caregivers of the informal home setting. The personalized image of the

dinosaur as a marker of Tracy's identity as the documented subject is yet another

example of the way in which the Latimer logbooks bridge the gap between the formal

and informal facets of the community living logbook genre.

The Latimer logbook entries were evidently all handwritten, which is consistent

with the guidelines set out by Mosby's textbook, the Red River curriculum, an¿

Alexander's study' Laura was not permitted to read aloud any entries that were not in

her own handwriting. During his re-examination of Laura Latimer, Mr Brayford asks

Laura to read several entries aloud but she is unable to comply because the entries he

points to are not in her own handwriting. Mr Brayford says to Laura Latimer, ,,I,ll just

have you read a couple more entries then. The-is that entry that is red ink, is that your

handwriting?" to which Laura replies, "No." I\zIr Brayford then says, ,,okay, then piease

don't read it." Laura then says, "cou1d I see down below it though?,, In reply, Mr

Brayford then asks, "The-is this your handwriting?" towhich Laura answers, ,,No.,,

Mr Brayford then announces his intention to cease asking Laura to read her entries

aloud: "okay. The-well, I won't have you read any more, then[. -.]" (sg7).

Aside from the handwritten nafure of the entries, permissible for community

living logbooks according to Mosby's textbook, the Red River curriculum, and

Alexander's sfudy, other formal rules, like the rule about using ink only, were not
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adhered to in the Latimer case. For the most parf the Latimer iogbooks do not

follow the regulations and recommendations describe dby Mosbv's textbook" the Red

River Curriculum, and Alexander's sfudy. As I outlined earlier, formal rules about

community living logbook writing may have applied to the authors of the absent

entries, Tracy's support workers at the developmental centre, but they did not apply to

Lauta.t'6 For example, the trial transcripts indicate that some of Laura Latimer's entries

were written using pencil (557), and others were written using red ink (560). In his re-

examination of Laura Latimer,127 defense lawyer Mark Brayford asked Laura to read

aloud an entry on a day that Laura indicates was written in a differently coloured pen

than the earlier enby: "It was written later, a different colour per{'(596). Clearly, rules

about using black ink or at the very least, ink, did not apply to Laura who used pencil

and differently coloured pens to write her entries. Additional evidence that rules were

126 Again, as I outlined in my introduction, the Latimer logbooks are half of a conversation between
Laura,. an unpaid caregiver, and at least one other paid su"pport worker. Because Laura is located outside
of the institutional rules and regulations, the formål rules ^fór community living logbook writing ao not
apply to her authorship, as is indicated by the descriptions of her entrieé in the"triä transcripts."
127 The transcripts of the second murd.er trial indicate that the Judge made a ruling to allow Mr Brayford
to re-examine Laura Latimer after the Crown Attorney's Crosi-Exämination of Liura Latimer was
finished:
Mr Brayford: I.won't belabour it.My Lord. I realize it's re-examination, but I would like to just get

them [presumably the jury] to have a flavour of some of ihe entrier, iir"e-the other-
The CourL oþ {3"'1î perfecily 

"ntitle¿ 
to ask her [Laura Latimer] if she maãe iÀe entry, and

whether.she has anything she wants to iay about it. Thãt's proper re-examinatiory
wouldn't you agree, Mr Neufeld?

Mr Neufeld: Well' I guess 
f'1n n.ot going to stand in the way. I think my Ériend [Mr Brayford]

r-ecogniTeg this isn't exactly re-examination per se, but I wan the triul to bé fair, and, if hetnin\11!{ fre should put [hese to her, then i'm not going to stand in her fri"l ó"y I 
"n f

ff fiilyl'iå"åï::Lïl,"#:f :;";,,:'iiö1fl""ix,#äî,#'::ï jl,llT jHJ*::lî,
minute suggest that I read every entry, oi thãt there aren'i diífereni entries that she made
that say different things.

The Courh Well,,ii ifs any comfolt to.you, Mr Neufeld, I'll rule, I'm going to make my first ruling,
that ifs close enough to a[-ow him to re-examine oithis ;-,rft;r. -

Mr Neufeld: And I'm not objectlng.
Mr Brayford: Thank you.
The Court: And I únderstand your positiory not really objecting. (59a-5)
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not followed include that Laura's entries appear to have been dated but not signed.

The strict rules about spelling correctly in the logbook entries also did not apply to

Laura. As Enns points ouÇ Laura corrected her own spelling from ,,probIem,, to

"program" when she read aloud one entry in court.l2u Laura possibly introduced a

spelling error or else accurately repeated a likely spelling erïor ("summertime" instead

of "suppertime") when she read aloud from the following entry: "[Tracy] had her pill at

summertime (supper time?), so she's firre."L2e Ruth Enns's parenthetical edit, ',(supper

trme?)," highlights this likely uncorrected mistake.

In addition to the formal feafure of what is for Frow a visual strucfure and for me

a material texfuality, Frow identifies "a syntactic strucfure," and."a vocabulary which

is, in parÇ specific to the genre" (9). when authored by more than one persory the

formal features of logbooks can reflect what Frow calls a "discursive community,,,

which he defines as a concept that "has been elaborated in the New Rhetoric movement

to refer to the fact that organised structures of meaning and value are sustained by

groups whose members recognise, use and renew them" (r46).These organized

strucfures of meaning and value can be communicated through particular turns of

phrase and patterns of speeclu which are examples of the formal feafures of the

organization of sounds, syntactic strucfure, and vocabulary. Frow's formulation of a

discursive community is similar to Brian StocKs notion of a "texfual commu úW,,,

which is defined in Dorothy E. Smith and Catherine F. Schryer's ',On Documentary

Society": "Stock uses the term textual community to draw attention to the formulation of

grouPs oriented to a text or texts and sharing practices of reading and interpretation,,

ttu See Appendix A, entry 10.
i2e See Aþþendix 4., entry 27.
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(114). Both the notion of discursive community and textual community suggest that

conventions in syntax and vocabulary in a community living logbook are likely shaped

, by and are developed due to the texfual conversations and interactions amongst the

different authors. I make the case that trends in syntax and vocabulary take shape

within the Latimer logbooks due to the effects of a textuai community, and that these

trends are discernable even though we have access to Laura's entries only. These trends

emerge in the following close reading.

A close reading draws attention to the inner workings of a text.130It focuses on

, stylistic and formal aspects of the text and identifies patterns that emerge that serve an

Modern Literøry Theory (2001), describe a New Critical approach as one that emphasizes

"the rhetorical manifestations readily observable in the text as purely stytistic relations,,

' (1'4)'Ihave argued that the rhetorical function of logbooks in general is widety assumed
:' to be to relay factual informatiory and that this assumption of facticity shoutd be

i doubted. My close reading of the Latimer logbooks supports my ongoing contention

I nat community living logbooks should be approached as doubting texts. I identify four

, emergent themes: Laura's use of "to seem," the stock phrase "huppy grli,the stock

phrase "ate and drank we\l," and the appearance of anomalous words. My discussion

of these four themes will reinforce the overall theme of the community living logbooks

as a doubting text.

Before I explore the way in which trends in syntax and vocabulary take shape

within the Latimer logbooks due to the effects of a texfual community, I focus on

:31A 
cl9:e reading is an approach to literature developed by the New Critics, a group of Americanrormarrsts' I rre most tamous example of New Criticism is Cleanth Brooks's The"WeillWrought LJrn (7947).
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Laura's individual use of certain words and phrases. Her repeated uses of "I t¡únk-

and "to seem" throughout the entries convey a hesitation from Laura to record with

certainty Tracy's first-hand subjective experience. Laura prefaces comments she makes

about Tracy's possible physicat discomfort with "I think": ,'l think [Tracy,s] hip was

bothering her a lot" (my emphasis).ttt Laura similarly prefaces a comment about Tracy,s

possible physical comfort using "Itþrnk": "[Tracy]wore her splin! I thinkit is quite

comfortable for her" (my emphasis).t32 Orl one occasiorç Laura uses this phrase to

record an infuitive feeling she has about Tracy's possible food preference: ,,When I got

home Tracy had spaghetti for supper, she ate it, but so slowly. I thinkshe was wishing

for more meat and potatoes" (my emphasis).l33

Many entries include Laura's use of the word "seemed.," which creates a similar

effect to the phrase "I think.' The use of "seem" signals a linguistically expressed

hesitation on the part of Laura to state as unquestionable fact her daughter's first-hand

experiences' Most ofteru Laura uses "seemed" to qualify a description of Tracy,s

emotional feelings, such as "Tracy seemed cheerful and more like her old self,,,l3a Tracy

"seemedhappyi'"s "Tracy seemedespecially alert and happyi'rtu or Tracy ,,seemed

tickled" (my emphasis).l37Just as in her use of "I think, " Laurauses the verb ,,to seem,,

in relation to Tracy's possible physical comfort or discomforf such as ,,[Tracy,s] leg

seemed sore when she went to bed,,,l3s ,,her hip seemedbetter at night than in the

]]]See Appendix A, entry 5.

l]19." Appendix A, entry 28.
j]]See Appendix A, entry 24.
i3{ See Aþþendix A, entry 21.
r3s See Aþþendix A, entry 22.

]]lSee Appendix A, entry 29.
'"'See Appendix A, entry 30.
138 See Aþþendix A, entry ZO.
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morning,"l3e and "she seemed more comfortable" (my emphasis).tno on one occasion,

Laura uses "to seem" to convey more than Tracy's mood; she uses the verb to describe

an instance when Tracy expressed a preference for an activity and asserted this

preference by continuing to do the activity: "She seems to enjoy picking the snowflakes

off her picture; I hope you don't mind, I let her."lar La-ura'srepeated use of ,,I think,, and

"seems" expresses a subjective, rather than objective, knowledge about Tracy and

Laura's possible consciousness of this subjective knowledge. These linguistically

expressed hesitations further support my characterization of community living

logbooks as doubting texts.

I now make a case for the way in which trends in syntax and vocabulary take

shape within the Latimer logbooks under the influences of a textual community.

Although we have access to Laura's entries only, I contend that the repeated

aPpearance of certain words and phrases, because used so often, can be assumed, to

have conveyed a particular meaning understood by Laura's original intended readers.

As I outlined in my discussion of the strucfural element of readership, there are

occasions when Laura's entry indicates that she was asked by her intended reader to

darify something she'd written in a previous entry.t42 The words "fitte," "well,,, aÍrd.

"good," are consistently and frequently used to describe how Tra_cy ate or drank and

therefore seem to communicate certain quantifiable measurements understood by

Laura and the other logbook authors. By far, the most often-used phrase that seems to

convey a particular meaning about Tracy's mood or emotional state is "Tracy was a

t3t See Appendix A, entry 37.

]]iSee Aþþendix A" entry 36.
lalSee Aþþendix A, entry 8.
1n2 See Aþþendix A, entry 28.
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huppy girl" or some variation thereof. In both cases, there is an occasional entry that

I suggest expands on what is meant by the phrases " ate oî drank well" and "Tracy was

a happy girl." I highlight these moments of expanded definition and contend that even

within these more descriptive entries, Laura's way of describing happiness or eating

well for Tracy draws on a vocabulary and a set of shared assumptions about the

meanings of words in relation to Tracy that would have been understood by the texfual

community of the Latimer logbooks.

As I mentioned above, the most often repeated phrase found in the Latimer

logbook entries is "Tracy was a huppy gírIi' or some variation thereof: "She was a

huppy girl:'143 "fTracy)was happy and alert all evening,"tnn "Ttacy came home very

happyi''n'"Tracy was a huppy girl,la6 "Tracy was a very happy girI,"la7 "Tracy spent a

huppy day,"'nt "She was a happy girl,"lae "huppy girl,"rs' "Tracy was happy/'tst "Tracy

was happy,"'u' and "[Tracy] was happy."tss Every once in a while, there is a further

description of this happy state, such as "very huppy" or "so happyi' and an extra

reason for the happiness is offered. For example, Laura records that Tracy enjoyed a

very good ham dinner, followed by the statement that Tracy was "very happy": "Tracy

ate a very good ham supper, she was a aery happy girt, drarkwell, glass and a half of

'n3 See Appendix A, entry 9.
'* See Appendix A, entry L0.
las See Aþþendix A, entry 12.
16 See Aþþendix A, entry 15.
'"'See Appendix A, entry 1,6.
tnt see Aþþendix A, entry 19.
'n'See Appendix A, entry 23.
lso See Aþþendix A, entry 25.
lst See Aþþendix A, enty 26.
"'See Appendix A, entry 32.
"'See Appendix A, entry 33.
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milk at bedtime" (my emphasis).tsn On another occasion,Lauraemphasizes Tracy's

happiness by describing her as not just huppy, but "so happy." The entry attributes this

happiness to a visit from Tracy's grandparents: "Tracy had a good weekend, sat out on

the deck lots. Grandma and grandpa came yesterday, she was so happy to see grandma"

(my emphasis).lss In another entry, Laura writes that Tracy "seemed" rather than "was"

huppy. In this case, Tracy's happiness is evident despite an earlier physical discomfort:

"Ttacy had a good weekend. She did cough up a little phlegm, but seemedhøppy and ate

hne" (my emphasis).ttu In another entry, Laurawrites that Tracy's physical discomfort

is followedby ahuppy mood: "Tracy cried during the night, around l}:3}.When I went

to see her she had soaked the bed. After I helped her she was happ r."157 Also frequent

in occurrence are phrases that act as phrasal synonyms to "Tracy was a huppy gír1.,,

They most often include the word "cheerful" instead of. "happy,', such as ,,Tracy was

extra cheerful when she got home,"1s8 "Tracy is still cheerful, but has a very bad cold,,,lse

"Tracy was very cheerful,"'uo "Ttacy seemed cheerful and more like her old se1f,,,161

"[Tracyl was cheerfuI,"l62 "fTracyfwas quite cheerful,,,t63 and. ,,She was quite

cheerful."16a

There are several entries in which Laura includes more of a description of what it
means for Tracy to be happy, or what it means for Tracy to communicate happiness. I

ts See Appendix A, entry 27.
"" See Appendix A, entry 34.
"o See Appendix A, entry 22.
'"'See Appendix A, entry 26.
"o See Appendix A, entry 1.
ttt See Aþþendix A, entry 4.
160 See Aþþendix A, entry 17.
'o'See Appendix A, enhy 21.
'o'See Appendix A, enky 31.
'o'See Appendix A, entry 37.
'o* See Appendix A, entry 39.
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would suggest that these descriptions are not included in every entry because there

would come to be an understanding amongst the logbook authors by what is meant

whenever Laura writes, "Tracy was a huppy gir!." Thus a texfual community is evident

despite our limited access to the differently authored entries. The following entries

show the occasions on which Laura takes the time to expand on what is meant by the

usually tossed off phrase "huppy girl." One emergent theme suggests that Laura

thought Tracy was happy by the way she looked: "I made a square.... That Tracy found

very easy to eat, and she had about five little pieces, and she looked so høppy" (my

emphasis).tut In another entry, Lauradescribes Tracy's huppy state by describing

Tracy's facial expressions as "all smiles": "Tracy came home all smiles.Her cousins from

Edmonton carne to the farm Friday night, so that was fun" (my emphasis).16u In one

entry, Laura writes that Tracy "spent a happy d.ay" andgoes on to describe a day filled

with family fun and good food: "Brianand Lindsay got up at 5:30 a.m. to hunt for eggs.

We spent most of Easter day at Tracy's cousin Lynn's place. Ly.t is married to Reg

Ross, who is Georgina Thomas's brother. There were lots of cousins and kids, and

grandma and grandPa were there. Tracy spent øhappy day, sheate a nice supper, and

really enjoyed the des[s]erts" (my emphasis).t67

I identify three remaining entries in which Laura expands on what is meant by

"Ttacy wasahuppy g¡r1." Alltheentriesdescribe adayduringwhichTracyspenttime

with famity and füends. One describes Tracy expressing her happiness vocallyby

laughing and "vocalizing" (a term I discuss in more detail shortly): "Tracywas the

lil.S-* Appendix A, entry 2.
'oo See Apþendix ,4u entry 11.
'u'See Appendix Au entry 19.
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worst girl at the sleep-over, uP at ten to seven, Iaughing and aocalizing. Shewas really
good the rest of the day' Lindsay read to her" (my emphasis).i6s In another entry, Laura
expands on a day and evening Tracy spent with family at a bonfire. Laura writes that
though Trccy napped off and on during the day, she "seemed especiaily alert and

huppy" in the evening: "Tracy'scousins, Ienny and Neil, and Aunt Dorothy from
Edmonton were here shortly after four o'clock. After supper we had a bonfire and Tracy
sat outside until about nine o'clock. It was a beautiful night. Tracy seemed especially

alert and huppy, she snoozed off and on during the meeting in the afternoon .,,rue rnmy
final example, Laura records specifically that Tracy experiences joy: ,,fTracyl loved the
bells"'170 without stating that Tracy was happy. Instead ,Lantrarecords the reactions of
the others to Tracy's expression of happiness: "she loved the bells. I gave Brian [Tracy,s
brother] heck, because I thought he was hitting his grass with a pen. we laughed when I
realized it was Tracy and her bells.',121

The other stock phrase used often by Laurais "Tracy ate well,, or ,,drank great,
or some combination thereof. presumably, the words ,,well,,and ,,grea t, ot ,,Írot great,
had meaning for Laura as well as for the authors of the absent entries. There was likely
a minimum quantity associated with the phrase ', ate werL,, or ,,drank we¡.,, Laura
rarely includes acfual measurements, save the following exceptions: ,,She had half a

pudding at bed-tim e,"172 "shehad about five littre pieces [of square ],,,rr3 and,,,grass and

:::1." Appendix A, entry 18.

lll1"" Appendix A, entry 29.
jill"" Appendix A, entry 24.

líj1"" Appendix A, entry 24.

ll:"2* Appendix A, entry 7.
"'See Appendix A, entry Z.
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a half of milk at bedtime.""n otherwise, Laura repeats the stock phrases or

variations thereof: "[Tracy] had a good supper,"17s "[Tracy) ate a very good srrpper,,'t76

"Ttacy ate a very good sttpper,"l77 "whertshe got up she ate a very big suppet,"tTs "she

has been eating and drinking just great,"r7e "nTracyT ate and drank fine,tto ,,[Tracy] ate

and drank great,'181 "she ate a nice supper,"18z "lTracyl ate fine,"l'3 "Tracy ate and drank

hnei'Iu "[Tracyl did not eat her supper very well, "78s "Tracy ate a great supper,,,r86

"Tracy ate a good supper,"187 and "fTracyl ate and drank fine.-188 The final Latimer

logbook entry poignantly puncfuates this list. Laura's entry from October 1,9,1992, hve

day before Tracy died, reads like any other. It is blandly fitled with stock phrases that

depict Tracy as doing "good," eating "real|y well." perhaps most sharpiy poignant is

the way this very average entry ends. Tracy is depicted amidst Laura's stock phrases as

having been physically cared forby her father: "[Tracyl was good, ate really well, had a

batlu Bob bathed her."l8e

Sometimes Laura would include details about what Tracy ate and with whom,

which somewhat interrupts her use of stock phrases to describe Tracy's consumption of

meals: "She drank well at supper for her dad, but wouldn't eat well. When I got home

t7n See Appendix A, entry 27.
jl] See Appendix A" enhy 5.
"o See Appendix A, entry 8.
"'See Appendix A, entry 10.
"o See Appendix A, entry 12.
"'See Appendix A, entry 13.
ruo See Appendix A, entry 15.
'o'See Appendix A, entry 16.ttt See Aþþendix A, entry 19.
'o'See Appendix A, entry 22.
18a See Aþþendix A, entry 31.
'o'See Appendix A, entry 32.
186 See Aþþendix e, entry aa.
'o'See Appendix A, entry 36.
188 See Aþþendix a, entry +0.
tst See Aþþendix A, entry 40.
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she ate great and had pudding for desert. She had half a pudding at bed.-time,"1e0

"She has been eating and drinking just great. Had an Enercal (ph) at bedtime last

night,"lel "she ate a nice supper, and really enjoyed the des[s]etts."7ez "fTracy)ate just

fine, fruit for deser!"1'e3 ttfTracy] enjoyed her chicken supper,,rlea zz1¡¿1-r"r-,I got home

Ttacy had spaghetti for supper, she ate it, but so slowly. I think she was wishing for

more meat and potatoes:'"s "She had milk and baby food supper when she got home,,,

tnu and "she had a real supper of meat and potatoes.,'te,

So faç I have suggested that "ate fine" or "drank great" carries meanings to do

with quantity of food and drink for the textual community of the Latimer logbooks. I

conclude my discussion by highlighting moments in several entries that I suggest

expand on what is meant by "ate or drank well" in ways other than those relating to

quantity. The most instructive entry that expands on what constifutes the otherwise

unstated yet shared meaning of "ate and/or drank well" is the following entry. I have

italicized groups of words I address in the discussion that follows:

To-9,uy..T{ucy stayed in bed until ten o'clocþ then she had a hugebrea4ast, ttno
soft boiled eggs and pancøkes in the blender. Didn't eat ø great tuncË though. For
supper we had apícnic atFinlayson Island, Wannell's þictea us up iniheir
motor home. T1a9y_1ve1t in_trer wheelchair, and we äsed the doir¡ns to strap
her. She seemed tickled with the outing, ate a aery good supper, especially tiiäyea
Iemon f:r þr-des[s]ert. She slept on the Uãa in the mätor hciire on'the *ây A"i4
had milk and pudding øt bedtime.les

]lig"" Appendix A, entry T.

"' See Appendix A, entry 13.

]i1S* Aþþendix A., entry 19.
te3 See Aþþendix A, entry 23.
"n See Appendix A, entry 25.

]]]See Appendix A, entry 24.

]119"" Aþþendix A, entry 26.
jl]See Apþendix A, entry 26.
ie8 See Aþþendix A, entry 30.
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At first glance, this entry offers details to do with quan[ty of food. A "huge

breakfast" forTracy (and for many people, I would add) is two soft boiled eggs and-

pancakes. These quantities are followed by the information that Tracy "didn't eat a

great lunch." Considering how much Tracy ate for breaKast some time after ten o'clocþ

it is no wonder she did not "eat a great lunch" at lunchtime. Perhaps other enkies that

describe Tracy as not having eaten well, it is due to similar reasons, such as a previously

unmentioned meal that made her not hungry. It would seem that Tracy had an appetite

again for supper: "[TracyJ ate a very good supper." She even had desserf and milk and

pudding before bed. I would suggest that this entry gives some sense, quantity-wise, of

what it means for Tracy to "eat well" in a day. However, the more significant detail

included in this entry that gives insight into what it means for Tracy to "eat well" is the

blender: "ttvo soft boiled eggs and pancakes in the blender." Perhaps when Laura

writes that Tracy ate or drank well, it signals not only a satisfactory arnount of food, but

also that Tracy experienced littte discomfort in the act of eating. Other enkies suggest

that eating well for Tracy is associated with a physical ease to do with the act of eating:

"Ttacy ate a good supper[...] and I made a square.... That Tracy found very easy to eat,

and she had about five little pieces, and she looked so happy. rrlss p*¡of what makes

supper a good suPper is that Tracy found it "very easy to eat." One entry contains a

description of what it means when the opposite of "eating well" happens for Tracy:

"One bad thing. Tracy brought up her supper. I don't know why, she was eating great. I

gave her another suPper at bedtime .rr200 ¡nanother entry, Laura describes Tracy as being

"back to her old self," which includes that Tracy is "eating and drinki ng fine,,, however,

lee See Appendix A, entry 2.
2oo See Aþþendix A, entry 34.
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the day of the entry was an exception because Tracy had difficulty eating her

supper: "Tracy was back to her old self the last few days, eating and drinking fine, but

tonight at supper she broughtup."z0l

To conclude this close reading, I focus on Laura's use of anomalous words,

specifically, the rarely used words "vocalizit'rg," "alett," and "tickled" that support my

overall contention that community living logbooks be considered doubting texts.

"Yocalizing" and "tickled" are used one time oily, and "alert" is used twice. These

terms appear in entries in which Laura elaborates more than usual about Tracy's day in

terms of what Tracy did and how Tracy may have felt. These terms stand out as

anomalies, but discussed together, they point to a pattern in the Latimer logbooks. The

pattern is that many entries follow a certain rhythm that includes stock phrases and

then that pattern is every once in a while interrupted with an entry that contains a

description that describes something differently from the usual way. This extra effort is

characterizedby the appearance of a unique word within an entry.

I suggest there is a sliding scale of formal to informal language evident in these

four words, whereby "vocalizing" is the most medical and formal, "alett" straddles the

vocabulary of the formal and informal, and "tickled" is informal. That both formal and

informal language exists in the Latimer logbooks reflects the way in which community

living combines the medical and the colloquial, the formal and the informal. These

blendings are apparent in the mixed vocabulary of Laura's logbook entries. The most

striking example of the juxtaposition of formal and informal language appears in the

following entry: "Tracy was the worst girl at the sleep-over, up at ten to severç laughing

tot See Appendix A, entry 20.
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and aocalizing. She was really good the rest of the day. Lindsay read to her,, (my

emphasis).'o'The juxtaposition of the casual word "laugling" next to the formal word

"vocaLizins" demonstrates the influence of medical or instifutional terminology on

Laura's vocabulary. The term "vocalizing" does not appear in any other entry, but it

does appear elsewhere in the trial kanscripts. The Crown asks Laura about a medical

assessment for Tracy done by the Wilkie travelling clinic on May 26,1.993. The authors

of the assessment are identified as medical professionals, Dr Debbie Lake, a

psychologist of the Kinsmen Centre, Valerie Lawsory a speech language pathotogis!

and Bev Dick, a speech and language therapist of North Battleford. The Crown reads

aloud an excerpt from the third page of the assessment that includes the word

"vocalize": "Mts. Latimer indicated that Tracy does vocalíze athome, mostly pleasure;

you obviously told them thaf right?" to which Laura replies, ,,I guess I must have,,

(5M). The wording of the assessment is noteworthy because the sentence begins by

acknowledging that the information of the statement about Tracy comes from Laura. It

begins, "Mrs. Latimer indicated...." What remains uncleaç mainly due to the vagueness

of the verb "indi cated," is if Laura used the term "voc alize" or if the authors of the

assessment used the term "vocalize." My guess would be that the assessment authors

chose the term vocalize and that Laura may well have used a differen! more colloquial

term' I would also guess that Laura uses the term "voc alizing" in her entry about

Tracy's antics at the sleepover because her intended readers are paid support workers

who would be familiar with this formal, more medicallike language. Laura uses the

term only once in the entries available to us, and uses informal language in the

202 See Appendix A, entry 18.
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remaining enhies. Thus, I suggest that Laura's anomalous use of "vocali zing"

reflects the effects that the textual community (made up of paid support workers and

unpaid caregivers) has on Laura's vocabulary.

Laura uses "alert" twice to describe Tracy. In both cases, the word "alert"

appears alongside the word "happy." The term "alert" does not appear in the May

Assessment as read aloud by the Crown attorney, however, the term strikes me as one

that is not easily categorized as formal or informal. I do not imagine Laura would

describe her other children in terms of alertness. It seems to be a word that "gets at',

describing one of Tracy's states of being, or ways of communicating. I can imagine

Laura's intended audience reading the word "alett" and understanding exactly what

Laura means and thus understanding what Tracy's day would have been like from the

following description; "Tracy's cousins, Jenny and Neil, and Aunt Dorothy from

Edmonton were here shortly after four o'clock. After supper we had a bonfire and Tracy

sat outside until about nine o'clock. It was a beautiful night. Trøcy seemed especially alert

øndhappy, she snoozed off and on during the meeting in the afternoon" (my

emphasis).2o3 The other entry that contains the word "alert" is less descriptive, but

similarly contains the word "happy": "Tracy ate a very good supper, and was huppy

and alert all eveninf.rr2o4

Laura's one-time use of "tickled" appears in a lengthy entry I analysed above in

my discussion of the stock phrase "Tracy ate great." I reproduce it in full again in order

to consider its length:

203 See Appendix A, enfty 29.tu See Aþþendix A, entry 10.
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I-y.ut so pleased Friday night when I looked at Tracy's pressure sore and it was
all healed up.... Today Tracy stayed in bed until tenb'cl,ock, then she had a
huge breakfasf two soft boited eggs and pancakes in the blender. Didn't eat a
gre-at lunch though. For supper we had a picnic at Finlayson Island, Wannell's
qicked us up in their motor home. Tracy went in her wheelchair, and we used
the downs to 9{-ap her. She_seemed tickledwlththe outing, ate a very good
suppet especially enjoyed lemon pie for des[s]ert. She slept on thebéd in the
motor home on the wayback, hadmilk and pudding at bedtime." (my
emphasis)2ol

In this entry, Laura elaborates more than usual. I suggest that it is no coincidence that a

lengthy entry contains an anomalous word such as "tickled." The length of the entry

suggests that Laura had extra time or took extra time to write. More time to write an

entry means more time to articulate and use different words from the usual stock

phrases. The entry describes a full day, all aspects of which Tracy enjoyed, starting with

a late, "huge" breakfas! then a trip in a motor home to have a picnic supper, a nap on

the way home and a snack before bed. The events of the day were exceptional and the

description of Tracy's enjoyment reflects the break in routine. Laura uses "tickl ed" for

the first and last time in the available entries to describe Tracy's enjoyment of the

anomalous day: "fTracy) seemed tickled with the orTtir.tg.',206

This close reading and the preceding discussion of the material textuality of

community living logbooks further reinforce the subjective nature of community living

logbook entries and the necessity of approaching community living logbooks as

doubting texts. Agreed-upon phrases emerge within the textual community made up of

authors of a given logbook. Meaning is attributed to adjectives and measurements that

are understood by the authors but are not readily understood by a wider audience. A

zos See Appendix A, entry 30.
'06 See Aþþendix A, entry 30.
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sliding scale of formal to informal language exists in the Latimer logbooks and is

apparent in the mixed vocabulary of Laura's logbook entries. The blending of medical

and colloquial language reflects the biending of formal and informal that characterizes

the community living context in which the Latimer logbooks are produced.

Temporal Feøtures

Temporai feafures, those of or relating to time,207 are in some respects obvious,

and in some respects complex and underappreciated, as a strucfural dimension of

community living logbooks. According to Mosby's "Guidelines for Recording," oÍre

must "Include the date and the time whenever a recording is made. Use conventional

time (a.m. or p.m.) or Z|-hour clock time according to employer policy" (74), and to

"chartthat you informed your supervisor and the tíme youmade the report"' (my

emphasis 74). Red River curriculum's "8 Principles of Record Keeping" similarly

instructs us to "Sign and Date all entries."2O8 The sample entries that Alexander excerpts

from the corpus of logbook entries for her thesis include the d.ate as a heading to the

enb¡r.20e Not only should one include a date and time with each logbook entry, there is

also appropriate timing at which to document. Mosby's "Guidelines for Recording,,

advises: "Never chart a procedure or treatrnent until after its completion" (74),while

the Red River curriculum recommends to "Document as soon as possible," presumably

after the documented events have finished occurring.zlo Mosby's textbook also addresses

zoTAccording to the second listed definition inThe canqdian oxford Dictionary.
'uo See Apnendix D.
2oe See Abirendix 8-6.
210 See Aþþendix D.
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the order of logic, which would include temporal logic, within a given entry:

"Record in a logical manner in the order in which tasks and procedures occurred" (74).

In "writing the Log: A story," Alexander offers a creative nonfictional

consfuuction of "'how' the log was written" which she precedes with the instruction

that "an emphasis on location and time is important here because factors shaped both

its writing and its reading" (95?). Unlike Mosby's textbook and the Red River

curriculum, Alexander addresses temporal factors involved in both the writing and in

the reading of the logbook entries:

As each shift person came into the house to worþ their first duty was
to read thelog. If thçy had been absent for several days they were to
read as far back as their previous shift. Thus, a longei absence
required reading at least a week's worth of notes in order to be
minimally acquainted r.,yith any critical issues that pertained to the
well-being and care-of the house residents. It took ãpproximately an
hour to read the 40 handwritten pages that could reþesent a wéek's
worth of log notes. (8-12).

Alexander's description of the time it takes to read an accumulation of entries is

important yet is not addressed by Mosby's textbooþ perhaps because it's the sort of

temporal feafure that is less obvious until you are the person doing the support work in

a community living context. The following series of excerpts from "Writing the Log: A

Story" further illustrates the more subtle temporal factors that provide the context for

logbook writing and reading from the lived experience of the support worker.

Near the end of. an extremely phy_sically and emotionally demanding twelae

91 
eight hour st.Jft, a mental health woiker walks up thrêe flights of ãtairs to

the top of a turn-of-the-century house. [...] This final trek to"the office is a
temporary respite from houseworþ resident demands, and the smells of old
meals and cigarettes. For the next 30 minutes it is permissible to actually
shut a door: there should be.no interruptiolzs short^of earthquakes or injlry
of a resident._[..:] Wearied, she momentarity collects her thoughts and
proceeds with the most unacknowledged, but possibly mosíimportant task
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of the shift. 1...1If she is not too tired she proaides additional twists and turns in
the current spate of house sagas. N¿xú come the jobs to be done on the next
shift; work and union related messages, house chores completed and left
over. Finally, she notes which residents are out at the time of writing and
when they are e1pectedback.1...1She sums up the day's work, just as another
worker eñters thä office ready io begin the next shifi. They 

"ität 
rh" hastily

finishes writing (fatigue is creeping on fast), she counts up the petty cash,
says goodbye and leaves. (my emphasis, gS-97)

The very time that it takes to read "Writing the Log: AStory" mimics the otherwise

subtle or, in Alexander's view, "the most unacknowledged," structural dimension of

logbooks in community living: the temporal dimension.

The Latimer logbooks exemplify both the obvious and subtle temporal features

of community living logbooks. Beginning with the obvious temporal features, the

Latimer logbook entries were all dated, according to the entries read aloud during the

second murder trial. The Crown asks Laura Latimer, "So that-and you would make

entries in it on a daily basis yourself, wouldn't you?" to which Laurareplies, "Yes."

(550). The Latimer logbooks, once filled, would then contain a series of dated entries in

chronological order, as indicated by the Crown attorney's reference to the "blue book"

and the "green book." During the trial, Laura Latimer confirmed that the first entry of

the green book was dated March 26,1992 and the first entry of the blue book was dated

October 3,1993. From July 5 to October 3,1993, no communication book traveled with

Tracy. The Crown determined that the final entry of the blue book was on or just after

October 19: " And the last entry-or set of entries in this blue book appears to be either

October 19 or sometime shortly after that [...] And Tracy passed away on the 24ù, so

this isnlt [...] too much before she passed away" (552). Thus, the Latimer logbooks
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follow the usual community living logbook pattern of containing dated entries in

chronological order.

Perhaps the temporal aspects of community living logbooks could be described

in three stages. There is 1) what happened in real-time (e.g., Tracy pulled off the

snowflakes on her notebook), 2) how it was written as a logbook entry (e.g., Janu ary 4,

1993 entry: "fTracy) seems to enjoy picking the snowflakes off her picture; I hope you

don't mind, Ilether,"ztl and 3) how we tell it after the fact, again in real-time, which is

both in the present and a retelling of a thing that happened (Stage L) and informed by

how the entry was written (Stage 2). The Crown Attorney's use of Laura's logbook

entries seeks to point out the discrepancy between Stage 2) how Laura's entries were

written and Stage 3) how she talked about Tracy during the trial. The Crown attorney

explains to the Judge that his reason for asking Laura to read aloud her entries was to

highlight the discrepancy "with respect to what she was saying then and saying no\,v"

(se().

To focus on Stage 2for amomenÇ which involves several factors, the act of

writing the logbook entry itself including how much time one has to write-illustrated

by Alexander's fictional retelling of the ritual of logbook writing by a support worker-

contributes to the temporal context. An entry could be hurried or not. There may or

may not be included in the entry a sense of the future. That is, if Laura had known the

community living logbooks were going to be used the way they were, to discredit or

contradict her own verbal testimony that Tracy's life was one fitied with constant pain

tt1 See Appendix A, entry 8.
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and suffering, then Laura may well have written her entries differently, both

content-wise and in matters of tone.

I propose that in this discussion of the temporal features of community living

logbooks, two different types of time emerge: one that involves clocks, digits, the dating

of entries, and one that involves the elusiveness, unreliability, and subjectivity of

memory and a sense of awareness of the fufure.InTime Lord, abiography of the idea of

time, Clark Blaise articulates these two types of time as "horse" and "eqults," whereby

the former is controlled and knowable-domesticated time-and the latter is elusive

and unknowable-untamed time:

First of all, time comes in two distinct varieties: the untamed, mysterious
Time, born with the big b*g itsell and civil, obedient standard-time, as in
"what time is it?" or "How l,ong has this been going on?" Ifs not crear that
the same ryold even applies to Þoth, or what thã naiure of their relationship,
if any, might be. Perhaps time should have two names, like "hors e" and.
"eqrJlJs," the one to stand for hardworking, domesticated time, that which
we control and can describe-the calendars, clocks, minutes and hours of the
civil day-and the other for the untamed and unnamable, that which nafure
has not yet released. (6)

I find these two types of time compeiling and useful for thinking through the various

aspects of the temporal feafures of communily living logbooks.

Perhaps one of the more elusive, "untamed" aspects of time that provides a

context for community living logbooks is the timeiine of the disabitity rights movement.

What happens to the difference between domesticated time and untamed time in terms

of ideological contexts and shifts-into which category of time do these shifts fall? Both

CCD and Ruth Enns present timelines of the Latimer case that include significant dates

in disability rights history. It could be argued that the temporal features of community

living logbooks are experiencing a shift from "untamed" to "domesticated,, (from
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unknowable and mysterious and unnamed to knowable, recorded, put into words),

due to this particular historical moment in disability rights activism, history, and

scholarship. Community living logbooks are characterized in a way difficult to pin

down by this bigger-picture temporal shift that Disability Studies is both inventing and

recording.

Chapter Three Summary

In this chapter, I have identified ten strucfural dimensions of community living

logbooks. I explored the tensions between theory and practice in my definition of each

dimension with respect to the Latimer logbooks. My discussion of each structural

dimension underscored the necessity of approaching community living logbooks as

doubting texts. An important difficulty arose in my discussions of authorship and

documented subjecÇ whereby the definition of the documented subject expanded to

include any person who might be mentioned in a logbook entry. The distinction

between authorship and documented subject becomes especially blurred: the authors of

entries often become the subjects of entries as well.

A notable achievement of this chapter is the close reading of the Latimer

logbooks conducted in the section on Formal Features. From this close reading, I

identified four themes, including Laura's use of "seems," the stock phrase "huppy girl.,"

the stock phrase "ate and drank well," and the appearance of anomalous words that

span the vocabulary of the formal and the informal. My discussion of these themes

reinforced the subjective nafure of the Latimer logbook entries, showed evidence of a

textual community amongst Laura and the absent authors of the entries, and
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exemplified the ways in which community living logbooks can contain a blend of

formal and informal, medical and colloquial language. This nuanced exploration of the

Latimer logbooks was made possible by the foregrounding work of Chapter Three,

which was to define the community living logbook genre according to ten structural

elements and to theorize the community living logbook as a doubting text. The results

of my close reading have enriched my understanding of the community living logbook

as a doubting text. In the final chapter that follows, I will discuss the evolution of my

definition of the community living logbook as a doubting texÇ including the way in

which the results of my close reading inform this evolution.
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Chapter IV: Conclusion

The iogbook genre has hitherto been undertheonzed and underexplored in both

literary studies and Disability Studies. In this projecÇ I address this gapby gathering

information about the logbook genre in general and about the community living

logbook genre in particular. I propose a framework for organizingf}re logbook genre

and highlight the types of logbooks thaÇ within this frameworþ shape the lives of

people with disabilities. I articulate and question the generalization that logbooks are

truthful texts-a record of facts associated with objectivity, detached observation, and

truth. I focus on the community living togbook genre in particular, which encompasses

a range of texts produced in community living settings. I recommend approaching

community living logbooks as doubting texts; I argue that it is necessary to consider

community living logbooks as doubting texts because within this genre, facts can be

relative, observations can be subjective, and truthful accounts are to be understood in

terms of small "t" truths.

At this point it is important to reflect on the notion of the doubting text. At the

beginning of this thesis, I used doubting text as a frameworþ however, the notion of the

logbook as a doubting text has changed meaning for me over the course of this project. I

can now offer a more precise defini[on. My research has allowed me to identify the

following patterns as significant. Community living logbooks are doubly doubting.

There are two groups, those that disptay an awareness of their limits as authors and

those that come to the texts with skepticism. In terms of the Latimer logbooks, doubt

informs how Laura writes them, and how we read them. Laura is uncertain and, for ds,
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she is unreliable. Despite the efforts of the rulemakers, community living logbooks

remain unreliable, subj ective.

I focus on the subjective nafure of logbooks, but there are also some facts

contained in entries that are not subjective, which I discussed in the introductory

chapter. But even these facts are hand-picked by the author. Laura chose to tell certain

things and her choices of which things to include or not shows more about caregivers

and their understandings of the documented subject than it does about the documented

subject's understanding of what is important to record. These are not Tracy's facts. Facts

are prioritized according to the author's perspective, not the documented subjecls

perspective.

A major achievement of this project is its interdisciplinarity. From literary

criticism, I draw on genre sfudies and close reading techniques. From Disability Sfudies,

I draw on a variety of both academic and community-based activist sources. My

approach could also be considered multidisciplinary. In her article, "Feminist Disability

Sfudies," Rosemarie Garland-Thomson emphasizes the importance of humanities-based

Disability Studies scholarship in her summary of Simi Linton's seminal Disability

studies text, Claiming Disability: I(notaledge and ldentity (199g):

Simi Linton's Claiming DisabíIity: Knowledge and ldentity (1998) makes the case
for expanding the social science-dominatéd disabilityitudies into a more
capacious cultural cltiqug by,developing humanities-based analyses. As the
title suggests, Claimíng Disøbili{r perzuasively and eloquently argues for a
wide-rangitg rtta multidisciplinary disability studies iirmly rooited in
liberatory identity politics, informed by the consciousness óf the disability
lgLF movement, and anchored in theþerspectives of disability communities.
(7s7s)
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My study of the community living logbook genre is informed by Disabiiity Studies

because it is "firmly rootecl in liberatory identity politics, informed by the consciousness

of the disability rights movement, and anchored in the perspectives of disability

communities" (1.575). The followíng sections summarize and list the results of this

multidisciplinary study of the community living logbook genre.

The Latimer Logbooks

' The Latimer logbooks were used as an unquestioned source of fact during Robert

Latimer's second murder trial and have since been used as a reliably fact-fitted

source by the disability rights activist community.

' Throughout this thesis, I approach the Latimer logbooks as doubting texts, which

provides for the possibility of exposing and exploring the contradictions between

the community living logbook genre in theory versus how it works in practice.

Ten Structural Dimensions of Community Living Logbooks

To conclude the discussion of the ten strucfural dimensions of community living

logbooks, I furn once more to Frow, who asks, "Given the diversity of dimensions along

which genre can be defined [...], is it possible to produce a coherent account of the

interrelations between them?" (11). The coherent account of the interrelations between

the dimensions of community living logbooks is a shared complexity that requires a

hesitation on the part of anyone who engages with the genre. Community living

logbooks may appear straightforward and factual in theory but in practice they are
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comPlicated and subjective. The fotlowing is a list of concluding summaries of the

ten strucfural dimensions.

Ethical Context

' The ethical guidelines for support work or caregiver work laid out by Mosby's

textbooþ the Red River curriculum, and Alexander's sfudy address the

importance of the support workers' fine-tuning a sense of right and wrong in

their work and writing.

' It is not a given that an ethical sense of right and wrong within the realm of

support work or informal care work will translate from real-time, in-the-moment

of support or care work to the written entries authored after-the-fact.

' Unpaid caregivers who co-author instifutionally initiated community living

logbooks fall outside of institutional rules defined by ethical cod,es.

' Issues concerning right and wrong in the bigger picfure in the context of the

Latimer logbooks are fraughf as Ruth Enns explains: "By his blatant support for

the killing of disabled people unable to speak for themselves, Latimer has served

one major Purpose. He has brought such murders out from behind closed doors

and forced the Canadian public to address an issue most would rather not

acknowledge" (8).

' The ethical context of community living logbooks is complex and must be

carefully considered on a case-by-case basis. A Disability Studies perspective-

which is, to paraphrase Garland-Thomson, grounded in the consciousness of the
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disabiliÇ rights movement-should guide any consideration of the ethicat

context of communily living logbooks.

Legal Context

' There is no clear answer within current legislation regarding the issue of

ownership of logbooks produced in community living settings, although most

often ownership is attributed to the agency or the governing body that provides

guidelines for record keeping.

' The Latimer logbooks demonstrate the difficulty in attributing ownership of

community living logbooks because it was not obvious to the jurors why the

logbooks in their entireÇ were not tendered as evidence.

Readership

' The readers of community living logbooks are, f.or the most parÇ the authors of

community living logbooks.

' Agencies or governing bodies can also have access at any time to logbooks.

' Documented subjects are not always readers of logbooks. The reasons why are

not clear-cut. A Disability Strrdies perspective suggests that documented subjects

should have access to logbooks.

' The readership of community living logbooks is either dramatically small, due to

issues of confidentiality, or dramatically large, if and when there is cause for the

logbooks to become publicly available such as the Latimer logbooks.
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Authorship

' The authors of logbooks in community living care settings are family and

informal caregivers, teachers, support workers, and other health care providers.

' Research in Disability Studies and feminist care ethics literature indicates that

inJormal and family caregivers and support workers are often women,

underpaid, unpaid, and undervalued.

r I power rela[onship exists between formal and informal support workers and

caregivers and people who are supported and can be reproduced in

documentation practices such as community tiving logbooks. The power

dynamic present in the lived experiential relationship may not translate to the

power dynamic present in the logbook writing.

' Eva Feder Kittay's formulations of dependency work and the notion of the

transparent self at first appear to be applicable to an analysis of authorship of

community living logbooks because Kittay's theorizing is informed by the

experience of mothering a child with disabilities similar to Tracy Latimer's.

Ultimately, I conclude, Kittay's formulations are offensive to a Disability Sfudies

perspective but are useful to this project because she gives us insight into the

equality-based values that inform community living logbook writing.

Documented Subject

' There is a necessary ambiguity surrounding the perspective of a documented

subject when the documented subject is not her/himself also the author of the

logbooþ which is typically the case in community settings. The perspective of
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the documented subject can be alluded to, but not known with certainty by

the logbook author. The ambiguity that characterizes the perspective of the

documented subject must be considered when approaching community living

logbooks.

Tracy, the documented subject of the Latimer logbooks, never authored an entry.

Tracy's wishes were not articulated by her in the two most privileged modes of

communicatiory speech and writing. But in a society that privileges speech and

writing, the texfual communications that shape or support people who do not

speak or write remain, for better or worse, the most widely understandable and

tecogtizable and valued sources of information about the person who is the

documented subject. Thus, this is further evidence that we must approach

community living logbooks with caution so that we do not read them with the

assumption that they contain unquestionable truths and facts about the

documented subject.

In theory, the documented subject is the person about whom logbook entries are

written. In practice, the line between authorship and documented subject is

blurred. Lr practice, the documented subject can also expand to include those

who fatl outside of this blurred authorship/documented subject category.

Ann Fudge schorman's article, "Biographical versus Biological Lives:

Auto / biograPhy and Non-Speaking Persons Labelled Intellectually Disabled,"

provides a cautionary example of problems scholars can encounter when

theorizing the documented subj ect.
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Physical Settíng

' The physical setting of community living logbooks can be either fixed or

changing, depending on the situation. This option alone calls for some scrutiny.

' The Latimer logbooks traveled with Tracy from home to the developmental

centre. The setting of the Latimer logbooks is thus characteri zedby motion,

which is an important context to remember when reading the entries. One must

consider how logbook entries might be shaped by a shifting physically setting.

Themøtic Structure

' It is dangerous to make truth statements about a documented subject based on

the subjective entries of a community living togbook. The first-hand, subjective

experience of the documented subject is unknowable. We have to just know that

we don't know.

Rhetorical Function

' Although the rhetorical function of community living logbooks is structured to

appear factual, community living logbooks should, be read with the

understanding that the entries are subjective.

' AlthoughMosby's textbook and the Red River curriculum recommend to logbook

authors to record facts, not opinion, Alexander's study and the Latimer logbooks

show that in practice, community living logbook entries contain facts that are

relative to each author's understanding and perspective as well as to the
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communily of authors that begin to produce shared meanings that a wider

audience may not understand.

Formal Features

' The th¡ee formal feafures of community living logbooks (the material texfuality,

syntactic strucfure and vocabulary) all reinforce the unreliable nature of

community living logbooks.

' Rules about the material texfuality as set out by Mosby's textbook and the Red

River curriculum anticipate, if not express, an anxiety about (an unachievable)

accuracy for authoring community living logbooks.

' The formal feafures of syntactic strucfure and vocabulary that are shaped by and

constructed within a given texfual community of authors of a shared logbook

further reinforce the subjective nafure of community living logbook entries.

' Agreed-upon phrases emerge within the texfual community made up of authors

of a given logbook. Meaning is athributed to adjectives and measurements that

are understood by the authors but are not necessarily understood by a wider

audience.

' In a close reading of the Latimer logbooþ I identify four emergent themes:

Laura's use of "seems," the stock phrase ',huppy grLi,the stock phrase ,,ate and

drank well," and the appearance of anomalous words. These four themes

support my overall contention to consider community living logbooks as

doubting texts.
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Temporal Features r,

The temporal features'of communify living fogbooks involve twg fyngs gf,time:

one that involves clocks, digits, the dating of entries, and one that involves the
. : .'. l.

elusiveness, unreliability, and subjectivity of memory and an awareness of the'''. . :

futuie.

' Community living logbooks are experiencing a temporat shift from "untamed."

to "domesticated" time due to this particular historical moment in disability

rights acflvism, history, and scholarship. Community tiving logbooks are

characterizedina way difficult to pin down by this bigger-picture temporal shift

that Disability Studies is both initiating and recording.

Final Thoughts

The community living logbook is a complex genre that requires close scrutiny. I

advocate approaching these logbooks with hesitancy and doubt for the many reasons

outlined in this thesis: firstly because these logbooks have been underdefined and

undertheorizedto date, secondly because of the complicated philosophical and political

movements that provide the context that produces them, and thirdly because the

Latimer logbooks were used as unquestionably facfual sources by all parties during and

after Robert Latimer's second murder trial. All strucfural dimensions of community

living logbooks point to the importance of questioning any kind of assumed inherent

facticity within the logbook entries.

This project draws attention to the community living logbook genre and offers

compelling reasons to approach the genre with caution and hesitation. But what
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happens after the hesitation? We must acknowledge the complexities of the genre,

and engage with it. I neither advocate for the production of nor condemn the genre of

community living logbooks. The genre exists. We should approach the genre with

doubt but not dismiss it.
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Appendix A

[The foliowing appears in the appendix of Ruth Enns's AVoice Llnheard: The Latimer

Case ønd People utith DisabíIitíes. The parenthetical additions are Enns's edits:]

Below are Laura La[mer's enkies in Tracy's communication books as recorded in the

transcript of Robert Latimer's second trial in 7997. The notes are given in quotation

marks.

The transcript of the second trial spelted Tracy's name differently than the first. It also

misspelled "dessert" as "desert" so the notes berow from pages 553 to 596 retain the

transcript spellings.

1. October 8,7992

"Tracey was extra cheerful when she got home,,

2. October 22,1992[sic]

"Tracey ate a good supper, and had meat and potatoes at bedtime, and I made a

square...- That Tracey found very easy to ea! and she had about five little pieces,

and she looked so happy.... She cried once early in the 
^ight, 

and I puther on her

bach and she was fine the rest of the night,,
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3. October 29

"Tracey is going to be a princess for Flalloween"

4. November 1

"Tracey is still cheerful, but has a very bad cold"

5. November 9

"Tracey drank when she got home, she had ar.apt and had a good supper. I

think her hip was bothering her a lot. She had a B.M.'

6. November 10

"she slept a lot again today,ate all her lunch, starts to coìgh a lot when I give her

a drink"

7. December 15

"Tracey drank when she got home, then slept. She drank well at supper for her

dad, but wouldn't eat well. When I got home she ate great and had pudding for

desert. She had half a pudding at bed-time. Lindsay wrote a letter to Santa for

Tracey. Do you have the purple and white top?"
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8. January 4,1993

"Tracey had a drink when she got home, then a nap, ate a very good supper. She

seems to enjoy picking the snowflakes off her picture; I hope you don't mind, I

let her."

9. January 11

"Ttacey drank when she got home, had a nap, 8.M., had supper. At bedtime she

had milk and meat and potatoes. She was a huppy girl.,,

10. January 25

"Tracey ate a very good supper, and was huppy and alert all evening. I am

sending her hair cut money. I wonder if you could quit putting perfume on

Tracey, it really bothers me for some reason, must be allergic. I know it's

probably part of her sensory stimulation program (Laura had written "problem"

but corrected herself in court), maybe hand lotion would be better.,,

71. February 5

"Ttacey came home all smiles. Her cousins from Edmonton came to the farm

Friday right so that was fun."

12. FebruaryS

"Ttacey came home very happy,had a drink and a little nap. When she got up

she ate a very big supper. We had company for supper.,,
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13. February 19

74.

"Tracey carne home from the group home Friday night in a good mood. She has

been eating and drinking just great. Had an Enercal (ph) at bedtime last night."

(Enercal is a meal in a drink)

February 23

"Ttacey went to Saskatoon today for an appointment with Dr. Dzus. Tracey will

be having surgery on her dislocated hip, but Dr. Dzus wants to give her back

more chance to heal because it's not even a year since her back surgery. She has

to see Dr. Dzus again in October, and surgery will likely be late in the fall. Tracey

was glad to lay down when she got home, but she did fine atl day. Please send

Tracey to the group home after school Wednesday, and Thursday she can come

home."

March 5

"Tracey was a huppy girl, ate and drank fine [sic]

March 15

"Tracey was a very happy girl, ate and drank gr:eat, rocked with her dad for a

long time."

L5.

1,6.
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17. March 31

"Tracey was very cheerful. B.M. before supper."

18. April 3

"Tracey was the worst girl at the sleep-over, up at ten to seven, laughing and

vocalizing. She was really good the rest of the day. Lindsay read to her."

(Lindsay's birthday was April4)

19. April 11

"Brían and Lindsay got up at 5:30 a.m. to hunt for eggs. We spent most of Easter

day at Tracey's cousin Ly* place. Ly* is married to Reg Ross, who is

Georgina Thomas's brother. There were lots of cousins and kids, and grandma

and grandpa were there. Tracey spent a happy day, she ate a nice supper, and

really enjoyed the deserts."

20. April 18

"Tracey was back to her old self the last few days, eating and drinking fine, but

tonight at supper she brought up. She had two Opsite (ph) bandages on over the

holidays, buÇ if anything, her sore looked worse. The last few days I've been

letting air get at her sore as much as possible. I've got some callous bandages, so

I hope that provides a cushion."
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27. Apnl22

"Tracey seemed cheerful and more like her old sell ate grea! had a bath."

22. April2 [sic]

"Tracey had a good weekend. Dirty diapers both days. She did cough up a little

phlegm, but seemed happy and ate fír'rc."

23. April2 [sic]

"Tracey had an early supper which she ate just fine, fruit for desert. She laid

down. Janet Wallace carne over while she was laying down. When I came home I

gave Tracey a pudding. She was a huppy girI."

24. May 5

"JanetWallace got off the bus with Tracey. When I got home Tracey had

spaghetti for suppet she ate it, but so slowly. I think she was wishing for more

meat and potatoes. She loved the bells. I gave Brian heck, because I thought he

was hitting his glass with a pen. We laughed when I realized it was Tracey and

her bells."

25. Ì|i4.ay 6

"Tracey had a snooze when she got home, enjoyed her chicken supper, sat in her

wheelchair after supper, huppy girl."
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May L0

"Tracey was happy. If she acts like her tooth hurts again let me know, because

the dentist told me to watch for that with her discoloured tooth. She had milk

and baby food supper when she got home. Janet baby-sat her. When I got home

from Brian's ball practice she had a real supper of meat and potatoes. She had a

small B.M. I left her diaper open at bedtime to let air-to get air at her sore. Her

leg seemed sore when she went to bed."

"Tracey cried during the nighf around 1,2:30. when I went to see her she had

soaked the bed. After I helped her she was happy."

}l4ay 72

"Tracey ate a very good ham supper, she was a very happy girl, drank well, glass

and a half of milk at bedtime. I noticed there was still a pill in her pilt bottle, so

I'm not sure if she missed at lunch time, or if I sent exba. Anyway, she had her

pill at summertime (supper time?), so she's fine. sarah stadnyck (ph) baby-sat

Tracey and Lindsay for a while tonight. Brian has joined minor ball, so that's

why Tracey has had so many baby-sitters lately."

May 13

"Sometimes I put Tracey's medicine in her bag at night, sometimes I do it in the

morning, and I could easily have done it both times.... Lindsay painted Tracey's

nails, Tracey chose red, as usual. she wore her splin! I think it is quite

comfortable for her."

27.

28.
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29. May 19

"Tracey's cousins, Jenny and Neil, and Aunt Dorothy from Edmonton were here

shortly after four o'clock. After supper we had a bonfire and Tracey sat outside

until about nine o'clock. It was a beautiful night. Tracey seemed especially alert

and happy, she snoozed off and on during the meeting in the afternoon."

30. }lf.ay 23

"I was so pleased Friday night when I looked at Tracey's pressure sore and it

was all healed up.... Today Tracey stayed in bed until ten o'clocþ then she had a

huge breakfas! two soft boiied eggs and pancakes in the blender. Didn't eat a

great lunch though. For supper we had a picnic at Finlayson Island, Wannell's

picked us up in their motor home. Tracey went in her wheelchair, and we used

the downs to strap her. She seemed tickled with the outing, ate a very good

suPper/ especially enjoyed lemon pie for desert. She slept on the bed in the motor

home on the way bacþ had milk and pudding at bedtime."

31.. }lay 27

"Tracey ate and drank fine, and was cheerful."

32. June7

"Tracey was happy but did not eat her supper very welI."
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33. ]une 14

"Tracey ate a great supper, and was happy."

34. June21,

"Tracey had a good weekend, sat out on the deck lots. Grandma and grandpa

carne yesterday, she was so happy to see grandma. one bad thi.g.Tracey

brought up her supper. I don't know why, she was eating great. I gave her

another supper at bedtime."

At the end of June Tracy had her first trial respite stay at the group home in North

Battleford and another shortly after. Then she spent three months there from July 5 to

October 3. During these times there were no notes.

35. October 3

"Tracey carne home late this afternoon, she got lots of attention. Tracey ate a

gteaf-"

36. October 4

"Tracey ate a good supper, and ate her desert before she went to bed. she

seemed more comfortable. The green badges on Tracey's tray are what she won

at bowling, she did the best in her class. Theresa (Huyghebaert) said Tracey

threw up about three times over the three months."
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37. October 6

"Tracey had a good evening, her hip seemed better at night than in the morning,

she was quite cheerful."

38. October L3

"Tracey went to the group home for the weekend. Picked her up on Monday....

B.M. Tuesday she went to Saskatoon, at great." (Tuesday, October 12)

39. October L8

"Tracey kept everythi.g dowry so that was good. She was quite cheerful."

40. October 19

"Tracey was good, ate and drank fine." "Tracey was good, ate really well, had a

bath, Bob bathed her."

The re-examination by defence counsel, Mark Brayford, about the communication

books included the following enfuies in the communication books. He said he didn't

want to go through the whole yêil, implying that he could.

[4]1. October l3

"Tracey ate an early supper, but did not eat very well. She had a very sloppy,

dirty diaper, had a nap. When she got up she drank a full can of Boost very

easiiy. Later she had the rest of her supper. Had a bath. Tracey has a small sore at
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the base of her spine I want to keep an eye ory I want it open to the air as

much as possible."

1412. October 16

"Tracey ate an excellent supper so easily, but then when I laid her down she

brought up. Later she drank a can of Boost."

[4]3. October 17

"Tracey had a sloppy diaper early in the day yesterday. Last night she brought

up before she went to bed. She cried a few times in the night and had to have her

position changed.... She brought up her supper. She was only about halfway

through and I wasn't pushing her at all. It is really discouraging. She had a bath."
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Appendix B-1

[The following excerpt is taken from Kathryn Alexander'sWriting LlplWriting Dousn A

Textual Ethnography: Documentation Prøctices in a Mental Heatth Boarding Home. pages B-

12.1

Exploring Documentary Text as Ethnographic Field: The ldea of a ',Texfual

Ethnography"

In1997I was offered the use of the massive document that comprised the daily

records of the community mental health boarding home for research.2t2 This document

was referred to as the " duly log" by the staff and residents. The log records span

approximately eight years (1'982-1989) and represent the daily recorded observations of

the mental health workers who wrote up the important events that occurred during

each work shift. The log served as an instrument for recording and communicating

"what was important to know" to the other workers who were coming onto a shift and

the boarding house manager (PIC: person in charge) for the facility. Log entuies

included details about the emotional or physical condition of residents, housework

duties, administrative details, information about changes in medications, and any

critical events that occurred in the house and among residents.

212 Alexander does not identify who offered her the use of the "daily log,, corpus.
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What is a Log Note

The document consisted of log notes extending from 7982 to 7gg}.They were

handwritten on double-sided looseleaf pages and recorded the daily entries of every

mental health worker who worked in the community boarding home over each 24hour

period. A single day would have three to four entries depending on the scheduling of

the staff. All mental health workers were required by the mental health licensing board

to record the events of their shift. Some log entries were no more than a few lines long.

Others were descriptive and extensive, consisting of two to three pages of handwritten

single spaced notes (see Figure 1).,tt

As each shift person carne into the house to worþ their first duty was to read the

log. If they had been absent for several days they were to read as far back as their

previous shift. Thus, a longer absence required reading at least a week's worth of notes

in order to be minimally acquainted with any cri[cal issues that pertained to the well-

being and care of the house residents. It took approximately an hour to read the 40

handwritten pages that could represent a week's worth of log notes.

Usually 1-2 pages were written per shift entry unless special circumstances

warranted a need for more written instruction. The number of sheets of double-sided

looseleaf Paper representing a month of enhies ranged from 60 to 87 sheets, with the

average being 70, or 140 recorded pages a month.

The daily log was an instrumentally important document that facilitated the

running of the house and served various functions within the mental health boarding

home. First, it was a legal document that was mandated by the mental health licensing

"3 Figure 1 is a photocopy of an original handwritten logbook entry. I have not included or transcribed
the entry here. 

-
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board and served as a record of care and procedures in the house. Second, the

mental health staff had minimal overlap of shift time throughout the week with each

other and so could not depend on oral exchanges to communicate important

information. Third, the 1og provided an ongoing, cumulative record of resident life thai

was crucial in the programming of life skills, crisis interventions and understanding of

the histories of residents. These records could be used to justify an intervention from an

outside agency or the allocation of new resources within the house. Workers would be

instructed to "log any unusual" events or behaviours as a means of confirming and

accumulating a record for fufure reference.

Metaphori calLy,I would describe the log as the major "organ" of communication

in the house. The log organized the "eyes, voice and ears" for the workers, and

represented a kind of cenfual nervous system in conjunction with the supervisor who

coordinated the activities in the instifution. It must be noted, however, that the log did

not stand entirely alone as the sole means of communication-there were weekly staff

meetings for full-time workers, and some overlap between shifts where staff and

auxiliary workers shared information. However, for much of the time the log served as

the most detailed, consistent source of knowledgø shift insfuuctions and "crisis

bulletins" for staff. As stated earlier, it was mandatory that a worker read the log prior

to beginrLing her shifq even following a discussion with the departing staff person. The

log was essentiaL read.ing for on-call workers who did not have access to daily

exchanges or staff meetings that took place in the house.
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Appendix B-2

[The following excerpt is taken from Kathryn Alexander's Writing UplWriting Down A

Textual Ethnography: Documentation Practices in a Mentøl Health Boarding Home. Pages 30-

33.1

The daily log is a text that particularizes lived material reality and an insider's

perspective exemplified by both a private domestic sphere and the public institutional

sphere of the mental health boarding home.Its events encapsulate the mundane gritty

events of houseworþ grocery shopping, night shifts, flooding toilets and care-giving,

along with profound experiences such as friendship, madness, suicide and recovery

from illness. In shorÇ the log represents an encounter with a human world that has

rarely been documented or regarded as being worth mentioning in the grand narratives

of "firaÍr."

What is the Log?

The log book consisted of a 3-ring binder filled with looseleaf paper. The front of

the book had emergency telephone numbers of hospitals, police and emergency mental

health services. A house and floor plan outline was included with the names of

residents in each room, along with evacuation and fire drill instructions. The 1og

provided a general description of the residents with some documentation of special

health needs and behavioral routines in the case of emergency situations. There was

also information on medications and emergency procedures in the event of fire,
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physical injury, psychiakic crisis, or health crises such as strokes, diabetic coma,

convulsions or epileptic seizures.

The workers were required to read the log book at the beginning of every shift

and to write down any information considered important to communicate at the end of

the shift. A critical activity for both part-time and fuli-time workers, the writing and

reading of the log maintained the continuity of the information current and alerted staff

to any problems that were arising in the house. The log writing/reading facilitated the

administration of the house and permitted an almost skeletal staff to work over a24-

hour period with little physical supervision.

The workers'bi-weekly schedule consisted of a minimum of six separate work

shifts consisting of twelve and eight hour shifts during the day and including at least

one overnight shift. The shift scheduling provided tittle overlap with other staff

members especially during the evening, weekends and holidays. Thus, some workers

had little contact with each other except at staff meetings or when the next person

arrived to work the next shift. The log book provided workers a crucial conduit for

relaying important information about the residents and the house; medication changes

or health issues; critical events in the house that required immediate attention;

mundane grocery and "to-do" lists for daity chores; union or staffing issues and social

events.

The writing of the log notes was compulsory. All workers had to make an entry

on every shift, even if it was just to write that the house was calm and there were no

unusual events to report. Initially, there were few explicit instructions on the writing of

the log notes. The content had to be "f.acfrr,al" and to the poinf or descriptive if the d,ay's
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events required some detailed explanation for the behaviour of a resident and a

subsequent response or intervention from the staff person.

In sum, the log was an organizing heuristic.Itorgatized and established a

framework for the protocols for mental health workers in settings where it appeared as

if they were largely autonomous, self-regulating and unsupervised. The log also

supplied, through imitation and tacit textual representa[ons, the appropriate responses

by which a stream of interconnected staff persons could attend to the complex needs of

the people who lived in the house.
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Appendix B-3

[The following excerpt is taken from Kathryn Alexander's Writing LlplWriting Down A

Textual Ethnography: Documentøtion Practices in a Mental Health Boardíng Home. Page 51.]

The content of the log was subject to considerable secrecy and it was not

permissible for residents to discuss, read, or attempt to mediate what the mental health

workers wrote up in the log. The secrecy was due partially to an instifutional code of

ethics that prohibited the discussion by staff of personal details of the residents, and

partially to the recognition that the log contained discussions of residents in ways that

were not entirely official, and was for the worker's benefit only.The log was never

shared with residents and was kept in a locked closet. The onty other items treated this

way were medications and the petty cash. The log therç sustains contradictions in its

uses and its interpretation.
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Appendix B-4

[The following excerpt is taken from Kathryn Alexander's Writing tlplWriting Down A

Textual Ethnography: Documentøtion Practices ín a Mental Health Boarding Home. Page 93.]

In1987, after a resident committed suicide, the narrative format of the log was

challenged following an investigation by the Mental Health Licensing Board and the

Coroner's Office. The workers were required to switch to a different model of reporting

called "progress notes" which was a more standard format in the mental health field.

The progress notes consist of "objective" statements about the "clien¿" with little

extraneous commentary on the part of the worker apart from state of health, activities

and emotional state of the client. Following a trial period with the progress notes, the

staff elected to split the log into two separate formats. They would maintain the

mandated format but also retain the former narrative style of anecdotal documentation

for their own purposes.
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Appendix B-5

[The following excerpt is taken from Kathryn Alexander'sWriting lJplWriting Down A

TextuøI Ethnography: Documentation Practices in a Mental Health Boarding Home. Page 95-

e7.l

Writing the Log: A Story

The following is a reconstruction of "how" the log was written; an emphasis on

location and time is important here because factors shaped both its writing and its

reading.

Near the end of an extremely physically and emotionally

demanding twelve or eight hour shift, a mental health worker walks up

three flights of stairs to the top of a turn-of-the-century house. on the

third floor landing she is greeted by a locked office door. To her left is the

reclaimed attic of the heritage home, consisting of a meeting space, a futl

bathroom, storage area, and sleeping space for staff. She unlocks the door,

enters the office and shuts the door. The office is the smallest room in the

house, "L" shaped, it nests between the eaves of a sharply slanted roof.

Stifling hot in the summer and cool in the winter, it's furnished with the

"PIC's" desþ a filing cabinet, dilapidated sofa, small writing desk and

assorted writing paraphernalia-scraps of paper, looseleaf in the drawer

and a jar ofpens and pencils.
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This final trek to the office is a temporary respite from houseworþ

resident demands, and the smells of old meals and cigareties. For the next

30 minutes it is permissible to acfually shut a door: there should be no

interruptions short of earthquakes or injury of a resident. She takes a key

from the writing desk drawer and opens a closet behind her. The top of

the door lies flush against the slant of the ceiling and she has to duck as

she approaches or she will bump her head. Inside stored on a shelf above

the medication "refrTrns," emergency supplies of aspirin, Maalox, and

cigarettes, assorted bingo prizes and petty cash, is the 1og book. The log

book is always under lock and key and like other ,,dangerous

supplements" such as cash and drugs, it is among the more provocative

objects in the closet. strictly confidential, its contents are not to be

discussed with residents nor with persons from outside the Society.

wearied, she momentarily coilects her thoughts and proceeds with

the most unacknowledged, but possibly most important task of the shift.

She begins a log entry, dredging up the information she believes will help

co-workers understand what just occurred during the blur called a shift at

the community mental health boarding home. If she is a veteran worker

it's fairly straightforward as to what information is important and what

isn't. she begins with "who was okay, who wasn't" thatday. she lists each

resident by name, scribbles a brief summary of any contact or

observations she had with each person. she includes resident

appoinfunents and medication changes, and summ anzes with a
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"temperafure reading" of the house, i.e., "quiet today," "lots of tension,"

"Busy!".If she is not too tired she provides additional twists and turns in

the current spate of house sagas. Next come the jobs to be done on the

next shifÇ work and union related messages, house chores completed and

left over. Finally, she notes which residents are out at the time of writing

and when they are expected back.

She gives priority to objective reports of heatth or emotional

crises-extra medication, calls to the crisis support teams, trips to

emergency or the hospital, epileptic seizures, fights, falls, suicide threats,

flus and colds, "female complaints," aÍtd AWOL residents. Subjective

details of complex staff/resident interactions-¿ //¡s¿ding" of storms or

troubles on the horizon-clues to pending "mysteries" garnered from

house gossip-and updates on appliance repairs filt in the gaps.Atl this is

conveyed in one or two pages (unless something major happened during

the shift) with apologies for writing "novels" if the account runs on for too

long.

Brevity is a virfue, but a good accurate description of some

altercation or crisis may earn kudos for "good,logging" from the

supervisor, or grateful affirmation from other workers for an insightful

clarification. "[Donna]2tn was upset" elicits question marks; "?" ú1e subtext

for a mild rebuke and asks without words, "how was she upse! what led

21a Because Alexander usespselrdonyms for the names of the mental health workers and the people who
are supported in the boarding home (whom she calls residents) inconsistently, I have introdúceci my own
pseudonyms to ensure confidentiality.
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up to this, what was your follow up and how is she now?" Exhaustive

descriptions attributing emotions, motives and past events to a residenfs

behaviour might receive a few notations of "!!!?" , a quiet reminder that

mental workers are not díagnosticians, 'Just give us the facts please!!"

she sums up the day's work, just as another worker enters the

office ready to begin the next shift. They chat, she hastily finishes writing

(fatigue is creeping on fast), she counts up the petty cash, says goodbye

and leaves. The new worker sits down at the desk and carefully begins to

read. A little while later she returns the log to its closet, gathers up the

staff keys, opens the office door and descends to the busy house below.

Preloaded with the events and descriptions of the past few days, this

instifutional worker encounters a textually inscribed community; her understanding of

what has occurred has been mediated by the log entries of her co-workers and by her

own lived experience. She has read a text of a particular "world.," now she closes the

text and enters that world. Or does she enter the text? She simultaneously enters as a

potential reader, a soon-to-be-writer, and a woman immersed in a mental health worker

identity.
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Appendix B -6

[The following excerpt is taken from Kathryn Alexander's Writing llplWriting Doznn A

Textual Ethnography: Documentation Prøctices in a Mentøl Health Boarding Home. page 10g-

1oe.l

Analysis of Progress Notes: July L-18,I9BS

The progress notes separated the responses and activities of individual residents

from the context of 'community' dynamics, relationship and culfure. Notations of

community incidents began to disappear and in their place resident identi[es began to

aPPear- As a result, it became difficult to connect a person's reactions to the bacþround

events within the house. Progress notes tended to foreground individuals as isolated

and primary actors, particularly if they were "active" personalities. The residents were

disconnected from the events of the house as they were de-contexfualized and re-

texfualized in the new log format. Further, the progress notes distanced the traces of the

Presence of workers so that their interference and impact upon resident dynamics were

effectively removed from the record.

For example, in the old narrative Iog, aworker might read about a new worker

on shift who had had an early morning confrontation with Helga over who was

vacuuming the second floor. She might read also that later, during suppet Helga had

erupted into a screaming fit "out of the blue." The experienced worker/reader would

have picked up the casual linkages between events: new worker + anxiety + Helga =

screaming fit. The progress notes may merely have documented Helga,s non-
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compliance with vacuuming and an"inappropriate" screaming fit later in the

evening. Helga presumably appears as a more deviant personality.

The overall volume of documentation increased by about one third over the

eighteen days of writing even though fewer people were present due to hospitalization

or vacation. There were some B0 single-sided pages of entries for the first 18 days,

whereas under the old method the average month produced approximately L30 pages

of single-sided pages.
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Appendix B-7

[Alexander offers a slightly different version of "What is a Log Note?" on her online

synopsis of Writing UplWriting Doun A Textual Ethnography: Documentation Practices in a

Mentøl Health Boarding Home in the following excerpt:]

What is a log note?

Since work shifts seldom overlapped, it was mandatory that a worker read the

log book prior to her shift. Workers were instructed to read as far back as their previous

shift, and up to a week's worth of log entries prior to engaging with residents,

especially if there had been an absence of more than several days. It took approximately

an hour to read the 30-40 or so hand written pages that could represent a week's

accumulation of log notes.

After each work shift, the mental health workers wrote an account of what

occurred during their shifÇ and what was considered important to communicate to

other workers. Log book entries included details about the emotional or physical

condition of each residenÇ housework duties, administrative details, information about

changes in medications, and any critical events that occurred in the house and among

the residents. On occasiorç they also contained scraps of poetry, jokes, and illustrations

from the artistic and gifted supervisor who strove to develop strong community bonds

among workers and residents.

A typical log note consisted of usually one to two pages unless special

circumstances warranted a need for more written instruction. The number of sheets of
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double sided loose-leaf paper representing a month of log book entries ranged from

60-87 sheets, with the average being 140 recorded pages a month (Alexander,1993,I7).

The purpose for all this "counting n [sic] of pages is to acknowledge the tremendous

amount of textual and intellecfual labour that took place with this workplace writing.

My sense is that few of my co-workers took notice of this aspect of work as "wrifirÍtg"

even though much of their daily physical, professional and emotional contact with

residents and each other was coordinated through this crucial inter-textual literacy

work.

I note that it is in reading and writing up activities that workers' understanding

and reception of the community and residents is mediated. I posed the following

illuskation of a shift change after a worker engages with her mandatory reading of the

log, prior to entering the bustling chaotic world of the community life of the residents.

"Preloaded with the events and descriptions of the past few days, this

institutional worker encounters a texfually inscribed community; her understanding of

what has occurred has been mediated by the log entries of her coworkers and by her

own lived experience. She has read a text of a particular'world,'now she closes the text

and enters that world. Or does she enter the text? She simultaneously enters as a

potential reader, a soon-to-be writer, and a woman immersed in a mental health worker

identity" (Alexander 97).

The next excerpt is what janet Giltrow has described as evidence of "meta-genre-

, that is sifuated language about sifuated language" which orients readers and writers

how to participate with a gen-re (Giltrow, 7998,3). This enby was written by the pIC

(person in charge or house supervisor) and is quite atypicat in that it calls explicit
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attention to the importance of specific kinds of writing and reading practices.

Normal practices seem to have been jeopardtzedbecause of a recent spate of novice (on-

call) workers.

Thursday October 6

GenerøI Request to AII Staff

Please be more cøreful and thorough about reøding the 109 I making your log

entries.

In order for us to function øs a støff teøm-and especially zuhen there are many

dífferent on cøll staff working, it's aery importønt to pick up info from the log and

to log and pass on info more clearly. If a generøl request or a specific one-to-one

staff person request has been made you either get it done, get 112 of it done or

cøn't get to it (which is fine) please acknowledge in the log thøt you'ae read about

it -- what you were able to do or not do -- so the info gets passed onto the next

shifttopickup....

The better we all get at this, the easier it is for us aII to do the job -function co-

operatiaely smoothly as a støff teøm-thanks C

Typically, the replicability of reading and writing strategies for log book entries

was taken for granted. Apart from minimal instruction in the staff orientatioru most

workers learned through direct participation and peer example how to read and write

in the log. I argued that they carne to approximate the right "f.eel" of a good log note

largely through the kind of situated learning which Lave and Wenger describe as

"learning as increasing participation in communities of practice [thqtl concerns the

whole person acting in the world" (Lave and Wenger,1992,5L). Thus the novice mental
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health workers were instructed through written participation with the textual

models of veteran workers which gradually coordinated ali workers into a seamless

interpretive and textual community (Stock, logo, 150; Smith,1990a,1990b; Lave and

Wenger,799257).

As Dorothy Smith notes, the power of the documentary text is that it is geared

for instrumental use, not contexfual or interpretative action. Little analysis is required

(and is likely discouraged). Rather IT requires routine reception and action. The reader

of documentary texts becomes an objectified reader, the reader for which the text is

intended and the text is assumed to be the same for everybody, at all times. Smith

writes: "Objectified knowledge. . . subdues, discounts and disqualifies our various

interests, perspectives, angles and experience, and what we might have to say speaking

from Them" (Smith, 1990a, 80).

Regardless of the anecdotal and narrative quality of the log book entries, workers

could not argue with the "fach,city" of others'log entries. They might add to the stock of

knowledge about a situation or persorL but the question of wrong interpretation was

rarely called up, unless a novice inadvertently "diagnosed" a resident. The PIC and the

other veteran workers relied on their well honed experience and knowledge of the

women in their care to construct inter-subjective and inter-texfual "readings" of the

ongoing complexities of the lives depicted on the pages of the log book.
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Appendix C-1

[The following excerpts are taken from Chapter One, "The Role of the Support Worker"

of Mosby's Canadian Handbook for the Support Worker. pages 2-1.4]

Support workers provide services to people who need help with their daily

needs. You provide these services in facilities and in the community. Supervised by a

nurse or other professional, youwork as part of a health care team. Legislatiory

employer policies, and the person's condition influence how you function and how

much supervision you need. You adapt your work depending on the setting and the

needs and wishes of the person receiving care.

The ultimate goal of support work is to improve the person's quality of life. Care

is provided in a kind, sensitive, and understanding marìner. While tending to the

person's physicai needs, you also relieve loneliness, provide comforÇ encourage

independence, and promote the person's self-respect (Figure 1-1¡."s Your services help

people in their homes remain independent and with their families. Your services show

people in facilities that you care for and about them. You make a difference in people's

lives. (3)

Support Work across Canada

The nature of support work differs across the country. There are differences in

fuaining programs, work settings, job responsibilities, and terms used to describe

21s Figure 1-L depicts an illustration of its subtitle, "A support worker comforting a client,, (3).
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support workers. Some sections of this text may not apply to support work in your

province or territory. If you are unsure about which parts apply, ask your instructor.

Support worker refers to the worker who provides personal care and support

services. However, personøl support worker, personal attendønt, pøtient care assistant,

resident care øide, health care aide, home øre attendant, nursing aide, nursing øttendønt, or

contínuity care assistant rrray be used in your province or territory [author's emphasis].

In some parts of Canada, personal attendant refers to those workers who are

supervised directly by the person for whom they provide services. Generally, personal

attendant training is shorter in duration than support worker training. Personal

attendants support people who have physical disabilities.2'6 (3-4)

Settings for Support Work

You can work in facility-based and community-based settings (see Chapter 3).217

' Facility-based settings-workplaces in which accommodations, health care, and

support services are provided. Several types of facilities employ support

workers. These include hospitals and long-term care facilities (Figure 1-2).218 A

long-term care facility provides services to people who do not need hospital care.

2t6 Foran example o! on9 such program in Manitoba, see the discussion of ILRC Winnipeg's Personal
Attendant Community Education (PAC_F) progygm in Christine Kelly's The Role o¡ tøaidalesl phitosophies
in Shaping Interøctions bettaeen People witlt D¡sabilities and their Suppori Workers.

]17 
Appendix C-2 includes excerpts from Chapter Three of Mosby's Canadian Høndbook for the Support

Worker.

218 Figure 1-2 depicts an illustration of its subtitle, "Room in a long-term care facili$" (4).
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' Community-based settings-workplaces within the community, where health

care and support services are provided. The most common community setting is

the person's home (Figure 1,4).21' (4)

Support Worker Responsibilities

The tasks performed by support workers vary across Canada. Generally, most of your

responsibilities can be grouped into five categories: personal care, support for nurses

and other health care professionals, family suppor! social supporÇ and

housekeeping / home management.

Personal Care. Personal care activities include assisting with activities of daily living

(ADL)."O These are the self-care activities that people perform daily to remain

independent and to function in society. You help with daily activities such as eating,

bathing, grooming, dressing, and toileting (elimina[on). You assist people with limited

mobility to change positions or move from one place to another. You also help promote

the person's safety and physical comfort. You are not responsible for deciding what

should or should not be done for a person. However, while providing personal care,

you observe for and report any changes in the person's behaviour or health. This is

important information for the health care team.

21e Fig.ure.1-3 depicts an illustration of its subtitle, "Room in a community-based setting; the person,s
home" (4).

20 Sorrentino defines activities of.daily living (+P!) as "Self-care activities people perform daily to
remain independent and to function in society" (3).
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Support for Nurses and Other Health Care Professionals. You assist nurses or

other health care team meml¡ers by fotlowing the established care plan for each client.

For instance, you might clean equipmen! measure and report vital signs, or assist with

simple wound care. You might also assist with oxygen therapy, heat and cold

applications, and range-of-motion exercises.

Family Support. In facilities, you may assist with admissions and discharges. You may

introduce the person and family to the facitity. You may also show them around and

help the person unpack and settle in. In private homes, you help families care for loved

ones with health problems or those who need assistance with daity living. Family

sifuations væy. Some families need help preparing meals and doing household chores.

Other families need help with childcare. Your services often give family caregivers a

break from their duties.

Social Support. You may help people participate in social activities. These activities

provide the person with enjoymen! recreatiory and a chance to meet with friends. You

may organize galnes and outings. You may be hired privately to be a person's

companion.

Housekeeping/Home Management. You may do a varieÇ of housekeeping tasks in a

facility setting. These include bed-making, delivering meals, tidying living areas, and

maintaining supplies. In a private home, housekeeping is called home manøgement.

Services depend on the needs of a person and the resources available to provide these
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services. They may include doing light housekeeping and laundry, andpreparing

and serving nutritious meals. (4-5)

The People You Support

People receiving health care and support services are known by different terms,

depending on the workplace setting. A person receiving care in a hospital is called a

patient. A person living in a residentiai facility is called a resident. A person receiving

care or support services in the community is called a client. Client is also a general term

for all people receiving health care or support services: hospitals patients, facility

residents, and clients in the community.

Whether the individual receiving care is known as a clienÇ patien! or residen!

always remember that he or she is first and foremost a person. Every person is unique.

The people to whom you provide services have a variety of needs and abilities. They all

have unique life experiences and sifuations. They also have unique wants and opinions.

You will work with people from a variety of cultures (see Chapter 11). Part of you job is

to accept this diversity among people. Boxes called Respecting Diaersity appear in this

text. These boxes are intended to help you appreciate the importance of diversity and

how people's backgrounds influence them.

The people you support can be grouped according to their problems, needs, and

ages:221

. Older adults. [...description not included].

22l Sorrentino identifies people with disabilities as people who have problems or needs, and that there is a
separate category-for pe.ople with mental health disabilities (or, according to Sorrentino's wording,
mental h-e3ttf problems) but there is no separate.category for p_eople labe"led intellectually disablei, who
presumably belong to the category of people with disãbilities ihaf affect "mental functioiing.,,
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' People with disabilities. some people are disabled due to illness, injury, or

conditions present at birth. Disabilities may affect physical or mental

functioning, or both. M*y adults with disabitities live in their own homes.

Many work outside the home. You might help disabled people with activities of

daily living.

. People utith medicøI problems. [...description not included].

. People hnaing surgery. [...description not included].

. People with mental health problems. [...description not included].

. People needing rehabilitation. [...description not included].

. Childrez. [...description not included].

. Mother andnnaborns. f...description not included].

. People requiring special care. f...description not included]. (8-9)
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Appendix C-2

[The following excerpts are taken from Chapter Th¡ee "Workplace Settings" of. Mosby's

Canadiøn Handbookfor the SupportWorker. Pages 22-30.1

Working in Community-Based Settings

As discussed in Chapter 2, the current trend in the Canadian health care system is to

decrease hospital costs and increase resources in community-based services. These

include the health care and support services provided outside of a facility and in a

community setting. For example, community-based services are provided in schools,

community health centres, and doctors' offices. Home care agencies and day programs

are the community-based services most likely to hire support workers. (24)

Communif Day Programs

A community day program (also called adult daycare) is a daytime program for people

with physical and/or mental health problems or older adults who need assistance.Duy

programs meet the client's needs and provide a break for family caregivers. Programs

are held in hospitals, nursing homes, community and recreational centres, church

basements, and other settings.

Each day program is unique. Some programs offer rehabilitation for people with

disabilities. Others offer counselling for people with mental illness. Mu.y day programs

t...1
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tl

offer recreational activities (Figure 3-1)."' Arts and crafts, social events, films, and

board or card games are ex¿ünples. (24)

Residential Facilities

A residential facility is a facility that provides living accommodations, care, and support

services. These facilities vary in size and levels of care and support.

People using residential facilities are called residents because they reside, or live,

in the facility. The facitity is their temporary or permanent home. Therefore, these

facilities provide care in a comfortable, homelike atmosphere (Figure 3-3)."'The social

and emotional needs of the residents are met.

People require residential care when they cannot care for themselves at home but

do not need acute medical care or high level nursing care. They include:

. Frail, older adults

' People of all ages who have physical or mental disabilities or both

. People with mental illness

. People with alcohol or drug problems

The type of facility appropriate for a person depends on the person's needs and

level of independence. The types of residential facilities include assisted-living facilities,

22 Figure 3-1 depicts an illustration of its subtitle, -With the assistance of support workers, many people
are able to remain in their own homes" (24).

223 Figure.3-3,depicts an illustration of its subtitle, "The atmosphere of a residential facility is as homelike
as possible" (26).
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retirement homes, and long-term care facilities. Facility names vary across Canada.

(26-27)

Assisted-Living Facilities. Also called supportive housing facilities, assisted-living

facilities are residential facilities where people live in their own apartrnents and are

provided support services. Because they are located in the community, assisted-living

facilities are also considered to be community-based services. Residents are usually

older adults who require minimal care. Usually the setting is a multi-storeyed

aparhnent building or condominium complex. Because aparknents usually have

kitchens, residents may cook their own meals. M*y assistedliving facilities provide a

common living area, activity room, and games room. Residents usually receive the

following support services:

. 24-hour monitoring and emergency response services

. Social/recreational programs

. One or two daily meals

. Flousekeeping and laundry

Some residents purchase exfua support services if required. Not all residents

need or want the same services. Some residents in assisted-living facilities may also

qualify for home care.

Group homes are another type of assisted-living facility. A group home is a

residential facility in which a small number of people with physical and/or mental

disabilities live together and are provided with supervisiorç care, and support services.
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Rather than having their own aparfunents, residents share a house in a residential

neighbourhood (Figure 3-4)."n Usually residents have private bedrooms and share

bathrooms, living, and dining areas. They receive 24-how supervision, meals,

housekeeping and laundry services, and assistance with personal care and activities of

daily living.

Residents of group homes are often adolescents or young adults who have

disabilities or mental illness. There also are group homes for older adults, women

leaving abusive situations, and people with substance abuse problems. The number and

type of staff employed by a group home depends on the residents' needs.

All assisted-living facilities must be approved and licensed by the provincial or

territorial goverrunent. Partial funding is provided by the goverrrrnent. Public or private

agencies manage the facility and hire and supervise support workers. Your supervisor

may be responsible for one or several assisted-living facilities. Some supervisors work

onsite; others visit the facility periodicaily. Because the level of assistance varies among

residents, you often perform a variety of tasks. (27)

2a Figure-3-4 depicts an illustration of its subtitle, "Group homes, another type of assisted-living facility,
are usually situated in residential neighbourhoods" (27).
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Appendix C-3

[The following excerpts are taken from Chapter Severy "Client Care: Planning,

Processes, Reporting, and Recording" of Mosby's Canadiøn Handbook for the Support

Worker. Pages 60-76.1

Developing Observation Skills

You are often with clients more than are other care providers. Sometimes you are the

first to notice a change in a client's condition. You also observe the client's preferences

and reactions to interventions. You are expected to make careful and accurate

observations for use in the care planning process.

Observation is the act of noticing a buth or fact. Observation requires you to sue

your sight hearing, touctu and smell. You see the way the client lies, sits, or waiks. You

see flushed or pale skin and reddened or swollen body areas. You listen to the person

breathe, talþ and cough. You feel changes in the person's skin temperature. With smell,

you detectbody, wound, and breath odours and unusual odours from urine and bowel

movements.

Information observed about a client is called objective data (signs). You can feel a

pulse and you can see urine. Flowever, you cannot feel or see the person's pairç f.ear, ot

nausea. Subjective data (symptoms) is information reported by a client that is not

directly observed by others. The following comments are examples of subjective data:

' "Ihardly slept last night. I lay awake from 1:00 a.m. until the sun came up."

' "With George gone, I just don't feel like living any more. I feel so hopeless."
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' "The pain is worse when I move. It is a sharp pain that goes from my ankle to

my hip. Thankfully, it comes and goes. I couldn't stand it if I felt it a1l the time."

When you report or record subjective data, do not interpret the person's

comments. Use the person's exact words.

Box7-222s on page 66 is aguide to follow when making observations. It contains

basic observations. However, you may observe other conditions and situations. Be alert

to changes in the person's condition or behaviour. Focus your observations on the

person's physical, mental, emotional, and social condition. Look for:

' Changes in physical condition-for example, the client's skin is red and

blistering

' Changes in mental condition-for example, the client forgets how to use a

toothbrush

. Changes in emotional states-for example, the client is cryíng

' Changes in social condition-for example, a friend does not visit at his or her

usual time

' New conditions that you observe-for example, the client develops diarrhea

22s Box 7-2 is titled "Basic Observations," which includes the subheadings: Ability to Respond; Movement;
Pain or DiscomforÇ Skin;,Eyeq, Ears, Nose, and Mouth; Respirations; Bõwels aná nladde:r; Appetite;
Activities of Daily Living" (66).
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Describing Your Observations

Your observations are critical to the care planning process. Nurses and case m¿aagers

use your observations for the assessment and evaluation steps of the care planning

process. Remember these points when describing your observations.

. Be precise and accuraf¿. Provide details of what you acfually see, hear, touch, and

smell. Measurements, calculations, and times must be accurate. When describing

subjective data, report or record the person's exact words.

. Do not ínterpret or møke assumptions. In most cases, your observations are

sufficient. You do not need to interpret them. Do not make assumptions. An

assumption is a guess, usually based on insufficient evidence. When you make

assumptions, you jr-p to conclusions.

BoxT-3 on page 67 contatns some examples of ineffective and effective

descriptions of observations.226 (65)

t...1

226 An example from BoxT-3 is: Ineffective Observation: Mrs. Witowski seems under the weather today.
Reasons the Observation is Ineffective: Correct terminology is not used. There is no supporting
evidence. Effective Observation: Mrs. Witowski did not play bridge today. She took onlf two bites of her
lunch (a turkey sandwich). She said, "I'm not hungry. I feel tired and I don't feel like doing anything."
Reasons the Observation is Effective: The statement about Mrs. Witowski's behaviour and condition are
observations supported by evidence. Mrs. Witowski's words are quoted exactly. (67)
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Charts

A chart (also known as a record) is a written account of a client's condition or illness

and response to care. The chart is a permanen! iegal record. It provides for the

following:

' Communication. Health care teams rely on charts to relay information about their

clients (Figure 7-3)."'All team members must be informed about the client's

condition and care. Recording is an accurate way to communicate information

about the client. The care plan is one part of the chart. Other parts are discussed

in Documents Used in Charts.

' Currency. Care plans change as the clienfs needs, preferences, and condition

change. Charts enable staff to keep the client's information up-to-date.

' Accountøbílity. Charts are signed and dated by members of the heatth care team.

This allows information to be tracked. All team members are accountable for

their words and actions.

' Continuíty of care. Written documentation contains information on the client's

past health problems and fueatunents. This information enables health care

providers to detect patterns and changes in the client's health. Team members

change over time. Without a written record, care might be fragmented and

unreliable.

'T e¡gy9^7-3 depicts an illustration of its subtitle, "The nurse and respiratory therapist review a client's
charf'(68).
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Documents Used in Charts

Charts vary, depending on the employer. Most employers design their own documents.

This secfion describes some common documents contained in a client's chart.ttt (67-68)

Recording

Recording (or charting) is documenting care and observations. Employers have their

own policies for recording, including when to record, how often to record, what should

be recorded, and who should record. Policies address issues like how to abbreviate,

what colour of ink to use, and how to make corrections. When recording, focus on:

. What you observed

. What you did

When you did it

. The client's response

When recording on a document or form, communicate clearly and thoroughty.

Make sure that measurements and numbers recorded are absolutely accurate. If there is

a space for observations, these should be precise, accurate, and relevant. Use the

guidelines in Box 7-6 onpage74,* and follow your employer's policies. (69)

*Box7-6 is titled "Guidelines for Recording" and includes the following:

. Always use ink. Follow employer policy for the colour of ink to use.

228 Examples followed by definitions of documents used in charts include data forms, assessment forms,
home assessment forms, care plans, progress notes, activities-of-dailyliving (ADL) checklists and flow
sheets, task sheets, graphic sheets, other flow sheeþ summary reports, inciãent reports, and kardex.
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' Include the date and the time whenever a recording is made. use

conventional time (a.m. or p.m.) or 24-hour clock time according to employer

policy.

. Make sure writing is legible and neat.

. IJse only employer-approved abbreviations.

. use correct spelling, grammar, and puncfuation.

' Never erase or use correction fluid if you make an error. Make a single line

through the error. write "etror" or "mistaken entry" over if and sign your

initials. Then rewrite the part. Follow your employer's policies for correcting

errors.

' Sign all entries with your narne and title as required by your employer's policy.

' Do not skip lines. Draw a line through the blank space of a partially completed

line or to the end of a page. This prevents others from recording in a space with

your signafure.

' Make sure each form is stamped with the client's name and other identifying

information.

. Record only what you observed and did yourself.

' Never chart a procedure or treatrnent until after its completion.

' Be accurate, concise, and factual. Do not record assumptions or opinions.

' Record in a logical marìner in the order in which tasks and procedures occurred.

. Be descriptive. Avoid terms with more than one meaning.

' use the client's exact words. Use quotation marks to show that the statement is a

direct quote.
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' Chart any changes from normal or changes in the client's condition. AIso

chart that you informed your supervisor and the time you made the report.

. Do not omit information.

' Record safety measures such as assisting a client when up or reminding someone

not to get out of bed. This will help protect you if the person Íails. (74)

Recording in the Community

Every agency and case manager keep separate client charts in their organizations. Some

parts of the clienfs chart are usua-lly,butnot always, kept in the clienfs home.

Documents in the home are often kept in a binder. The forms in the binder vary

according to agency policy and the client's condition and needs. Among other

documents, the binder usually contains the care plaru progress notes, ADL checklists,

flow sheets, or task sheets. Agency policies differ. Some do not allow support workers

to enter anything on the documents that are kept in the binder. Others expect support

workers to record tasks and observations on the forms in the binder.

Most agencies have forms called client care task sheets that you caffy with you to

every assignment (see Figure 7-6 onpage 72)."n You start a new task sheet for each

client. As you complete tasks, you check off relevant areas of the form.

Most task sheets contain space for you to record special circumstances or

observations. You may be expected to identify whether the client was independenÇ

dependent or needed some assistance with activities. As mentioned, arry changes you

1t'ftS."." 7-6 is called "Agency Task Sheet." The task sheet is titled "sample Client Care Task Sheet,,, and
ilcludes subcategories such as personal care, client activities, othei functiãns, and household servicLs. 

- -

(72)
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observe in a client's normal functioning or condition should be reported by phone to

your supervisor. Record on the task sheet any verbal reports that you make, as well as

phone instructions received from your supervisor.

You hand in your task sheets monthly or weekly depending on agency policy,

along with forms that track mileage and other work expenses. Your supervisor may use

your task sheets to help prepare a report on each client. You may be asked for

additional information on some of your clients. (75)

Confidentiality

The chart is confidential. You are ethically and legally bound to keep client information

confidential. This includes information that you record. All employers have strict

guidelines about the confidentiality of charts and client information. You must be

particularly careful to observe guidelines about accessing, reporting, and transporting

information.

OoIy health care team members involved in the client's care have access to

confidential information. Those not directly involved usually are not allowed access to

the dient's chart. Housekeeping staff, kitchen stafl and office clerks do not need to see

charts or to hear any confidential details about a client. In a home care setting, only

certain family members have access to these details. Your supervisor will tell you who

can look at the chart.

In a facilify, you may transport a document from a central file area to a client's

room or other location. In a community setting, you may caffy with you confidential

inJormation about a client. Be very careful when transporting confidential documents.
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Concentrate on what you are doing. Remind yourself of the importance of your task.

If you become distracted, you could easily leave the documents in an inappropriate

place. (75)

Computerized Charts

Charts are on computers in many agencies and facilities. Using a computer is easier,

and more efficient than writing on the chart (Figure 7-g)"o.Recordings are more

accurate, legible, and reliable. Information can be accessed at the nurse's statiorç at the

agency, and even at the bedside. These computer tinks reduce clerical work and

telephone calls.

In a community setting, you might be expected to send in reports by e-mail. In

the fufure, computer literacy and ownership of a computer may be required for

working in these settings.

Computer information is easy to access. Therefore, the client's right to privacy

must be protected. Onty certain staff members are allowed to use the computer. They

have their own codes (passwords) to access computer files. If you are allowed access,

you will be trained how to use the computer system. Follow the ethical and legal

considerations relating to privacy and confidentiali[z (see Chapters 9 and 10). (25)

æ0 Figure 7-9 depicts an illustration of its subtitle, "The nurse enters information into the computer,, (25).
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Appendix C-4

[The following excerpts are taken from Chapter TerL "Legislation: The Client's Rights

and Your Rights" of Mosby's Canadian Handbook for the Support Worker. Pages 94-105.1

The foundation of a good client-worker relationship is a basic understanding of

your clienfs rights, your rights, and your legal responsibilities. How you conduct

yourself at work and how you relate to your clients are determined by:

. Your ethics

. Your employer's policies

. Federal and provincial or territorial laws

Remember, ethics is concerned with what you should or should not do. Legislation

is a body of laws that govern the behaviour of a country's residents. In Canada,

legislation helps to make sure that all clients receive safe and skillful care. Enforced by

the courts, legislation also protects clients' rights and your rights. (95)

Understanding Rights

A right is something to which a person is justly entitled. Some rights are based on a

sense of fairness or ethics. These are sometimes called morøl rights. For example, you

and a classmate arrange to study together. You have a right to expect that the classmate

will show up and be prepared to work. Or, you discuss a personal matter with a friend.

You have the right to expect that your friend will not repeat this information to others.
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These rights are not based on written laws. They are based on moral principles:

commitunents should be honoured and secrets should be kept.

Other rights are formally recogni zed in law. They are legal rights based on rules

and principles outlined in the law and enforced by society. For example, various laws

give you the right to vote, to receive medical care, to own property, and to receive fair

treatment if accused of a crime. Laws reflect the values of the society that created them.

Canadians enjoy many rights and freedoms that enable a life of equality and dignity.

(e5-e6)

Basic Human Rights in Canada

The Cønadian Charter of Rights ønd Freedoms protects human rights in Canada. The

Charter is part of the Canadian Constifution and is a constitutional document. It applies

at the federal and provincial/territorial levels. All other laws must be consistent with its

rules. The Charter lists the basic rights and freedoms to which all Canadians are entitled.

They include:

. Freedom of conscience and religion

. Freedom of thought, belief, opiniorç and expression

' Freedom of peaceful assembly and association (usually these freedoms are

associated with the right to form a union or engage in a sbike)

. The right to vote

. The right to enter, remain in, and leave Canada

. The right to life,liberty, and security of the person
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' The right to equality before and under the law, without discrimination based

on race, ethnic origiry colouç religion, se)Ç age, or mental or physical disabitity

Every province and territory also has a human rights code. These codes affirm

the principle that all people are entitled to equal rights and opportunities without

discrimination. Your provincial human rights code protects you and your clients from

being treated unfairly because of race, ethnicity, religiorç se)Ç age, or disabilily. The

human rights code affirms that all clients have a right to receive the same Çpe and

quatity of support services and to be free from discrimination. (96)

Basic Rights of People Receiving Heatth Services

Your clients are entitled to the same rights and freedoms as all other Canadian

residents. FIowever, sometimes they cannot exercise their rights, due to:

. Iilness or injury

. Physical or mental disabilities

. Oid age, if. the person is frail, confused, or isolated

All provinces and territories have legislation that addresses the rights of people

using health care services. Legislation governing health care has different narnes across

the country and differs in detail. As well, goveïnments are constantly revising health

care legislation and introducing new laws. However, every province and territory
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Protects the rights of people receiving care in facilities and in the community.

Examples of this legisla[on are given in Box ].0-1.231

Health care legislation consists of acts and regulations. An act is another term for

a specific law. Regulations consist of detailed rules that implement the requirements of

the act. Most health care acts consist of general requirements for maintaining health,

safety, and well-being. For example, British Columbia's Community Care Facility,4,cú sets

out general requirements for the licensing, administration, operatiory and inspection of

long-term care facilities. It also sets out detailed rules for meeting those broad standards

of care. Box 10-2 outline some of the detailed rules covered in British Columbia's Adult

Care Regulations.

Some provincial and territorial governments do not have regulations that lay out

detailed rules. Instead, they issue standards that expand on their legislation. For

example, Alberta's long-term care legislation is accompanied by standards called Bøsic

Seraice Standnrds for Continuing Care Centres. Regardless of whether detailed rules are

contained in regulations or standards, all residential facilities in the province or

territory must abide by these rules. No to do so could result in removal of their licence.

(e6-e7)

231 Box 10-1 is titled "Examples of Long-Term Care and Community Care Legislation" that as of 2004
includes British Columbia's Community Care FøcíIity Act and Contiiuing Cøre-Act; Alberta's Nursing Homes
Act and Social Care Facilities Licensíng Acf; Saskatchewan's Housing ønd-Specinl-Cøre Homes Act, Hoñe Care
Act, Personal Care Homes Act, and Residential Sensices,4cf; Manitoba's Public Heølth Act, Hmlth Seraices
lnsurance Act, and The Vulnerable Persons Liaing with a Mental Disability Act; Ontario's Nursing Homes Act,
Charitable Institutions Act, Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act, and Long-Term Care Act; quõbec's An Act
Resp.ecting Heakh Seraices snd Social Seraices and An Act Respecting Health-Seraices and Social Seraices for Cree
Natíae Persons; New Brunswick's Family Seraíces Act andÑursing Homes Act;Newfoundland/Labrádor's
Homes for_Specinl Csre Act, Priaate Homes for Specíal Care Allowanles Act, Self-Managed Home Support Seraices
Act, and Personal Cøre Home Regul^ations under the Health and Community Seruices Acf; Prince Edward
Island's Community Cnre Facilities and Nursing Homes Act;Yukon's Healih Act; and Northwest
Territories/Nunavuf s Hospital Insursnce and Health and Social Seraices Administration Act.
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Bill of Rights

There is no single list of rights afforded to all Canadians receiving care in facilities and

in the community. However, some provinces, such as Manitoba and Ontario, have

created a bill of rights for clients. These bills of rights take the lengthy rules contained in

regulations and standards and condense them into a list of basic rights for people

receiving care. For example, consider Ontario's Resident BiIl of Rights for long-term care

(Box 10-3 on page 98) and BiIl of Rights for community care clients (Box 10-4 on page99).

Some facilities and agencies write their own bills of rights based on provincial or

territorial laws. Clients must receive a written list of their rights. You must know your

provincial or territorial laws and employer policy regarding client rights. Generally, all

clients have the following rights, which are a combina[on of moral and legal rights:

the right to be treated with dignity and respect

the right to privacy and confidentiality

the right to give or withhold informed consent

the right to autonomy (97)

Substitute Decision Makers. Consent is often needed for clients under legal age

(usually 18 years of age) and for clients who are unable to make informed decisions for

themselves. For example, an unconscious person cannot give consent for a procedure.

People with certain mental illnesses, confusiory dementia, or intellecfual disabilities

may not be able to give informed consent. Such sifuations require a substifute decision

maker. A substifute decision maker is a person authorized to give or withhold consent

on behalf of the incapable person. Usually the substitute decision maker is a husband,
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wife, daughter, son, or legal representative. As with consent given by the client,

consent given by a substitute decision maker must be informed consent.

Your client may have a substifute decision maker. This person consults with the

health care team to make decisions on the person's behalf. All provinces and territories

have legislation that addresses substitute decision making. (101)

Your Legal Rights

Federal, provincial and territorial legislation ensures that Canadian workers receive fair

wages and work in a fair and safe environment. There are laws that protect workers'

rights and clarify their requirements and duties. These laws have different n¿unes across

the country and vary in their details. In general, however, all provinces and territories

have legislation that addresses human rights, occupa[onal health and safeÇ,

employmenf labour relations, workers'compensatiory long-term care services, and

community services legislation. (103)
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Appendix D

[Excerpt reproduced from Red River curriculum course called "Academic Writing,"

which is part of the Disability and Communiry Support program, made available by

course instructor Harry Havey, personal communication October 5,2007.1

Report Writing

Following are the bits of information from the workbook which we didn't get a chance

to go over in class. This is information which will be important for you to have when

we get to the evaluation/testing phase of this course area.

Five Reasons For Preparing Reports:

1. for communication of important information

2. for the protection of Legal Rights (of consumers and seraice providers)

3. for accountability of seraice

4. for licensing requirements

5. for continuity (or to create a personal history record)

The Importance of Conect Report Writing Skilts

1-. It increøses the líkelihood of being read €¡ understood and thereþre, hetpful

2. Becøuse it is ø potentíøI legøl document it increases the likelihood of holding up in

court.
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3. It is ø permanent document thøt will influence (or confuse) people long øfter you are

still øround to " explaín what you meant" !

The 8 Principles of Record Keeping

1. Be legible

2. Use black ink.

3. Make corrections properly:

-- one line through error

-- initial and date change

-- write "error"

4. Avoid the use of unexplained symbols, acronyms, jargon, abbreviations, inferences,

emotive, equivocal or relative words and terms and abstract language.

5. Be concise but complete

6. Stay relevant

7. Document as soon as possible

8. Sign and Date all entries

Confidentiality

What information is confidential?

"Confidential information" refers to information which isn't public and which we

come across only because of our position (job).

As professionals, an assumption of fuust exists around information about individuals an

agency supports in some way.

This information cannot be shared with:
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- anyone outside the Agency

- anyone in a non-direct service position to the individual even within the agency

When should confidential information be shared?

- When it is used to receive service of some sort and is relevant to determining type or

eligibility and ....

- When it is approved by your agency or...

- When there is a safety issue or concern.

Who is bound by confidentialify?

Agency staff, board members, govefftment workers, practicum sfudents.

Who has access to confidential records?

a) Whoever is designated by agency and government policy

b) The courts

c) The individual and/or their guardian

What are the possible implications of record being used in a court of law?

May be used for or against the consumer, staff or agency

What are the possible implications of record being available to consumers and/or

their guardian (how will it affect the way you write)?

Write with respect!
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F.I.P.P.A. stands f.ot Freedom of lnformation €¡ Protection of Priaacy Act'

FIPPA requires that agencies (schools, goaernmental bodies, publicly funded seraices

etc...):

- collect only the required information €t only use it for the purpose collected

- the ínformation must be "secured"(Iocked up)

- the indiaiduøl has øccess to their own records

- organizations must høue a specific støff responsible for monitoring

confídentiølity

P.H.I.A. stands f.or Personal Health Information Act

Tips on Confidentiality:

1. Stay professional in your language.

2. Back up opinions with facts.

3. Agencies should identify who has access to which records

4. Agencies should have clearly stated consequences for violations of confidentiality.

5. Confidential records should be locked up.

6. Confidential records should never be taken home or left unattended.

Daily Log/Communication Book

-Open (easily accessible)

-Quick Reference system (for organizational information of an impersonal nature such
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as policy changes, appoinhnents, activities etc.)

-Should not include any information of a personal nafure about consumers or staff.

Progress Notes

-Confidential (located in person's file)

-A chronological diary (of events which are significant to the individual such as: new

interests, injuries, major new purchases, changes in family stafus etc.)

-Should not include names of other consumers of service.
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